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1ate: 12/22/2014 
'ime: 03: 14 PM 
'age 1 of 3 
Second icial District Court - Nez Perce County 
RO,t., Report 
Case: CV-2014-0000635 Current Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Jonna Lynn Bobeck vs. State Of Idaho Department of Transportation 
User: BDAVENPORT 
Jonna Lynn Bobeck vs. State Of Idaho Department of Transportation 
)ate Code User 
Judge 
V25/2014 NCOC DIANE New Case Filed-Other Claims 
Jeff M. Brudie 
DIANE Filing: L3 - Appeal or petition for judicial review or Jeff M. Brudie 
cross appeal or cross-petition from commission, 
board, or body to district court Paid by: Clark 
and Feeney Receipt number: 0005180 Dated: 
3/26/2014 Amount: $96.00 (Check) For: Bobeck, 
Jonna Lynn (plaintiff) 
ATTR DIANE Plaintiff: Bobeck, Jonna Lynn Attorney Retained Jeff M. 
Brudie 
Paul Thomas Clark 
PETN DIANE Petition for Judicial Review Jeff M. 
Brudie 
MOTN DIANE Ex Parte Motion for Stay on Pending Judicial Jeff M. 
Brudie 
Review 
3/27/2014 ORDR PAM Order for Stay Pending Judicial Review 
Jeff M. Brudie 
4/7/2014 NOTC PAM Notice of Lodging of Agency Record 
Jeff M. Brudie 
4/15/2014 NOAP PAM Notice Of Appearance 
Jeff M. Brudie 
ATTR PAM Defendant: State Of Idaho Department of Jeff M. Bru
die 
Transportation Attorney Retained Edwin L 
Litteneker 
MISC PAM Request for Scheduling Conference - Jeff M.
 Brudie 
Respondent State of Idaho Dept Transportation 
NOTC PAM Notice of Estimate of Transcript Cost - Jeff M.
 Brudie 
Respondent State of Idaho Dept Transportation 
4/24/2014 NOTC PAM Notice of Filing Agency Record 
Jeff M. Brudie 
MISC PAM Agency Record Jeff M.
 Brudie 
5/8/2014 HRSC PAM Hearing Scheduled (Telephonic Scheduling 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Conference 06/04/2014 04:00 PM) 
PAM Notice Of Telephonic Scheduling Conference - Jeff M. Brudie 
6-4-14 @4:00pm 
5/13/2014 NOTC PAM Notice of Filing Transcript 
Jeff M. Brudie 
TRAN PAM Transcript Filed Jeff M. Bru
die 
6/4/2014 HRHD PAM Hearing result for Telephonic Scheduling 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Conference scheduled on 06/04/2014 04:00 PM: 
Hearing Held 
6/5/2014 ORDR PAM Order Scheduling Briefs and Argument 
Jeff M. Brudie 
HRSC PAM Hearing Scheduled. (Appellate Argument Jeff M.
 Brudie 
09/03/2014 01 :30 PM) 
7/11/2014 MEMO PAM Memorandum in Support of Petition for J
udicial Jeff M. Brudie 
Review-ALS 
8/5/2014 BRFD JANET Brief Filed of the IDOT 
Jeff M. Brudie 
8/29/2014 BRFD PAM Reply Brief Filed 
Jeff M. Brudie 
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ate: 12/22/2014 
ime: 03:14 PM 
age 2 of 3 
Second cial District Court - Nez Perce County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0000635 Current Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Jonna Lynn Bobeck vs. State Of Idaho Department of Transportation 
User: BDAVENPORT 








































Hearing type: Appellate Argument 
Hearing date: 9/3/2014 
Time: 1 :33 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Linda Carlton 
Minutes Clerk: PAM 
Tape Number: Crtrm #1 
Petitioner/Appellant: Paul Thomas Clark 
Respondent IDOT: Edwin L. Litteneker 
Judge 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing result for Appellate Argument scheduled Jeff M. Brudie 
on 09/03/2014 01 :30 PM: Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Appellate Argument scheduled Jeff M. Brudie 
on 09/03/2014 01 :30 PM: Case Taken Under 
Advisement 
Hearing result for Appellate Argument scheduled Jeff M. Brudie 
on 09/03/2014 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Linda Carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
Memorandum Opinion and Order on Petition for Jeff M. Brudie 
Judicial Review 
**Order of Hearing Officer is Affirmed** Jeff M. Brudie 
**Stay of Suspension is Lifted** Suspension shall 
begin 10-30-14 and run for length of time ordered 
pursuant to statute** 
Civil Disposition entered for: State Of Idaho Jeff M. Brudie 
Department of Transportation, Defendant; 
Bobeck, Jonna Lynn, Plaintiff. Filing date: 
10/24/2014 
Case Status Changed: Closed Jeff M. Brudie 
Notice Of Appeal - filed by Petitioner 
Motion for Stay Pending Appeal (P) 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Case Status Changed: Reopened 
Motion for Stay Pending Appeal 
Notice Of Appeal 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Jeff M. Brudie 
Supreme Court Paid by: Clark, Paul Thomas 
(attorney for Bobeck, Jonna Lynn) Receipt 
number: 0017237 Dated: 11/3/2014 Amount: 
$129.00 (Check) For: Bobeck, Jonna Lynn 
(plaintiff) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 17238 Dated 
11/3/2014 for 100.00} 
Jeff M. Brudie 
00' 
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ime: 03: 14 PM 
age 3 of 3 
Second ial District Court - Nez Perce County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0000635 Current Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Jonna Lynn Bobeck vs. State Of Idaho Department of Tran
sportation 















DEANNA Condition of Bond Clerks Record Estimate 
DEANNA Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 17240 Dated 
11/3/2014 for 125.00) 
DEANNA Condition of Bond Estimate Reporter's Transcript 
PAM Order for Stay Pending Appeal 
DEANNA Notice of Trancript Lodged 
DEANNA Bond Converted to Other Party (Transaction 
number 1839 dated 12/9/2014 amount 68.25) 
User: BDAVENPORT 
Judge 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Jeff M. Brudie 




























PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
Idaho State Bar No. 1329 
1229 Main Street 
PO Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9516 
Facsimile: (208) 746-9160 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
20N flRR 25 Pfl Y 2Y 
FATT't 0. \\!EEKS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND J
UDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CO
UNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK, 
Petition~r, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
) Case Ne£ V 1 4 - 0 0 6 3 5 
) 
) ITD File N 648000258692 
) Idalio  
) 
) PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
) 
) Fee Category: L(3) 
) Fee: $96.00 
) 
) 
COMES NOW, JONNA LYNN BOBECK, th
e Petitioner in the above-entitled matter, by an
d 
through her attorney ofrecord, Paul Thomas
 Clark of the law firm Clark and Feeney, LLP
, and 
pursuantto Idaho Code § § 18-8002A(8) and 67-
5 27 0 et seq., hereby respectfully petitions this 
Court 
for judicial review of the Findings of Fact and
 Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the
 Idaho 
TransportationDepartmentonMarch25, 201
4inFileNo. 648000258692. A copy of said do
cument 
is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" which is inc
orporated herein by reference. Said proceedin
g and 
final Order was entered following a heari..ng h
eld pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-8002A. 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
- 1 
LAW OFFICES OF 




























In accordance with Rule 84( d) o
f the Idaho Rules of Civil Pro
cedure, Petitioner states the 
following: 
(1) A telephonic hearing w
as held before the agency wi
th Skip Carter, presiding as t
he 
hearing official, which said h
earing was recorded. 
(2) A statement of the iss
ues the petitioner intends to a
ssert on judicial review inclu
des, 
but is not limited to: (a) whe
ther the Respondent was info
rmed of the consequences of
 submitting 
to evidentiary testing as req
uired in Idaho Code § l 8-8002
A; (b) whether the hearing o
fficer 
considered the evidence pr
esented at the time of the 
hearing; ( c) whether the hea
ring officer 
exceeded the statutory autho
rity of the agency; and ( d) w
hether the hearing officer's d
ecision was 




A transcript of the hearing is
 requested. 
I certify: 
(a) That the clerk of the a
gency has been contacted fo
r purpose of obtaining a 
transcript and the record. Pe
titioner will pay a reasonable
 cost for preparation 
of the transcript and the reco
rd. 
(b) That service of this p
etition has been made upon 
the state agency. 
DATED this ;)~ay of M
arch, 2014. 







 REVIEW - 2 
mas Clark, a member of the 
firm 
ys for Petitioner 
LAW OFFICES OF 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of March, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
1 correct cop
y of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and add



























Idaho Transportation Department R 
Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit 0 
P.O. Box 7129 0 
Boise, Idaho 83707 0 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 3 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Delivery 
Facsimile at: (208) 332-2002 
LAW OFFICES OF 
AND FEENEY, LLP 
006 
IN THE IDAHO TRAN
SPORTATION DEPA
RTMENT 
STATE OF IDAHO 





















This matter came on fo
r administrative license
 suspension hearing on
 March 12, 
2014 by telephone con
ference. Paul Thomas 
Clark, Attorney at Law
, represented Bobeck 
at the hearing. 
The suspension set out
 in the Notice of Suspe
nsion served pursuant t
o Idaho Code 
§ 18-8002Ai is SUSTA
INED. 
EXHIBIT LISTii 
1. Notice of Suspensio
n 
2. Evidentiary Test Re
sults 
3. Sworn Statement 
4. Influence Report an
d Interview 
5. Copy of Citation #IS
P0258692 
6. Envelope from Law
 Enforcement Agency 
7. Certification of Rec
eipt of Law Enforceme
nt Documents 
8. Petitioner's Request
 for Hearing 
9. Correspondence fro
m ITD 
10. Certified Copy of B





CLUSIONS OF LAW AND
 ORDER---1 
EXHIBIT "A" oo~ 
12. Toxicology Speci
fication Form 
13. Notice of Administra
tive License Suspensio
n 
14. Notice of Suspens
ion Information Sheet 





 - Zolpidem 
18. Drug Information
 - Trazadone 
19. Petitioner's Driv
er License Record 
20. Subpoena - Duce
s Tecum (NV) 
21. Subpoena - Duce















29. Statement from La
w Enforcement 
Petitioner supplement
ed the record with the 
following exhibits: 




D. Photos CD 
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NCLUSIONS OF LAW







Senior Trooper Travis Hight testifie
d and his testimony can be heard on
 the audio 
record of the proceeding. 
Bobeck testified and her testimony 
can be heard on the audio record .of
 the 
proceeding. 
Mr. Clark argued the following on be
half of Bobeck: 
1. Objection to Exhibits 12 and 13
, which were not submitted with the
 original 
documents nor were they incorpora
ted by reference to the sworn statem
ent. 
2. Bobeck was not informed of the
 consequences of submitting to evid
entiary 
testing. Bobeck testified that she d
id not recall any of the advisory for
m being 
read to her. Trooper Hight testlfiec
iiliat BooeclCdid-nottespond to the
 reading 
of the advisory. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
I, having heard all issues raised, hav
ing considered the exhibits admitte
d as 
evidence; having considered the ma
tter herein; and being advised in the
 premises and the 
law, make the following Findings o
f Fact: 
BURDEN OF PROOF 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § l 8-8002A
(7) the Petitioner has the Burden of
 Proof by a 
preponderance of the evidence rega
rding all Idaho Code § l 8-8002A stan
dards and all 
issues raised by the Petitioner. 
PETITION FOR J~~ Slif;l-e¥,' AND CONCLU
SIONS OF LAW AND ORDER---3 
009 
I. 
WAS THERE LEGAL CA
USE TO INVESTIGATE T
HE PETITIONER? 
1. Trooper Hight investiga
ted Bobeck on December 4,
 2013 at approximately 220
3 
hours in Nez Perce County,
 Idaho after she crashed her
 vehicle and did not stop at 
the scene of the crash, in vi
olation of Idaho Code, §49-
1301. Bobeck then 
proceeded at a slow rate of
 speed until she crashed into
 a stationary, marked patrol
 
vehicle. Upon contacting B
obeck at the scene and notin
g her demeanor and her 
slow and sluggish responsiv
eness, officers, including T
rooper Hight, suspected 
that she had been driving u
nder the influence of Ambie
n. Additionally, Bobeck 
made statements admitting
 that she had taken Ambien
 prior to driving. 
2. Trooper Hight had lega
l cause to investigate Bobec
k. 
2. 
WAS THERE LEGAL CA
USE TO BELIEVE THE P
ETITIONER WAS IN 
VIOLATION OF IDAHO C
ODE §18-8004? 
1. Due to injuries suffered
 in the multiple crashes, Bo
beck was unable to attempt
 the 
following Standardized Fie
ld Sobriety tests: 
a. Horizontal Gaze Nystag
mus 
b. Walk and Turn 
c. One Leg Stand 
2. Lewiston Police Office
r Nicholas Eylar observed B
obeck in actual physical 
control of the vehicle. 
3. Trooper Hight had suff
icient legal cause to arrest B









DID THE EVIDENTIARY T
EST RESULTS INDICATE
 A VIOLATION OF §18-
8004? 
1. Idaho Code, § 18-8004 pr
ovides that it is unlawful for
 anyone who is under the 
influence of alcohol, drugs o
r any other intoxicating subs
tances to drive or be in 
physical control of a motor v
ehicle within this state, whet
her upon a highway, 
street, or bridge, or upon pub
lic or private property open t
o the public. 
2. In the case of Feasel v. Ida
ho Transportation Departme
nt, 148 Idaho 312 (App. 
2009), the Idaho Court of Ap
peals stated "[b]y the statute
's plain language, only 
the 'presence of drugs, not th
e quantity, must be establish
ed along with competent 
evidence of impairment caus
ed by the drugs." 
3. Idalio Code, §18.:;8Q04(7}provi
des thatit is not ad~fe;ns~th
at a person charged 
with a violation of this statu
te have a history of past use 
of the drug or carries a 
valid prescription for the dru
g. 
4. In Feasel, the Court found
 that the presence of prescrip
tion Prozac, the competent 
evidence ofFeasel's driving
 pattern, slurred speech, imp
aired memory, and the 
documentary evidence of the
 applicable drug label warnin
gs, all led to the 
conclusion that Feasel's driv
er's license was properly sus
pended under Idaho law 
for operating a motor vehicl
e under the impairment of in
toxicating drugs. 
5. In the case of Idaho Transpo
rtation Department v. Johna
than Paul Van Camp, 
2012 Opinion No. 128, Filed
 November 14, 2012, the Ida
ho Supreme Court ruled 
as follows: "Essentially, he 
[Van Camp] contends that th
e absence of evidence 
demonstrating that cycloben
zaprine is intoxicating is suf
ficient to prove that the 
drug is not intoxicating. Th
is is inconsistent with the pla
in language of subsection 
7 ( c ), which requires the licens
ee to affirmatively prove tha
t the drug was not 
intoxicating." 
6. According to Trooper Hi
ght's affidavit, Bobeck was 
transported to Saint Joseph 
Regional Medical Center fo
r treatment of possible injuri
es suffered in the crashes. 
PETITION FOR J~6~AM




Trooper Hight opted to hav
e a blood draw conducted t
o better determine if Bobec
k 
was under the influence of
 intoxicating drugs at the tim
e of driving. 
7. PRESENCE OF DRUG
S: The analyses ofBobeck
's blood detected the follow
ing 
drugs: Zolpidem and traza
done. 
8. COMPETENT EVIDE
NCE OF IMPAIRMENT: 
Bobeck's dangerous drivin
g 
pattern, her demeauor and 
laC;k of responsiveness are 
all competent cumulative 
evidence of impairment ca
used by the drugs found in 
her system. 
9. Exhibit 18 details nume
rous warnings regarding po




ng unsteady when walking,
 
uncontrollable shaking of 
a part of the body, confusio
n, and blurred vision. Thes
e 
side effects could deleterio
usly impact a person's abil
ity to operate a motor 
vehicle. 
1 O.Exhibff 1 7 details nume
rous warnings regarding po
tentiaLside effec!s of talcin
g 
Zolpidem, including warni
ngs about individuals who 
have taken Zolpidem, got o
ut 
of bed and driven their car
s while not fully awake. T
here is also a warning 
concerning taking Zolpide
m in conjunction with antid
epressants such as 
Trazadone. 
11. Based on the record, Bo
beck is in violation of Idah
o Code § 18-8004. 
4. 
WAS THE EVIDENTIAR
Y TEST PERFORMED IN
 COMPLIANCE WITH AL
L 
REQUIREI\1ENTS SET F
ORTH IN IDAHO LAW A
ND ISP ST AND ARD 
OPERATING PROCEDUR
E? 
1. Trooper Hight' s affidav
it states the evidentiary tes
t was performed in complia
nce 
with Idaho Law and ISP S
tandard Operating Procedu
res. 
2. On December 9, 2013,
 Evidence Technician S. H
erridge with the Idaho Stat
e 
Police Forensic Services o
ffice in Pocatello, Idaho re
ceived via Fed Ex Bobeck
's 
blood collection kit. 
PETITION FOR 
1\H?J-f~'Flkc¥ Al\TD CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
AND ORDER---6 
01 
3. Forensic Scientist Delisa Downe
y analyzed Bobeck's blood toxicolo
gy collection 
kit posting the laboratory results of
 the following drugs: Zolpidem and
 
Trazodone. 
4. Trooper Hight's sworn statemen
t sets forth that the blood test was pe
rformed in 
compliance with statute and the stan
dards and methods adopted by the D
epartment 
of Law Enforcement (DLE)/ISP. T
his includes Section 18-8003 which
 states that 
" ... [ 0 ]nly a licensed physician, qual
ified medical technologist, registere
d nurse, 
pblebotomist trained in a licensed h
ospital or educational institution to 
withdraw 
blood can, at the order or request of
 a peace officer, withdraw blood for
 the 
purpose of determining the content 
of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicati
ng 
substances therein." 
5. Pursuant to Exhibit 10, the swor
n Forensic Toxicology Report, subm
itted by 
Forensic Scientist Delisa Downey, the 
driver's blood isidentifiedto thatob
tained 
and drawn from Jonna L. Bobeck. Exh
ibit 12, the Toxicology Submittal F
orm, 
shows the chain of custody ofBobe
ck's blood sample. 
4. Exhibits 10 and 12 are absent an
y evidence to show the following: 
1) that an 
improper chain of custody occurred
; 2) that the handling, transporting a
nd storing 
of the blood kit was improper; 3) th
at the kit and vials were expired; 4)
 that the 
test results are unreliable; or 5) that
 the blood toxicology collection kit
 was 
obtained and drawn from someone 
other than Bobeck. 
7. Bobeck bears the burden of proo
f to show that the blood draw was n
ot conducted 
in accordance with Idaho Code,§§ 1
8-8003, 18-8004(4) and the IDAPA
 Rules. 
8. Bobeck presented no affirmative
 evidence to invalidate the blood dr
aw, to prove 
that the blood results were drawn fr
om someone else, or to prove that t
he blood 
draw was not conducted in accorda
nce with Idaho Code, §§18-8003, 1
8-8004(4) 
or IDAP A Rule 11.03.01. 
9. The evidentiary test was perform
ed in compliance with Idaho Law a
nd ISP 
Standard Operating Procedures and
 the evidence was properly submitte
d within 
the administrative rules and Idaho C








 ADVISED OF THE POSS




1. Bobeck was substant
ially informed of the Ida
ho Code § l 8-8002A advis
ory form 
when Trooper Hight rea
d the Notice of Suspensi
on advisory form to her a
t the 
Saint Joseph's Regional 
Medical Center where sh
e had been transported fo
llowing 
the crashes. 
2. Idaho Code,§ 18-800
2(1) provides that any pe
rson who drives or is in 
actual 
physical control of a mo
tor vehicle in this state s
hall be deemed to have g
iven his 
consent to evidentiary te
sting for concentration o
f alcohol, provided that s
uch 
testing is administered a
t the request of a peace o
fficer having reasonable
 grounds 
to believe that the perso
n has been drivmg or is i
n actual physical control
 of a 
motor vehicle in violatio
n ofidaho Code, §18-80
04. 
3. State v. De Witt, 145 Id
aho 709 (App. 2008), se
t forth the proper analysi
s for the 
factual scenario presente
d in this matter. In De Witt, 
the driver/defendant arg
ued 
that his implied consent 
was nullified because he
 was unconscious when 
he was 
"informed" of the conse
quences of refusal. The 
Idaho Court of Appeals 
upheld 
the ruling in State v. Wool
ery, 116 Idaho 368 (1989)
, with the following anal
ysis: 
"The [Woolery] Courts sta
ted that a drunken driver
 has no legal right to res
ist or 
refuse evidentiary testin
g. The Court noted that 
in recognition of the dri
ver's 
physical ability to refuse
 to submit, the legislatur
e enacted the license sus
pension 
statute to discourage and
 civilly penalize such a r
efusal." 
4. Trooper Hight substa
ntially informed Bobeck
 of the Notice of Suspen
sion 
advisory that asserts in p
art that the driver is requ
ested by law to take one
 or more 
evidentiary tests to deter
mine the concentration o
f alcohol in the body. 
5. The advisement is ac
curate and consistent wi
th policy and law. 
6. Based on the "Implie
d Consent" law refe1Ted 
to hereinabove, Trooper
 Hight's 
decision to request a blo
od test was lawful and p
ermissible. 
PETITION FOR Jl#i»
§~ AND CONCLUSIONS 
OF LAW AND ORDER
---8 
014 
7. The advisory form includes the foll
owing information: "After submitting
 to the 
tests(s) you may, when practicable, at 
your own expense, have additional test
s 
made by a person of your own choosin
g." 
8. Bobeck was advised of the consequ
ences of refusing or failing evidentiary
 testing 
as required by Idaho Code § 18-8002 an
d Idaho Code § 18-8002A. 
CONCLUSION OF LAW 
CONFLICTING FACTS, IF ANY, W
ERE CONSIDERED AND REJECTED
 IN 
FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITE
D FACTS. BASED UPON THE FOR
EGOING 
FINDINGS OF FACT I CONCLUDE
 THAT ALL OF THE REQUIREMEN
TS FOR 
SUSPENSION OF THE PETITIONE
R'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES SET FO
RTH IN 
IDAHO CODE§§ 18-8002 AND 18-8
002A WERE-CO:M:J:>LIBD-WITH IN 1tt1
S CASE. 
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS REND
ERED: 
ORDER 
The suspension set forth in the Notice o
f Suspension, served pursuant to I.C. §
 18-
8002A, is SUSTAINED and as provide
d in Exhibit 19, SHALL RUN FOR A 
PERIOD 
OF 90 DAYS COl\11\fENCING ON M
ARCH 18, 2014, AND SHALL REMA
IN IN 
EFFECT THROUGH JUNE 16, 2014.
 





PETITION FOR JUDrrr AT. REVTP.ID FINDINGS'OFFAtT'.AND CONCLUSION
S OF LAW AND ORDER---9 015 
FINAL ORDER 
(Hearings pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A) 
This is a final order of the Department. 
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation Department'
s 
Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, P.O. Box 7129, Boise, Idaho 8370
7-
1129 within fourteen (14) days of the service date of this order. If the hearing Officer 
fails to act upon this motion within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, the motion wil
l be 
deemed denied, according to the Idaho Code §67-5243(3). 
Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by th
is 
final order or orders previously issued in this case may appeal this final order and all 
previously issued orders in this case to District Court by filing a petitioner for judicia
l 
review in the District Court of the county which: 
1. A hearing was held; 
i: . The final agency action was taken; or 
3. The party seeking review of the order resides. 
An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the service date of this final 
order. The filing of an appeal to District Court does not itself stay the effectiveness o
r 
enforcement of the order under appeal. 
ENDNOTES 
; Idaho's Implied Consent Statute 
;; ITD Exhibits are numeric, Petitioner's exhibits are by Letter 
m Argument and testimony is summarized from record of the hearing 

























PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
Idaho State Bar # 1329 
1229 Main Street 
P.O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9516 
Facsimile: (208) 746-9160 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
rrinR rir 
I H11 C) 
Pt~!TY 0. \\EEKS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 














Case No. CV 1 4 • Q O 6 3 5 
ITD File No. 648000258692 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR STAY ON 
PENDING JUDICIALREVIEW 
COMES NOW, JONNA L YNNBOBECK, the Petitioner in the above-entitled matter, by and 
through his undersigned attorney of record, pursuant to Idaho Code §67-5274, and hereby 
respectfully moves this Court for entry of an Order staying the execution and/or enforcement of the 
Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law and Order entered in this matter on March 25, 2014, 
which sustains the suspension of the Petitioner's driver's license or privileges allegedly for failure 
of evidentiary testing for alcohol concentration pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A. Relief is 
requested upon grounds which include, but are not limited to, the following: 
2 5 EX P ARTE MOTION FOR STAY 
ON PENDING JUDICIAL REVIEW -1 
26 
LAW OFFICES OF 


























1. Petitioner has filed a timely Petition for Judicial Review from the Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law and Order; 
2. A stay of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order and suspension 
of Ms. Bobeck' s driver's license or privileges is necessary to preserve her driving privileges during
 
the pendency of a judicial review. Without such relief, Ms. Bobeck will be necessarily denied, as 
a 
practical matter, the relief which she is seeking by way of her petition for judicial review; 
3. The Petitioner has several viable defenses to the license suspension, as were presented 
to the hearing officer in this matter. Those defenses are set forth within the Petition for Judicia
l 
Review filed in this matter; 
4. 
5. 
. A stay is necessary in the interests of justice; 
The Petitioner asks for an expedited review and decision on this request to protect 
her due process rights regarding her ability to drive and suspension that took effect on March 18
, 
2014. 
DATED this 9'-~ay of March, 2014. 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
By: i 
Paul T ~s Clark, a member of the firm 
Atto'f ys for Petitioner 
2 5 EXP ARTE MOTION FOR STAY 
ON PENDING JUDICIAL REVIEW -2 
26 
IJ<W OFFICES OF 
CLARK A ND FEENEY, LLP 

























CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of March, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Idaho Transportation Department Ja 
Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit 0 
P.O. Box 7129 D 
Boise, Idaho 83 707 D 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Delivery 
Facsimile at: (208) 332-2002 
By:------';'ff'-,f-. ---
Paul Tlirmas Clark 
25 EXPARTEMOTIONFORSTAY 
ON PENDING JUDICIAL REVIEW -3 
26 
LAW OFFICES OF 
































IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECO 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE 
DISTRICT OF THE 
OF NEZPERCE 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
---·- ·-- - - --
Respondent. 
) Case Noc v 1 4 - O O 6 3 5 
) 
) ITD File No. 648000258692 
) 
) ORDER FOR STAY PENDING 






The motion of the Petitioner for stay pending judicial review having come on duly and 
regularly before this Court, and good cause appearing therefore, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution and/or enforcement 
of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the Idaho Transportation 
Department on March 25, 2014, suspending Petitioner's driver's license or privileges, be and the 
same is hereby stayed during the pendency of judicial review of said Order. Petitioner's driving 
privileges are therefore ordered reinstated during the pendency of judicial review. 
DATED this 4 day of March, 2014. 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, 
83501 0 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
?ti 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisaJ.l__ day ofMarch, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
1 correct copy of the foregoing document by the m



























Idaho Transportation Department 
ALS Hearing Unit 
PO Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Paul Thomas Clark 
Clark and Feeney, LLP 
PO Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
0 Hand Delivered 
0 Overnight Delivery 
0 Facsimile at: (208) 332-2002 
0 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
CiY" Hand Delivered -~r-- S.-,c... 
0 Overnight Delivery 
~ Facsimile at: (208) 746-9160 
ORDER FOR STAY PENDING JlJDICIAL REVIEW - 2 
LAW OFFICES OF 




Beth Schiller 1n1u 
~·) I APR 7 HrJ 101Y Administrative Assistant, Driver Services 
Idaho Transportation Department 
3311 West State Street 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1129 
Telephone: (208) 334-8755 
Facsimile: (208) 332-2002 
c~~,h,,.,__ 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
Jonna Lynn Bobeck, 
Petitioner, 
V. 
State of Idaho; 













Case No. CV14-00635 
NOTICE OF LODGING 
OF AGENCY RECORD 
Beth Schiller, Administrative Assistant of the Idaho Transportation Department, hereby 
gives notice pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(j) of lodging of the agency record in the above-captioned 
matter. The parties shall have fourteen (14) days from the date of the mailing of this notice in 
which to file with the agency any objections. If no objections to the record are filed with the 
agency within fourteen (14) days, the record shall be deemed settled. Parties may pick up a copy 
of the record between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. at the Idaho Transportation 
Department, 3311 West State Street, Boise, Idaho 83703. 
The Agency Record consists of the following documents: 




Notice of Suspension STATE'S ExHIB
IT 1 1-2 
Notice of Suspension-Goldenrod Copy STATE'S EXHIB
IT 2 3-4 
Sworn Statements STATE'S ExHIB
IT 3 5-9 
Influence Report and Interview STATE'S EXHIB
IT 4 10-12 
Citation #ISP0258692 STATE'S EXH
IBIT 5 13 
Enveiope from Law Enforcement Agency STATE'S EXHIB
IT 6 14 
Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement STATE'S EXHIB
IT 7 15 
Documents 
Petitioner's Request for Hearing STATE'S EXHIB
IT 8 16-21 
Correspondence from ITD STATE'S EXH
IBIT 9 22 
Certified Copy of Blood Test Results STATE'S EXHIBIT 
10 23-24 
Toxicology Reimbursement Form STATE'S EXHIB
IT 11 25 
Toxicology Submittal Form STATE'S EXHIB
IT 12 26 
Toxicology Specification Form STATE'S EXHIB
IT 13 27 
Notice of Administration License Suspension STATE'S EXHIB
IT 14 28 
Notice of Suspension Information Sheet STATE'S EXHIB
IT 15 29 
Certificate of Mailing STATE'S EXHIB
IT 16 30 
. Druglnfo---Zolpidem~- - _ STATE'SEXfWUI_l'Z
 __ 31-36 
Drug Info "' Trazodone STATE'S EXHIB
IT 18 37-42 
Petitioner's Driver License Record STATE'S EXHIB
IT 19 43-44 
Subpoena Duces Tecum-AV STATE'S EXHIB
IT 20 45 
Subpoena Duces Tecum-Report STATE'S EXHIB
IT 21 46 
Subpoena-Officer STATE'S EXHIB
IT 22 47 
Subpoena-Phlebotomist STATE'S EXHIB
IT 23 48 
Deny Order STATE'S EXHIB
IT 24 49 
Corrected Subpoena-Officer STATE'S EXHIB
IT 25 50 
Corrected Subpoena-Phlebotomist STATE'S EXHIB
IT 26 51 
Re-Issue Subpoena-Officer STATE'S EXHIB
IT 27 52 
Re-Issue Subpoena-Phlebotomist STATE'S EXHIB
IT 28 53 
No Reports Statement from Law Enforcement STATE'S EXHIB
IT 29 54 
Affidavit of Service PETITIONER'S EXH
IBIT A 55-56 
Evidence PETITIONER'S EXH
IBIT B DVD 
Evidence PETITIONER'S E
XHIBIT C DVD 
Photos CD PETITIONER'S E
XHIBITD CD 
Affidavit of Service PETITIONER'S EXH
IBIT E 57-60 
Photo PETITIONER'S E
XHIBIT F 61 
Photo PETITIONER'S E
XHIBIT G 62 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXH
IBIT H 63 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXH
IBIT I 64 
Photo PETITIONER'S E
XHIBIT J 65 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXH
IBIT K 66 
Photo PETITIONER'S E
XHIBIT L 67 
Photo PETITIONER'S E
XHIBIT M 68 






















.. Proof of Service .. 
Notice of Telephone Hearing 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order 
Order for Stay Pending Judicial Review 
Petition for Judicial Review 
Transcription Estimate Request 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBITN 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT 0 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT P 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT Q 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBITR 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBITS 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT T 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBITU 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBITV 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT W 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT X 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT Y 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT Z 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT AA 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT BB 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT CC 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBITDD 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBITEE 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT FF 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT GG 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT HH 




























As of this DATE, April 1, 2014, a Transcript has [ x ], has not [ ] been requested by the 
petitioner or his attorney. 
DATED this 1st day of April, 2014 . 
. Ad~~ 
· Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
NOTICE OF LODGING OF AGENCY RECORD - 3 
024 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 1st day of April, 2014, I caused to be served 
a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1229 MAIN STREET 
P.O. DRAWER 289 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
EDWIN LITTENEKER 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 










- Beth-Sc biller . 
Idaho Transportation Department 
025 
/ 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
322 Main Street 
PO Box 321 
Le\\1.ston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
Facsimile: (208) 798-8387 
ISB No. 2297 
DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 













Case No. CV 14-00635 
NOTICE OF APPEARAi~CE 
TO: JONNA LYNN BOBECK and your attorney PAUL THOMAS CLARK. 
The appearance of the Department of Transportation is hereby entered in the above-
entitled action through the undersigned Special Deputy Attorney General. You are directed to 
serve all further pleadings or papers, except process, upon the said attorney at his address above 
stated. 
DA TED this &( day of April, 2014. 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 1 
02 
I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
Document was: 
_X_ Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
__ Sent by facsimile 
__ Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
Hand delivered 
To: Paul Thomas Clark 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
On this -r -day of April, 2014. 
fde~ 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
1 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 2 
December 4, 2013 
STATE OF IOAHO 
OFFICE OF THE ATIORNEY GENERAL 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
, ........ 
SPECIAL DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL APPOINTMENT 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Edwin L. Litteneker, Attorney at Law, P. 0 . Box 321 , Lewiston, Idaho 83501-0321 , is 
hereby appointed Special Deputy Attorney General for the purpose of representing the 
State of Idaho in any appeal from a hearing officer's decision in Idaho Transportation 
_ __ ---- -- · _ ____ Qe!}arto;1-en1 District_2_fi!_~d __ purs\Jao.LJQ ___ tb~ __ c3yt_b.91it:,'. __ QL lqab_o __ C_QQ~ _§ 1 __ §-§QQ?A,. 
Automatic License Suspension Program. 
This letter of appointment will be included in the files of any court case, hearing, or other 
matter in which he represents the State of Idaho in these appeals. This appointment is 
effective through December 31, 2014. 
Any courtesies you can extend to Mr. Litteneker in his conduct of business for the State 
of Idaho, as my delegate, will be appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
.LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
LGW:blm 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O 
Telephone: (208) 334-2400, FAX: (208) 854-8071 
Located at 700 W. Jefferson Street, Suite 21 0 
028 
Beth Schiller 
Administrative Assistant, Driver Services 
Idaho Transportation Department 
3 311 West State Street 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1129 
Telephone: (208) 334-8637 
Facsimile: (208) 332-2002 
' ' ' . -- ;_.,.,. 
APR 2u Rm 9 ""U I l l ;i '/ (. I 
IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
Jonna Lynn Bobeck, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
State of Idaho, 













Case No. CV14-00635 
NOTICE OF FILING 
AGENCY RECORD 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(k), the attached agency record in the above entitled matter is now 
deemed settled and is hereby filed. 
DATED this 21st day of April, 2014. 
x:?~L-~L-
·Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 




I hereby certify th
at on this 21st day
 of April, 2014, I 
caused to be serve
d a true and 
correct copy of the 
foregoing by the me
thod indicated below












































ADMINISTRATNE ASSISTANT, DRNER SERVICES 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
3311 WEST STATE STREET 
POST OFFICE Box 7129 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 

















Case No. CV14-00635 
AGENCY RECORD 
THE FOLLOWING IS A LISTING OF THE DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTING THE AGENCY RECORD IN THIS MATTER: 
INDEX OF DOCUMENTS 
Description 
Notice of Suspension 
Notice of Suspension - Goldenrod Copy 
Sworn Statements 
Influence Report and Interview 
Citation #ISP0258692 
Envelope from Law Enforcement Agency 
Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement 
Documents 
Petitioner's Request for Hearing 
Correspondence from ITD 
Certified Copy of Blood Test Results 
Toxicology Reimbursement Form 
AGENCY RECORD 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 1 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 2 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 3 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 4 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 5 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 6 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 7 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 8 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 9 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 10 














Toxicology Submittal Form STATE'S EXHIBIT 12 26 
Toxicology Specification Form STATE'S EXHIBIT 13 27 
Notice of Administration License Suspension STATE'S EXHIBIT 14 28 
Notice of Suspension Information Sheet STATE'S EXHIBIT 15 29 
Certificate of Mailing STATE'S EXHIBIT 16 30 
Drug Info - Zolpidem STATE'S EXHIBIT 17 31-36 
Drug Info - Trazodone STATE'S EXHIBIT 18 37-42 
Petitioner's Driver License Record STATE'S EXHIBIT 19 43-44 
SubpoenaDuces Tecum-AV STATE'S EXHIBIT 20 45 
Subpoena Duces Tecum-Report STATE'S EXHIBIT 21 46 
Subpoena-Officer STATE'S EXHIBIT 22 47 
Subpoena-Phlebotomist STATE'S EXHIBIT 23 48 
Deny Order STATE'S EXHIBIT 24 49 
Corrected Subpoena-Officer STATE'S EXHIBIT 25 50 
Corrected Subpoena-Phlebotomist STATE'S EXHIBIT 26 51 
Re-Issue Subpoena-Officer STATE'S EXHIBIT 27 52 
Re-Issue Subpoena-Phlebotomist STATE'S EXHIBIT 28 53 
No Reports Statement from Law Enforcement STATE'S EXHIBIT 29 54 
Affidavit of Service PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT A 55-56 
Evidence PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT B DVD 
Evidence PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT C DVD 
·Photos CD - PETITIONE1{'s EXHIBIT D CD 
Affidavit of Service PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT E 57-60 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT F 61 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT G 62 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT H 63 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT I 64 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT J 65 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBITK 66 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT L 67 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT M 68 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBITN 69 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT 0 70 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT P 71 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT Q 72 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT R 73 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBITS 74 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT T 75 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT U 76 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT V 77 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT W 78 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT X 79 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT Y 80 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT Z 81 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT AA 82 
Photo PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT BB 83 







Proof of Service 
Notice of Telephone Hearing 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order 
Order for Stay Pending Judicial Review 
Petition for Judicial Review 
Transcription Estimate Request 
Transcription Estimate 
DATED THIS 21ST DAY OF APRIL, 2014. 
AGENCY RECORD 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT CC 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBITDD 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT EE 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBITFF 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT GG 
PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT HH 















· Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
033 
,-,-i-,,. ,-.,,r,A A ID,..,, (),j '1"'.>\ 
I! U ..)0 l""t \f'\.CV. V 1- l~J 
Supply# 019680909 
Noticl Suspension for Failure of Evin. ,iary Testing 
(Advisory fo nd 18-8002A, Idaho Code) DR
I 12.-~ 1s I ! J6 41s-
Date of Arrest Time of Arrest 
!Toi I P 
Mailing Address State License Class 
J:D -:[:5 fJ ())-S-,g'(; "f;)._ Operating CMV? D Yes 
Transporting Hazrnat? 0 Yes 
1. I have reasonable grounds to believe that you were driving or were in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence 
of alcohol, drugs, or other intoxicating substances. You are required by law to take one or more evidentiary test(s) to determine the 
concentration of alcohol or the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in your body. After sub1zj:ttingJQ.lhe.Jest(s_) you 
may, when practical, at your own expense, have additional test(s) made by a person of your own choosing.! 9 Rpthave the 
right to talk to a lawyer before taking any evidentiary test( s) to determine the alcohol concentration or pres~ of<liii~ br other 
intoxicating substances in your body. l \ 
2. If you refuse to take or complete any of the offered tests pursuant to Section 18-8002, Idaho Code: '. \ , 
A. You are subject to a civil penalty of two hundred fifty dollars ($250). !-~.-- .. : 
B. You have the right to submit a written request within seven (7) days to the Magistrate Court of M.z,-'-F€~11ilrrty for a 
hearing to show cause why you refused to submit to or complete evidentiary testing and why your driver's license should not be 
suspended. 
C. If you do not request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing, the court will sustain the civil penalty and your license will be 
suspended with absolutely no driving privileges for one (1) year if this is your first refusal; and two (2) years if this is your 
second refusal within ten (10) years. 
3. If you take-and Ia1T the evideiifiarytest{ s) pursuanno Section l 8-8002A, Idaho Code: 
A. I will serve you with this ]VO TICE OF SUSPENSION that becomes effective thirty (30) days from the date of service on this 
notice suspending your driver's license or driving privileges. If this is your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five 
(5) years, your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days with absolutely no driving privileges 
of any kind during the first thirty (30) days. You may request restricted non-commercial driving privileges for the remaining 
sixty (60) days of the suspension. Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a commercial motor vehicle. If this 
is not your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, your driver's license or driving privileges will be 
suspended for one (1) year with absolutely no driving privileges of any kind during that period. 
B. You have the right to an administrative hearing on the suspension before the Idaho Transportation Department to show cause 
why you failed the evidentiary test and why your driver's license should not be suspended. The request must be made in writing 
and received by the department within seven (7) calendar days from the date of service on this NOTICE OF SUSPENSION. 
You also have the right to judicial review of the Hearing Officer's decision. 
4. If you are admitted to a problem solving court program and have served at least forty-five (45) days of an absolute suspension of 
driving privileges, you may be eligible for a restricted permit for the purpose of getting to and from work, school, or an alcohol 
treatment program. 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION If you have failed the evidentiary 
test(s), your driving privileges are hereby suspended per #3 above, I Date of Serv. ice: 
commencing thirty (30) days from the date of service on this notice. . 
If a blood or urine test was administered, the department may serve a ~--------------------~ 
Notice of Suspension upon receipt of the test results. 
This Suspension for Failure or Refusal of the Evidentiary Test(s) is separate from any other Suspension 
ordered by the Court. Please refer to the back of this Suspension Notice for more information. 
Print Name and I.D. Number of Reporting Officer Agency Code Telephone Number 
79'7-S:/St 
De rtment e only Failure: D Breath D Urine/Bio~ D Refusal 
White Copy- If faiiA,()£N(l~tOO@©id) Yellow Copy - to Law Enforcement Pink Copy - to Court Goldenrod Copy - to Driver 
0 
6 
s s e audio version of the Suspension Advis stantia!ly 
conforms to the written text of the Suspensi.. .. 11.Advisory. 
=or Refusai of Evidentiary Testlno (Pursuant to Section 18-8002. idaho Code) 
{ ou have the right to submit a written request within seven (7) days to the Magistrate Court indicated on the face of this notice for a hearing to show cause why 
rou refused to submit to or complete evidentiary testing. This is your opportunity to show cause why you refused to submit or failed to complete evidentiary 
esting and why your driver's license should not be suspended. Note: A hearing request for refusing evidentiary testing must be submitted to the 
\fagistrate Court. 
fyou fail to request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing, you are subject to a $250 civil penalty and the court will suspend your driver's license and/or 
lriving privileges with absolutely no driving privileges for one (1) year for your first offense, or for two (2) years for your second offense within ten (10) years 
:unless you meet the provisions of paragraph 4 as noted in the Suspension Advisory on the reverse side). 
For Failing Evidentiary Testing (Pursuant to Section 18-8002A. Idaho Code) 
\' ou have been served this Notice of Suspension by a peace officer who had reasonable grounds to believe that you were operating a vehicle while intoxicated. 
l\fter submitting to the test(s), you may, when practicable, have additional tests conducted at your own expense. 
[fyou take the evidentiary test(s) and the results indicate an alcohol concentration of .08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 21 years ofage), or the 
:>resence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of Sections 18-8004, 18-8004C, and 18-8006, Idaho Code, the peace officer 
;hall: 
1. Serve you with this Notice of Suspension, which becomes effective thirty (30) days after the date of service indicated on the reverse side of this notice. 
Failure of an evidentiary test will result in a ninety (90) day suspension of driving privileges, with absolutely no driving privileges during the first thirty (30) 
days of suspension. You may request restricted driving privileges during the final sixty ( 60) days of the suspension. If this is not your first failure of an 
evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, all of your driving privileges will be suspended for one (l) year with absolutely no driving privileges of any 
kind (unless you meet the provisions of paragraph 4 as noted in the Suspension Advisory on the reverse side). 
2. If you were operating or in physical control of a commercial vehicle and the evidentiary test results indicate an alcohol concentration of: 
A .04 to less than .08, your commercial driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days. You will have absolutely no commercial driving 
privileges of any kind. 
B. .08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 21 years of age), or test results that indicate the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances, all of 
your driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days, with possible non-commercial driving privileges for the final sixty (60) days of the 
suspension. You will have absolutely no commercial driving privileges of any kind during the full ninety (90) day suspension. 
C. If this is not your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, all of your driving privileges will be suspended for one (1) year and 
you wi.11- have absolutely no-driving-privileges of any kind-(unless you meet-the prO"visions of paragraph-4 as noted in the Suspension-Advisory on tl1e 
reverse side). 
Hearing Request for Failure of Evidentiary Test 
You have the right to request an administrative hearing on the suspension before the Idaho Transoortation De artment. Your request must be made in 
writing and be received by the department no later than seven (7) calendar days after the date of service on this Notice o Sus ension The request must state 
the issues intended to be raised at the hearing, and must include your name, date of birth, driver's license number, date of arrest, and daytime telephone 
number because the hearing will be held by telephone. The burden of proof, by preponderance of evidence, shall be upon the driver as to the issues raised in the 
hearing, pursuant to Section 18-8002A(7), Idaho Code. 
If you request a hearing, it shall be held within twenty (20) days of the date the hearing request was received by the Idaho Transportation Department (Section 
18-8002A, Idaho Code). If you do not request an administrative hearing within seven (7) days of service of this Notice of Suspension, your right to 
contest the suspension is waived. This suspension is separate and apart from any suspension that may be ordered by the court as a result of any 
criminal charges that may be brought against you. 
Judicial Review 
You may appeal the decision of the Hearing Officer by seeking judicial review to the District Court (Section l 8-8002A, Idaho Code). Your appeal must be 
filed as a civil proceeding in the District Court, pursuant to Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code. 
Restricted Driving Permits 
If your driving privileges are suspended for a period of ninety (90) days pursuant to Section l 8-8002A, Idabo Code, you may request restricted driving 
privileges for the final sixty ( 60) days of the suspension (IDAP A Rule 39 .02. 70). Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a commercial 
motor vehicle. You may make your written request for restricted driving privileges at any time after the service of this Notice of Suspension. 
Reinstatement Requirements 
Before being reinstated on this suspension, you will be required to pay a reinstatement fee. Any other suspension imposed by the court for this offense will 
require an additional reinstatement fee. 
request an administrative hearing or apply for a restricted driving permit relating to an administrative license 
..,..,,u.:u,vu for failing evidentiary testing: 
• Make your request in writing, including a daytime telephone number, to the Idaho Transportation Department, Driver 
Services Section, PO Box 7129, Boise ID 83707-1129, or 
• Fax your request to Driver Services at (208) 332-4124, or 
• Email your request to DriverRecords@itd.idaho.gov 
have i/ti9~fsYo1fff,&SJFJJiaitional information regarding this notice or your driving privileges, call Driver 
ITD 3814 (Rev. 01-12) 
Supply# 0196809£)9 ." 
,. . 
Notict.. ___ ;', Suspension for Failure of Evio,;<.:1ary Testing 
(Advisory for Sections 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code) 
:t: 5 /:;; {);). S"" '61 t:r ;l Operating CMV? D Yes rf No 
Citation# Transporting Hazmat? D Yes !Zr No 
Suspension Advisory 
1. I have reasonable grounds to believe that you were driving or were in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence 
of alcohol, drugs, or other intoxicating substances. You are required by law to take one or more evidentiary test(s) to determine the 
concen.tr:a.!.iQn...Qf alcohol or the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in your body. After submi~--e-res~-you 
may, when practical, at your own expense, have additional test(s) made by a person of your own choosing. )jO!i:~}-~iBt~thb 
right to talk to a lawyer before taking any evidentiary test(s) to deten11ine the alcohol concentration or prese11ce of drugs or ot11er 
intoxicating substances in your body. · - ·· -·· t /) I 
2. If you refuse to take or complete any of the offered tests pursuant to Section 18-8002, Idaho Code: f · l-- j 
A You are subject to a civil penalty of two hundred fifty dollars ($250). b I 
B. You have th€'1'ight to submit a written request within seven (7) days to the Magistrate Court of I 77.,..e.i._C~ntyfor a 
bearing to show· cause why you refused to submit to or complete evidentiary testing and why your driver's license should not be 
suspended. 
C. If you do not request a bearing or do not prevail at the hearing, the court will sustain the civil penalty and your license will be 
suspended with absolutely no driving privileges for one (1) year if this is your first refusal; and two (2) years if this is your 
second refusal within ten (10) years. 
3. you take and fail the evidentiary test(s) pursuant to Section I 8-8002A, Idaho Code: 
A I -will serve you witl1 this NOTICE OF SUSPENSION that becomes effective thirty (30) days from the date of sen-ice on this 
notice suspending your driver's license or driving privileges. If this is your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five 
(5) years,your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days with absolutely no driving privileges 
of any~ during the first thirty (30) days. You may request restricted non-commercial driving privileges for the remaining 
sixty (60) days of the suspension. Restricted driving p1ivileges will not allow you to operate a commercial motor vehicle. If this 
is not your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, your driver's licens& or driving privileges will be 
suspended for one ( 1) year with absolutely no driving privileges of any kind during that period. 
B. You have the right to an administrative hearing on the suspension before the Idaho Transportation Department to show cause 
why you failed the evidentiary test and why your driver's license should not be suspended. The request must be made in writing 
and received by the department within seven (7) calendar days from the date of service on this NOTICE OF SUSPENSION. 
You also have the right to judicial review of the Hearing Officer's decision. 
4. If you are admitted to a problem solving court program and have served at least forty-five ( 45) days of an absolute suspension of 
driving pnvileges, you may be eligible for a restricted pennit for the purpose of getting to and from work, Schoo( or an alcohol 
treatment program. 
- . 
~ • - - 0 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION If you have failed the evidentiary 
test(s), your drhing privileges are hereby suspended per #3 above, 
I commencing thirty (30) days from the date of service on this notice. 
If a blood or urine test was administered, the department may serve a 
Notice of Suspension upon receipt of the test results. 
I 
This 
l. ·----·-··~--·· -· - . 
Signature of Reporting Officer Print Name and I.D Number of Reporting Officer Agency Code . Telephone Number 
only Failure: D Breath 0 Urine/Blood D Refusal 
White Copy . If faniAGEul-Y(i'i¥f.REG0.RD Yellow Copy - to Law Enforcement Pink Copy - to Court Goldenrod Copy - to Driver 
nC'r 1 ~ 
e ion Information· e audio version of the Suspension Advis stantially 
conforms to the written text of the Suspens1 -·' Advisory. 
For Refusal of Evidentiary Testing (Pursuant to Section 18-8002, Idaho Code) 
You have the right to submit a wTitten request within seven (7) days to the Magistrate Court indicated on the face of this notice for a hearing to show cause why 
you refused to submit to or complete evidentiary testing. This is your opportunity to show cause why you refused to submit or failed to complete evidentiary 
testing and why your driver's license should not be suspended. Note: A hearing request for refusing evidentiary testing must be submitted to the 
Magistrate Court. 
If you fail to request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing, you are subject to a $250 civil penalty and the court will suspend your driver's license and/or 
driving priviieges with absolutely no driving privileges for one (1) year for your first offense, or for two (2) years for your second offense within ten (I 0) years 
(unless you meet the provisions of paragraph 4 as noted in the Suspension Advisory on the reverse side). 
For Failino Evidentiary Testing (Pursuant to Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code) 
You have been served this Notice of Suspension by a peace officer who had reasonable grounds to believe that you were operating a vehicle while intoxicated. 
After submitting to the test(s), you may, when practicable, have additional tests conducted at your OV,'D expense. 
If you take the evidentiary test(s) and the results indicate an alcohol concentration of .08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 21 years of age), or the 
presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of Sections 1 8-8004, l 8-8004C, and I 8-8006, Idaho Code, the peace officer 
shall: 
1. Serve you with this Notice of Suspension, which becomes effective thirty (30) days after the date of service indicated on the reverse side of this notice. 
Failure of an evidentiary test will result in a ninety (90) day suspension of driving privileges, with absolutely no driving privileges during the first thirty (30) 
days of suspension. You may request restricted driving privileges during the final sixty (60) days of the suspension. If this is not your first failure of an 
evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, all of your driving privileges will be suspended for one (1) year with absolutely no driving privileges of any 
kind (unless you meet the provisions of paragraph 4 as noted in the Suspension Advisory on the reverse side). 
2. If you were operating or in physical control of a commercial vehicle and the evidentiary test results indicate an alcohol concentration of: 
A. .04 to Jess than .08, your commercial driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days. You will have absolutely no commercial driving 
privileges of any kind. 
B. .08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 21 years of age), or test results that indicate the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances, all of 
your driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days, with possible non-commercial driving privileges for the final sixty (60) days of the 
suspension. You will have absolutely no commercial driving privileges of any kind during the full ninety (90) day suspension. 
C. If this is not your first failure of an evidentiary test within the iast five (5) years, all of your driving privileges will be suspended for one (]) year and 
you ,).;ill have absolutely no driving privileges of any kind (unless you 1neet the provisions of paragraph 4 as noted in the Suspension i• .. dvisory on tbe 
reverse side). 
Hearing Request for Failure of Evidentiary Test 
You have the right to request an administrative hearing on the suspension before the Idaho Transportation Department Your request must be made in 
writing and be received the department no later than seven (7) calendar davs after the date of service on this Notice of Suspension. The request must state 
the issues intended to be raised at the hearing, and must include your name, date of birth, driver's license number, date of arrest, and daytime telephone 
number because the hearing will be held by telephone. TI1e burden of proof, by preponderance of evidence, shall be upon the driver as to the issues raised in the 
hearing, pursuant to Section l 8-8002A(7), Idaho Code. 
If you request a hearing, it shall be held within tvventy (20) days of the date the hearing request was received by the Idaho Transportation Department (Section 
l 8-8002A, Idaho Code). If you do not request an administrative hearing within seven (7) days of service of this Notice of Suspension, your right to 
contest the suspension is waived. This suspension is separate and apart from any suspension that may be ordered by the court as a result of any 
criminal charges that may be brought against you. 
Judicial Review 
You may appeal the decision of the Hearing Officer by seeking judicial review to the District Court (Section l 8-8002A, Idaho Code), Your appeal must be 
filed as a civil proceeding in the District Court, pursuant to Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code. 
Restricted Driving Permits 
If your driving privileges are suspended for a period ofninety (90) days pursuant to Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code, you may request restricted driving 
privileges for the final sixty (60) days of the suspension (ID APA Rule 39.02.70). Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a commercial 
motor vehicle. You may make your V,Titten request for restricted driving privileges at any time after the service of this Notice of Suspension. 
Reinstatement Requirements 
Before being reinstated on this suspension, you will be required to pay a reinstatement fee. Any other suspension imposed by the court for this offense will 
require an additional reinstatement fee. 
To request an administrative hearing or apply for a restricted driving permit relating to an administrative license 
suspension for failing evidentiary testing: 
• Make your request in writing, including a daytime telephone number, to the Idaho Transpmtation Department, Driver 
Senrjces Section, PO Box 7129, Boise ID 83707-1129, or 
• Fax your request to Driver Services at (208) 332-4124, or 
• Email your request to DriverRecords@itd.idaho.gov 
have ~FltJfiiNoRfifKJF.JJHitional information regarding this notice or your driving privileges, call Driver~ 
Services at 334-8735. U e:.1 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Nez Perce County, Idaho 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone (208) 799-3073 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
Jonna Lynn BOBECK 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of Nez Perce ) 
 
) CASENO. 
) UNIFORM CITATION NO. 1SP0258692 
) AFFIDAVIT OF Trooper Travis Hight 
SUPPORTING INITIAL DETERMINATION 
) OF PROBABLE CAUSE PURSUANT TO 
I.C.R. 5(c) 
Your affiant, the undersigned police officer, being duly sworn, deposes and says 
under oath as follows: 
1. Your affiant is a duly qualified peace officer serving with the Idaho State 
Police. 
There is probable cause to believe that the crime(s) of: Driving Under the Influence and 
Injury to Child by transporting a minor in a vehicle while under the influence 
1. Idaho Code 18-8004 
2. Idaho Code 18-1501(3) 




has been committed and that the above named defendant has committed it. The 
defendant has been arrested, and your Affiant asks that the Court determine whether 
probable cause exist. 
The facts upon which Affiant relies in believing there is probable cause for said stop 
and/or arrest are as set out in the follovmig narrative and any reports and documents 
attached hereto and made part hereof. I verify that I have read any attached reports or 
documents and their contents, along with the following narrative, are true and correct to
 
the best of my information and belief. 
On December 4th, 2013, at approximately 2157 hours, I, Senior Trooper Travis Hight, 
responded to a two vehicle non-injury DUI crash that was preceded by a one vehicle 
injury crash and a short, low speed pursuit by Lewiston Police Department. The pursu
it 
was westbound on Idaho Street and ended with the crash at 9th Street in Lewiston whe
n 
the _Qursued vehicle struck a stationary, marked Lewiston Police unit with overhead 
flashing lights activated in the intersection of Idaho Street and 9th Street.- Tlie-origiiia.I 
one vehicle injury-crash was on Idaho Street near 13th Street. As I arrived on scene of
 
the second crash at approximately 2203 hours from the east I observed a red 2008 
Cadillac CTS in the intersection facing southwest (Idaho Registration Nl29661). I als
o 
observed a marked Lewiston Police Ford Crown Victoria police cruiser (Idaho 
Registration P1485) in the intersection facing west and slightly to the north with the fr
ont 
of the Cadillac against the right rear tire and quarter panel of the Lewiston Police cruis
er. 
Lewiston Police Sergeant Glen Rodgers was on scene and requested I investigate the 
second crash involving the patrol vehicle and DUI investigation. 
Lewiston Police Officer Nick Krakalia was assigned to investigate the first injury cras
h. 
The driver of the Cadillac was subsequently identified as Jonna Lynn BOBECK (
 
. The Lewiston Police Officer who was driving the police cruiser when 
struck was identified with his Idaho driver's license as Nicholas Morgan EYLAR (
 
. Sergeant Rodgers informed me Mrs. BOBECK was the wife of one of the 
Lewiston Fire Fighters and that they suspected she was driving under the influence of
 
Ambien. Mrs. BOBECK was transported to St. Joseph Regional Medical Center prior
 to 
my arrival. 
I noted tire scuff marks in the westbound roadway and continued westbound on Idaho
 
Street before ending in the intersection of Idaho Street and 9th Street at the front right 
tire 
of where the Cadillac came to rest. The marks indicated the Cadillac had a flat front r
ight 
tire prior to the crash involving the police cruiser. I noted the scuff mark went through
 the 
right turn lane on Idaho Street at 9th Street before curving in a left turn southwest 
direction. I observed damage to the front right bumper and quarter panel along with a
 flat 
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front right tire. The flat tire was turned to a right when the front left tire of th
e Cadillac 
was turned slightly to the left. I noticed only a small scratch on the police cru
iser 
indicating most of the damage to the Cadillac occurred prior to the second cra
sh. I 
observed the front windshield of the Cadillac was broken indicating where th
e driver 
struck it. I observed a child's safety seat in the back seat of the Cadillac. 
I took pictures of the vehicle and scene. I completed a sketch of the crash site
. Lewiston 
Police had the Cadillac towed using Bernard's Towing. Bernard's Towing wa
s able to 
remove the vehicle from the scene. I responded to St. Joseph Regional Medic
al Center 
where the driver had been transported. 
At the hospital, I met with Mrs. BOBECK's husband, identified as David BOB
ECK, who 
inquired to his options. I informed Mr. BOBECK I was there to obtain a bloo
d sample 
from Mrs. BOBECK. Mr. BOBECK asked if she had the right to talk to a law
yer prior to 
giving a blood sample. I informed him she did not but that I would read him and h
er, the 
ALS 18-8002 Advisory form that would better describe the process. Mr. BO
BECK I and 
went into the Emergency Room where Mrs. BOBECK was located. Mr. BOB
ECK 
instructed his wife not to talk. I gave copies of the ALS form to both Mr. and
 Mrs. 
BOBECK to follow along while I read the form to Mrs. BOBECK. Mrs. BO
BECK did 
not object to providing a blood sample. I had Phlebotornist Joel Mayberry ob
tain a blood 
sample_fr_Q_m_Mrs, BQ_B_ECK._J_had the j>hlebotornist use an ISP blood sampl
e kit. I 
observed him obtain the sample from the right arm of Mrs. BOBECK after cl
eaning the 
sample area using the provided iodine swab. I observed Phlebotornist Maybe
rry rotated 
the blood samples in accordance with the provided instructions. Phlebotornis
t Mayberry 
handed me the blood samples and I had him initial the samples prior to sealin
g the 
evidence kit. Phlebotornist Mayberry asked Mrs. BOBECK to sign the provi
ded Blood 
Draw Consent Form which she did. I then signed the form as the witness and
 
Phlebotornist Mayberry made a copy of the form. 
I secured the sample in my patrol vehicle and returned with a Driver's Statem
ent Form for 
Mrs. BOBECK. I read Mrs. BOBECK her Miranda Rights and provided her
 with the 
form. Mr. BOBECK asked ifhe could mail the form back and I informed him h
e could 
do that or drop it off at the ISP District Office. He informed me he would ha
ve his 
lawyer look it over. I informed him that was fine and that it was the same fo
rm we use 
for all crashes and give to all drivers. Mr. BOBECK instructed a hospital nu
rse not to 
treat Mrs. BOBECK or give her any medical information while I was there. 
I informed 
Mr. BOBECK it was standard to wait for the suspect to be cleared medically
 and then 
arrest and transport them to the jail that night. I asked him if given his training he w
ould 
be able to take custody of her that night and he indicated he would. I left the
 room and 
cleared the hospital. 
I attempted to call the Nez Perce County on call prosecutor to discuses charg
es. I was 
concerned with multiple jurisdictions investigating different portions of the inci
dent and 
the proper procedures for charges. I was unable to contact the on call prosec
utor. I went 
to ISP District headquarters and entered the blood into evidence. 
A(ggi¥ocl(, ~~ (  
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On December 5th, 2013 at approximately 1100 hours I spoke on the phone to Nez Perc
e 
County Prosecutor April Smith who recommended I issue the citations for DUI and 
Injury to Child for the portion of the investigation I handled. Ms. Smith also indicated
 
she would have the City of Lewiston's portion of the case transferred to Nez Perce 
County due to conflict of interests with the City of Lewiston employee. 
Based upon my investigation and statements provided, I concluded that Mrs. BOBECK
 
was impaired when she was traveling westbound on Idaho Street near 13th Street in 
Lewiston when she failed to maintain her lane of travel and struck a power pole on the
 
westbound side of the street. Mrs. BOBECK did not have her seat belt on and struck h
er 
head on the front windshield. Mrs. BOBECK then backed up and left the scene of tha
t 
injury crash and failed to notify police when she continued westbound on Idaho Stree
t 
Lewiston Police were notified of the crash by a witness identified as Dustin Watkins. 
Lewiston Police Officer Nick Eylar located Mrs. BOBECK as she drove slowly 
westbound on Idaho Street Officer Eylar attempted to stop Mrs. BOBECK with 
overhead lights and sirens. Officer Eylar slowly pursued Mrs. BOBECK westbound o
n 
Idaho Street at speeds ranging from two to five miles per hour as she failed to yield. 
Concerned for the safety of the motoring public at an approaching blind intersection o
f 
Idaho Street and 9th Street, Officer Eylar went around the Cadillac and parked in the 
intersection to warn oncoming traffic. The Cadillac then turned left into the intersecti
on 
. from. the right 1:llplfilg lap.e. and. struck. the parked poli~e cruiser in the intersection. 
Officer Eylar noted the driver appeared very confused and continued to stare forward 
·· 
when he attempted to get her attention. Officer Eylar noticed a small child in the back
 
seat of the Cadillac and removed the child, subsequently identified as  
 ). was given to the custody of Lewiston Fire EMS 
and subsequently to his father, David BOBECK. Mrs. BOBECK was transported to S
t. 
Joseph Regional Medical Center for treatment. 
On December 5th, 2013 at approximately 1645 hours, I and Trooper Montgomery we
nt 
to the BOBECK residence and I issued Mrs. BOBECK citations for Driving Under th
e 
Influence; I.C. 18-8004 and Injury to Child; I.C. 18-1501(3). Mrs. BOBECK inquired 
if 
when the blood test came back below .08 alcohol content, would the charges then be 
dropped. I informed Mrs. BOBECK the DUI charges were for driving under the 
influence of alcohol or drugs and that I suspected she was under the influence of drug
s 
and specifically Ambien. 
On December 5th, 2013 at approximately 1910 hours, Lewiston Police Officer Nick 
Krakalia who investigated the first crash cited Mrs. BOBECK for Striking a Fixture a
nd 
failure to wear her seat belt. In Officer Krakalia's report, he indicated Mrs. BOBECK
 
inquired of him if he was aware Ambien could do that to a person and she had found 
a 
category called "Ambien sleep driving" when discussing the incident the night prior. 




AFFIDAVIT SUPPORTING INITIAL 
DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
PURSUANT TO I.C.R 5 (C) 
Affiant!Police Officer 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to/before me this // day of 
' otary Public, State of Idaho 
Residing at.;,k<;U:1--ti,~Je,£,,~herein 
Commission expires: /,'PJ 1 
INITL\L DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE AFTER ARREST WITHOUT WARRANT 




Idaho State Police 
INFLUENCE REPORT 
~ 
Defendant's Name \j O t1 v'/ Oi L Vl1//J 
l 
PRE-TEST 
Contacts [ ] Yes [ ] No . Gl_as~es [ ] Yes [ J No Remove Glasses [ ] 
.. FIELD SOBRIETY TESTS . -
Eyes tracking equally [ ] Yes [ ] No 
HORIZONTAL GAZE NYSTAGMUS 
EYES 
L R 
D D Eye does not pursue smoothly 
D D Distinct Nystagmus at max. deviation 
D D Nystagmus onset before 45 degrees 
TOTAL 
VERTICAL NYSTAGMUS 0Yes 
ADDITIONAL SOBRIETY TESTS 
PUPIL SIZE __ _ CONSTRICTED [ ] NORMAL [ DILATED [ ] 
WALK AND TURN 
D Cannot keep balance during instructions 
D Starts too soon 
_ $.tQJJs too soon 
D Misses heel to toe 
D Steps off line 
D Raises arms 
0 
NYSTAGMUS 




WALK 3 1---+---+---+---+---+---+---1 
AND 4 1---+---+---+---+---+---+---1 
TURN 5 1----+'---+---+---+----.----4------1 
6 1---+---+---+---+---+---+---l 
7 8 l---+---+---+---+---+---+----1 
OBSERVATIONS D Wrong number of steps 
D Improper turn Eye Color ____ Eye Condition ____ Speech ____ _ 
CS?! Cannot do test 
Total 
ONE LEG STAND 
D Sways 
D Raises arms 
D Hops 
D Puts foot down 
Breath ____________________ _ 






[2g Cannot do test 
Total D Refused test, 
Audio Tape Y LV CA.T . . i A. c sr 1 ·t,., I 
Video Tape Y Q 
Officer's Signature ~~ 
EH01~ENCY RECOR!'( / 





MIRANDA WARNING MUST BE GIVEN PRIOR TO QUESTIONING 
Were you driving a vehicle? -----------------------------
Where are you coming from? ___________________________ _ 
When did you eat last? ___________ What did you eat? ___________ _ 
What have you been doing the last three hours? _____________________ _ 
Have you been drinking? ___________ What have you been drinking? ________ _ 
How much have you had to drink? _________ Where were you drinking at? ______ _ 
What time did you start drinking? ________ What time did you stop drinking? ______ _ 
Who were you drinking with? ___________________________ _ 
-- -
--- Are you ill? ___________ Are you taking medication of any kind? _________ _ 
If so, what? ______________ Get sample if possible. 
Time of last dose? ___________ Amount of last dose? --------------
When did you sleep last? ___________ How much sleep did you have? ______ _ 
lEV. 1!07 0 4 {j 
1 
I 
Idaho State Police • Unifr itation 
n the court designated .below the undersigned certifies that he/she has 
ust and reasonable grounds to believe and does believe that on: 
Citation#: 
1SP0258692 
Jate/Time: 12/05/2013 04:45 PM DR#: L13001056 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 2ND 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE 
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IOAHO 
• VIOLATOR 
Last Name: BOBECK Ml:LYNN 
First Name:JONNA  
Hm. Address:326 5TH AVE Phone: 
Cty, St, Zip: LEWISTON, ID 83501 
511 ight: 140 Sex: F Eyes: GRY Hair: BRO 
Lie. Expires:2015 
Class:D 
Hazmat:N GVWR 26001 +: N 





Yr. Veh: 2008 Veh. Lic#:N129661 
Make: CADI Model: CTS 
Color: RED Style: 40 
VIN: 1 G6DT57V080171434 
Carrier US DOT#: 
I LOCATION 
16+ Persons: N 
State:ID 
Upon a Public Street or Highway or Other Location Namely: 
WESTBOUND IDAHO STREET AT 9TH STREET IN LEWISTON 
I VIOLATIONS 
Did commit the following Offense(s), In violation of State Statute, 
Infraction Citation: N Misdemeanor Citation: Y 
Posted Speed: Observed Speed: Accident:Y 
Date/Time: 12/04/2013 09:44 PM 
Violation #1: 118-8004(1)(a) M 
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
Violation #2: 118-1501 (3) M 
INJURY TO CHILD-TRANSPORT MINOR IN VEHICLE WHILE 
UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
Violation #3: 
Violation #4: 
I COURT INFORMATION 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY MAGISTRATE COURT 
1230 MAIN STREET 
SIGNATURE 
I hereby certify service upu, 1 the defendant personaiiy on IBJ12/0512013 
Signature of Officer: ________________ _ 
Officer Name:T HIGHT Officer 10:3546 




I OFFICER NOTES 
DUI CRASH 
READ CAREFULLY 
This is a MISDEMEANOR charge in which: 
NOTE: If you fail to appear within the time allowed for your 
appearance, another charge of failure to appear may be filed 







You may be represented by a lawyer, which will be at your 
expense unless the judge finds you are indigent. 
You are entitled to a trial by jury if requested by you. 
PLEA OF NOT GUil TY: You may plead not guilty to the 
charge by appearing before the clerk of the court or the 
judge, within the time allowed for your appearance, at which 
time you will be given a trial date. 
PLEA OF GUil TY: You may plead guilty to the charge by 
going to-the clerk ofthe court,-within the time allowed for your 
appearance, at which time you will be told if you can pay a 
fixed fine or whether it will be necessary for you to appear 
before the judge; 
OR 
You may have your fine determined by a judge at a time 
arranged with the clerk of the court, within the time allowed 
for your appearance. 
If you plead guilty; you may still give an explanation to the 
judge. 
You may call the clerk of the court to determine if you can 
sign a plea of guilty and pay the fine and costs by mail or over 
the Internet by going to: http://courtpay.idaho.gov 
I plead guilty to the charges. 
Defendant (if authorized by clerk of magistrate court) 
MAIL TO: 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY MAGISTRATE 
PO BOX896 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
(208) 799-3043 
Court Date: 12/18/2013 
Fine #1: MUST APPEAR 
Fine #2: MUST APPEAR 
Fine#3: 
C rt T. · 08·0_Q AM 
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Idaho State Police 
District 2 
! ' 
2700 North and South Highway 
Lewiston, ID 83501-1732 : 
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SHIP TO:,DRIVER SERVICES - ALS 
Idaho Transportation Dept. 
PO Box 7129 
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'l'bl..r >,fi«tv. Ya1,,.,rMability. 
YQVt fc.Q'!"iomi-: Opporturnt~ 
Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement Documents 
I hereby certify that the following documents were received from the sender attached and/or incorporated 
together**: 
1" Notice of Suspension Advisory Form - Original 
'{ Notice of Suspension Advisory Form - Goldenrod 
Evidentiary Test Results 
Performance Verification 
Instrument Operations Log 
Certificate of Approval/ Analysis 
Instrument Certification 
Officer Certification and/or Business Card 




LAW Incident Table 
Main Radio Log 
Affidavit and/or Order Finding Probable Cause 
'/.. Influence Report ..--·---=--~=--~."~- ·-
D :DJ. TntoxicanfReport 
------ ---- - --- - - -- -- -- --- ':' C' ----. ---
- :·- ; . --, 
Pre-Booking Information Sheet ; 
y.___ Photocopy of Citation( s) 
-
Evaluations 
Impound Report I 
Towed Vehicle Report 
Field Sobriety Tests 
Vehicle Collision Report 
Teletype Reports 
Request of Prosecuting Attorney for Information 
Miranda Rights 
Photocopy of Driver's License 
DRE Evaluation 
Updated Notary Commission Expiration date from the Secretary of State 
Other Documents attached and/or incorporated together**: 
SignaturS!,_~Rro~mployee (** staples and other attaching devices are typically removed from documents for the purpose of 
photocopying and scanning. 
01 
DEC. 6. 2013 4:25PM CL.A 
PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
Idaho State Bar # 1329 
1229 Main Street 
P.O. Drawer 285 
Lewisto11i Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9516 
Facsimile: (208) 746-9160 
Attorneys for Respondent 
FEENEY ATTY 
VIA FACSIMILE (208) 332-4124 
Idaho Transportation Department 
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REQUEST FOR HEARING 
NO. 9436 P. 2/6 
COMES NOW JONNA L. BOBECK (herein referred to as "Respondent'') by an
d 
through her attorney of record, Paul T. Clark of the law firm Clark and Fee
ney, LLP, 
Lewiston, Idaho, and pursuant to LC. § l 8-8002A hereby requests a hearing befo
re the Idaho 
Transportation Department regarding that proposed Administrative License 
Suspension 
Notice heretofore served. 
The issues which shall be raised at the hearing include, but are not necessarily lim
ited 
to, the following: 
1.. Whether the arresting officer had probable cause and/or legal cause to 
stop, 
detain and/or arrest the Respondent; 
2. Whether the arresting officer had probable cause and/or legal cause to be
lieve 
the Respondent had been driving or was in actual physical control of a vehicle
 while under 
the influence of alcohol~ drugs, or other intoxicating substances in violation of
 sections 18-
8004, l 8-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code; 
AGENCY RECORD 
"-"W Cf"F1CEE Of" 
CLARK AND FEENEY; LLP 
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DEC. 6. 2013 4:25PM C LA., FEENEY .ATTY NO. 9436 P. 3/6 
3. Whether the test results showed an alcohol concentration or the presen
ce of 
drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of sections 18-8004, 18-8
004C, or 18-
8006, Idaho Code. Specifically, this issue shall. also include whether the test resu
lts showed 
an alcohol concentration or the presence of drugs in vioiation of the said section of t
he Idaho 
Code at the time that the arresting officer took possession of Respondent's dr
ivers license, 
issued a temporary germit. and/or issued the notice of suspension. 
4. Whether the test(s) for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxi
cating 
substances administered at the direction of the peace officer were conducted i
n accordance 
with the requirements of section 18-8004(4), Idaho Code, LC. §18-8004(4
) provides in 
pertinent part as follows: 
". . . Analysis of blood, urine or breath fur the purpose of determining the 
alcohol concentration shall be performed by a laboratory operated by the Idaho 
- Department of Law Enforcement or by aJaboratozy approved by_ 1:h_eJJ!MQ 
Department of Law Enforcement under the provisions of approved and 
certification standards to be set by the department, or by any other method 
approved by the Idaho Department of Law Enforcement . , , " 
Since the Idaho Department of Law Enforcement has adopted Alcohol Testing
 Regulations 
(herein referred to as the ATR's) set forth and cited as ID APA 11.03, the issu
e will include 
whether the test(s) were conducted in accord with said regulations. To the e
xtent that the 
ATR's require (i.e. see IDAPA 11.03.4, 3) that.tests be administered in con
formity with 
standards established by the department in the form of policy statements
 and training 
manuals, the issue also includes whether the tests were conducted in acco
rd with such 
standards issued in the form of policy statements and training manuals. Since
 the ATR's at 
6,1 therein also require that all policies in effect when the alcohol program was
 managed by 




LAW OFFICES Ot" 
CLARK AND FEENEY. LLP 
017 
049 
DEC. 6. 2013 4:25PM CLAR FEENEY TY NO. 9436 P. 4/6 
Law Enforcement until the policy is changed or deleted by the Department of Law 
Enforcement, the issue also includes whether the test(s) were conducted in accord with the 
policies of the Department of Health and Welfare which are continued in effect, and which 
are set forth in the Rules Governing the Performance of Forensic Alcohol Examination cited 
at IDAPA 16.02.7001 et seq. 
5. Whether the Respondent was infonned of the consequences of submitting to 
evidentiary testing as required in LC. § 18-8002A(2). 
6. Whether the Respondent was given an opportunity to have additional tests for 
alcohol concentration or for the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances made by 
a person of her choosing and/or whether Respondent's failure or inability to obtain additional 
testing was due to denial by the arresting officer. 
7. Whether Idaho Code §18-8002A violates Respondent's civil rights; whether 
LC.§ 18-8002A violates Respondent's state and/or federal coustitutional rights including her 
right to remain silent and right against self-incrimination. 
8. Whether, due to delay in testing, the test results can be related back to the time 
of Respondent's observed driving by means of retrograde extrapolation. Included in this 
issue is the issue of whether the test results can be admissible and/or used in this proceeding 
because of substantial passage of time between arrest and testing, and the resulting 
inaccuracy in establishing Respondent's alcohol concentration at the time of the driving. 
9. Whetherthe arresting officer ( a) seized and/or took possession of Respondent's 
drivers license as required by I.C. § 18-8002A(2)(a) & S(a); issued Respondent a temporary 
.3. 
AGENCY RECORD 
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LE:WISTON, IDAHO easo1 
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permit as required by l.C. § l 8-80022A(2)(a) &5(a); forwarded the seized drivers license to 
the department along with the completed notice of suspension form as required by I.C. § l 8-
8002A(5)(b ); pf?perly advised the Respondent that she would be eligible for restricted 
driving privileges during the remaining sixty ( 60) days of the 90 day suspension as required 
by I.C. §18-8002A(2)(c), (4)(i), & (9); and/or whether the arresting officer1 acting on behalf 
of the department, served the Respondent with the notice of suspension as required by LC. 
§ 18-8002A(5)(a). 
10. Whether the arresting officer has forwarded the sworn st.atementrequired under 
I.C. §1S-8002A(5)(b) within five (5) business days following service of the notice of 
suspension and whether a certified copy or duplicate original of test results accompanied the 
sworn statement also required pursuant to LC. § 18-8002(A)(5)(b). 
11. That the failure to provide a temporary permit to the Respondent constitutes 
a violation of the Equal Protection Provisions and privileges afforded to individuals under 
the Federal and State Constitution. 
12. The seizure of Respondent's license violated her equal protection rights of the 
U.S. Constitution. 
It is further requested that a subpoena be issued by the hearine: officer to compel 
the attendance of the following to attend the bearing pursuant to I.C. §18-8002(1): 
1. The arresting officer and the officer administering the Notice of Suspension 
and whom requested the Respondent to submit to an evidentiary test. 
2. The phlebotomist perlorming_ the blood draw. 
AGENCY RECORD ';.AWOPl"IC
l?:$0P' 
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Additionally, Respondent requests the issuance of subpoe
na duces tecums for 
the production of the following: 
1. All audio and video recording that capture the events o
r any part thereof which 
forms the basis for arrest of the Respondent and which provid
es legal cause for the officer 
to request the Respondent to submit to an evidentiazy test as
 well as capturing the reading of 
the notice of suspension advisory form. 
2. A copy of the list of contents for the blood collectio
n kit used to perform the 
blood draw. 
3. All law enforcement narratives and police 
reports which discuss the 
investigation of the Respondent for drivin'L; or being in phy
sical control of a motor vehicle 
while under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or other intoxi
cating substances. 
DATED this Jp_ day of December, 2013. 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
By: __ 41-------------
Paul omas Clark, a member of the firm 
Atto eys for Respondent 
.5. 
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'"' INB OTIFICATION : FAX RECEIVED SUCCESS 
y ,,,, 
ILMc Kc~cLvED REMOTE CSID 
December 6, 2013 5:16:23 pr., MST 
DEC. 6. 20i3 4: 25PM CLARK & FEENEY ATTY 
I.AW OFFICE:5 OF 
Wll.UAM JEREMY CARR 
!"AUL THOMAS CLARK 
scon o. GAWNA-
JOIIIAiHAN D. HALLY 
RUBE; G, .JUNES' 
CL.ARK AND FEENEY, UP 
TINA L. KERNAN -
DOUGLAS L MUSHUT2: 
CJ-IAAI.E:S M, GTROSCH~N •· 
• LICENSED IN WASHINGTON & OREGON Of'ILY 
- UC~ lN rOI\HO & WA5HINGTON 
THE: TRAIN STATION, SUITE: 106 
1229 MAIN STREET 
P.O. DRAWER ees 
LJ;;V/ISTON, JOAHO S.3501 
December 6, 2013 
VIA FACSIMILE ONLY (208) 332-4124 
Idaho Transportation Dept 
Driver Services Section 
Re: Jonna Lynn Bobeck 
  
Dear Sir/Madam: 
 /ION PAGES STATUS 
127 6 Received 
NO. 9436 P. 1/6 
Ti.1.E::PHONl!:r (a08) 743-9516 
TOLL FREE, (BOO) B63•5>$ IS 
MAIN F'AX, (2!08) 746-.9160 
AI.T&:RNATE'. FAX! (2:08) 7913•$3$1$ 
E:t-1A11.; cnow@1ew1ston.c:om 
Ws:esm:; www.clar1'0!'1dfeenay.com 
Enclosed herewith for filing is an original Request for Hearing with regard to the above-referenced 
case. 
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. 
PTC:dw 
enc. 




CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
021 
.053 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
Division of Motor Vehicles 
P.O. Box 7129 • Boise ID 83707-1129 
50063 
dmv.idaho.gov 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK 
326 5TH AVE 
LEWISTON ID 83501 
PENDING ACTION 
PHONE : ( 2 0 8) 3 3 4 - 8 7 3 6 




RECORDS OF THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT SHOW
 THAT YOU 
HAVE NOT BEEN SERVED WITH AN ADMINISTRATI
VE LICENSE 
SUSPENSION NOTICE AS OF THIS DATE. RECORDS INDICAT
E THAT YOU 
SUBMITTED TO A BLOOD TEST, AND THE RESULTS HAVE NOT BEEN 
RECEIVED. 
YOUR REQUEST FOR AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING WILL BE 
HELD PENDING 
. RECE!PT. OF THE.TEST RESULTS. IF THIS-DEPARTI"iEl-.iT R
ECEiv"'ES RESULTS 
INDICATING ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION, PRESENCE OF DRUGS
, OR OTHER 
INTOXICATING SUBSTANCES IN VIOLATION OF SECTION(S) 
18-8004, 18-8004C, 
OR 18-8006 IDAHO CODE, YOU WILL BE SUBJECT TO A SUS
PENSION PURSUANT TO 
SECTION 18-8002A, IDAHO CODE. 
A NOTICE OF SUSPENSION WILL BE ISSUED TO YOU AND SENT BY 
REGULAR 
MAIL. AT THAT TIME A HEARING WILL BE SCHEDULED WIT
HIN 20 DAYS FROM 
THE DATE OF SERVICE INDICATED ON THE NOTICE OF SUSP
ENSION. 
IF YOU NEED FURTHER ASSISTANCE, PLEASE CONTACT THIS
 OFFICE AT 
(208) 334-8736. 
CC:PAUL T. CLARK 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
(t '~} ~) 
J • ._, ~ 
AGENCY RECORD 
FORM 02G 50063 
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Case Agency(s) : 
ISP-PATROL D2 
Date(s) of Offense: 
12/4/2013 
Evidence Received Date: 
12/9/2013 
Case Name(s): 
Suspect - JONNA L BOBECK 
EVIDENCE DESCRIPTION: 
e 
IDAHO STATE POLICE FORENSIC SERVICES 
209 E. Lewis 
Pocatello, ID 83201-6465 
Phone: (208) 232-9474 
Fax: (208) 232-3697 
FORENSIC TOXICOLOGY REPORT 
Agency Case No(s).: 
Ll3001056 





Laboratory Case No.: 
P2013-2474 
Report No. : 
1 
!tem -1: Blood -Collection KiLcontaining_two gray top tubes labele
d "Bpbeck, Jonna" 
CONCLUSIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS: 
Item 1: Drugs confirmed : Zolpidem, Trazodone 
-·-~-,.-.,-,•-. 
i -v· . . . 
: t/J ~, ,,·: 
I \D 
i-----
DISPOSITION OF EVIDENCE: i ' --~,.-~ · .... _, .. ,. 
The evidence will be returned to the submitting agency. 
REMARKS: 
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the
 State of Idaho that the foregoing is true 
and correct. 
0u.:Dx -
Delisa Downey/ Forensic Scientist 
Issue Date: 02/07/2014 
Page 1 of 3 
AGENCY RECORD 
~~ 1 9 ?nM ITOREC'D 
I Laboratory Case Number: P2013-2474 I Report No.: 1 
Toxicology Report Supplement 
ROUTINE DRUG SCREEN: 
Methamphetamine, Methadone, Cannabinoids (Cannabis), Cocaine Metabolite, Opiate Class 
Compounds, Benzodiazepine Class Compounds {additional compounds may also be included) 
All positive results reported have been confirmed by GC-MS or LC-MS QQQ. 
UPON REQUEST: 
Alcohol/ Inhalants (e.g. Toluene and Xyienes). 
Pharmaceutical preparations not covered under routine drug screen 
COMMENTS: 
1. A negative finding does not indicate that no drug was present; only that it was not detected by 
our testing protocols. 
2. A positive Cannabinoid result indicates that the subject has been exposed to cannabinoids 
(cannabis). 
3. The current blood toxicology analytical methods used by ISP Forensic Services are limited in the 
types and concentrations of benzodiazepines that can be confirmed. 
4. ISP Forensic Services is currently unable to detect cannabimimetic substances and/or their 
metabolites_in toxicology samples. These substances are commonly known as "si:iic:e" or 
"synthetic cannabinoids." 
5. Due to the variable pharmacological factors which affect drug metabolism (drug dose, route of 
administration, and rates of metabolism and excretion), determination of time since use and 
the level of impairment cannot be established solely on the basis of the results of the blood or 
urine testing. 
6. When a suitable blood sample is available, urine alcohol analysis will not be pursued unless 
there are extenuating circumstances surrounding the case, and permission has been granted. 
7. For DUI, the blood or urine results should be considered in conjunction with observations of 
impairment. 
8. ISP Forensic Services does not perform testing for sugar levels, insulin, or any metals (such as 
lithium, mercury or arsenic) in either blood or urine. 
STORAGE OF TOXICOLOGY COLLECTION KITS: 
It is the best practice to store urine and blood specimens refrigerated, at minimum, to prevent 
degradation of any drug compounds present in the sample. 
SAMPLE RETURN POLICY: 
Upon completion of analysis, our laboratory will return the specimen to the agency from which it was 
submitted. The original submittal form {containing the external chain-of-custody) for toxicology cases 





! Laboratory Case Number: P2013-2474 
Idaho State Police 
Toxicology Reimbursement Form 
/ Report No.: 1 
As provided in Idaho Code 37-2732(k), the Idaho State Police requests restitution
 from the 
defendant, JONNA L BOBECK in the amount of $200 in association with Laboratory
 Case 
No. P2013-2474. This amount is based upon the analytical tests performed on the urine 
and/or 
blood sample submitted to this laboratory. The amount requested reflects costs incu
rred to the 
laboratory (i.e., reagents, equipment, instrumentation, and salary) during the analysis .
 
.Analyticall\1ethod Cost 
3.6.1 Blood base neutral confirmation qualitative $100 
Blood Screening ELISA 1.0 $100 
Please present this restitution request form and a copy of the laboratory report to the
 court at the 
time of sentencing. 
Please make checks payable to: Idaho State Police 
Toxicology Restitution Account #0349 
700 South Stratford 
Meridian, Idaho 83642-6202 




Pocatello Laboratory Manager 
Forensic Services 
AGENCY RECORD 
Page 3 of 3 
025 
05 
Do not seal submittal form inside evidence box. IDAHO STATE POLICE 
FORENSIC SERVICES 
TOXICOLOGY SUBMITTAL FORM 
C:Jlljaseji_l1'91li:11llliifl,r!!iiJiiiii(i/ibfyff1,1~~ty 4o so m!IJ,ies11ltla'l;,ej~£!l~rb]!emtlenc,{q1itl!_o1tdela,y qf)ma{v
sis. ··~, -,: _ :" 
Dare of Offense Submitting Agency (pl
ease do not ,bbrni.tc) A.genc-y Case Number 
12-'/-JJ :Ec1r,j, ... '>r.~ 1C /',_,/re,;:_ iJ3Cf I{) S-L'. 
Count)' of Offense Submitting Agency Address 
fahihlt ?>:umher 
Iva ft:.r< c__ ;z j7{)(_) fV'¥-"5 riv, I 
Type nfToxicology CascJClrnrgc (mark all that may apply) 
{ 
0,Dl'l 0 NJ!)T D Probation Violation D Sexual As,;ault • 0 Homlddc D Other (specify) 
DRE Opinion (spcrify), ~-·- -····- .... 
Ji; this a death iuvcstt;::ation and/or fatality crash:' Yalid bn,ath lest perform
ed? I Is ~m,plc from a ,deceased lnc!h·ictual? 
D ves [Zl. :So DY"' 0 l\o Results: i I_! \cs 
{2g ;'\o 
Origin of Sample (mark one) I :S:am;', (last name ~rs() 
[2}.,~uspw D \1ctim D Suhjcrt /5 D / € cl;, J.:, t111cA l 
I DOR 
c)'J--,; _1 -/c?cCJ 
lnve,H~at,nl: Officer (please type or print) I Investii:ator Email 1 l:ve,stigsto~l'ho: Sum:r 
lr.:,v,'5 !l"c1ir rr"'v'5, I~ ,ti fir fJ l5D, 1',/,; I, o <,CV ,Jo'{ 5c,S 'S/;2.?/ 
Samr:_l.c Coltcrtcd hy (nit'lnt, titit, and facility): 
v I l Ilatf.Ttme nfSnnipk Collection: 
~ \ xv\ ' r,, \ \, :·-tz ' ST i/L-l°l\ C U-\t..{(1') 2-'?>ZS '·, \LP / U..i/11:7't{\",, YI, ( ;1· ,V\1St 
Samph:Type 
.; D C:rinr @'Blood D \'itreous Humor (ethanol only) 
Requested An:ilysis D A lrnhol 1.2 ~ • 3 Tnncolocy {drugs olherthnn ethnnnl) D lnbnlnnts 
• 1 Urine alcohol results may be of questionable value, 
• " !fa successful breath test was obtained. blood alcohol analysis will not'l;e performed withou
t prior justificatiotL 
• 3 lfTo,icology analysis is required, Toxicology Specification Page is required or sample w
ill be returned without analysis, 
.. Analysis will be performed only up to the point of justi!Ying Irie charge. 
* Nole approximate time of Sexual Assault, time cf sample collection, suspec1ed drugs, and symptoms on
 Specification Page. 
Chain of Custody 
From To Date ofTransfer 
.- 6c,/.eJ -tP.0L, />J, kf o ro,.,., ,5 7 /,1,.yLe..rrv I)_ .. {) i/ - /5 -lo'""" L Arr\ 
f I, /e lo re,,-. 1> r 1v(.1 1 :5 ""'·' 
..-.-- - f l!iaf r !2-?''f -/3 "<-vPerry J,"f;,0/J,r- "/r,w,5 -· IJ,'<:il,r I f £virlr11 LG ../ c~ J)--OS-:-/3 /pr ,-- l~ - \,'iT '1,111' ·; • , ~- I. -!=r..a1 E'( - I' /1 AB /;; / .5. I J 2i 
'r?-A ~- -~- t~\n., - ·r~
 
\ )._ c"' i\V /:::Z-9-/::S 
,) 
! -" n rr rit-,'-





By suhmining this e\·idcnce tn Forensic Services. the agency agrees to the lerms and conditions lbr 
annlyz:ing thi::: evidence as. dcscrihed at "''""'"· 
'· , h1tp".1N>\\·w.tsp.sta1e-.1d,us,forens1ctmde:x.htmi 
For Forensic Sen•ices Use On(v Laboratory Case Number: '?-)O\:,~.J c\-=tq 
Outer Evidt·nct.· Seals I .~. I 
@)ntact Evidence Tedrnicinn/Region: t'1Ur,,,. r l:;, I< Date: 
' ~, '..) ··? 
/r1-·f-·l \ 
CJ Non,in tact (describe,:: __ , -,.-.,c~·) 
- u I 
0 Intact E~·idence Teehn icfan/Region: Date: 
0 Non-intact (describe discrepancy) 




' ---:-----. - ~ - - - - . - · -- -- -- . • -· - .• .:.- • . - -.· --- •• - - - . - -· . ---
·.-· --- ~ - ----: :-7 ~. •. - . _- . . - -- - - . - - ----- -- - -- - - - - .- - -
____ • __ ___ ___ ... __ ---- -·--.·- --
.:'..- . 
THIS PAGE IS ONLY REQUIRED FOR SUSPECTED DRUGS 
OTHER THAN ALCOHOL. 
Idaho Stnte Police 
forensic Sen-ices 
Toxicology Specifkations Form . I.! 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services Laboratory Number: __ \._/ ..._~,_/~0=-·-'-\ """~"")_-__
 3_. _c\_._f_c\-----'-----
(Lab Use On/.i) 
Please Pri11t Legibly 
Failure to fully com11lctc this form may result in rcjcclion of c,·ille
ncc nnd/or delny of onalysis. 
---+-- ---C:Ai;e-.Ji..fm,mAtion-··----- -·· ··-
Agency Case Number: /[5 oci IC .5-6 Agency Exhibit Number: ___ / _
____ _ 




List Current Prescriptions, Over-the-Counter Drugs, and/or Illicit D
rugs 
Note: !f blood alcohol testing is requested and the ethanol level is at or above a 0. JOg/100
cc and you still 
require Mood drug roxicology results, please provide infor111atio11 about extenua
ting circ11111stances to justify 
addi1io11al blood drug toxicology mwZrsis. 
Extenuating Circumstances 
Notice 
·1 r""' V. ' n_LH ' 
' i,-· "H , L)I i 
} ~-- ----~ 
By submil!ing rhe evidence lo Forensic Sen'ices. the agency agrees to the
 terms and condilions 
for analyzing this evidence as described at our website: 
http:11www.isp.state.id. us[forensics!index. html 
llJ-JID:SPE.111/12 
AGENCY RECORD 
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IDAHO TRANSF-vRTATION DEPARTMENT 
A1Driver Services • PO Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK 
326 5TH AVE 
LEWISTON ID 83501 
50056 
PHONE: (208) 334-8736 
FEBRUARY 12, 2014 
LIC#:
FILE#:
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE SUSPENSION 
BASED UPON TEST RESULTS RECEIVED BY THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATI
ON DEPART-
MENT, UNDER IDAHO CODE 18-8002A, YOUR DRIVING PRIVILEGES A
RE BEING 
WITHDRAWN EFFECTIVE MARCH 18, 2014 FOR 90 DAYS , FO
R FAILING 
EVIDENTIARY TESTING. BASED UPON YOUR ARREST ON DECEMBER 0
5, 2013 
FOR DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS OR OTHER
 INTOXICAT-
ING SUBSTANCES IN VIOLATION OF I.C. 18-8004, 18-8004C OR 1
8-8006. 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT YOUR DATE OF SERVICE OF THIS 
NOTICE OF 
SUSPENSION IS FEBRUARY 16, 2014 . YOU HAVE 7 (SEVEN) CALE
NDAR DAYS 
FROM THE DATE OF SERVICE TO REQUEST AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEAR
ING THROUGH 
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT. IF YOU DO NOT REQUES
T AN ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE HEARING WITHIN SEVEN DAYS OF THE DATE OF SERVICE
 OF THIS 
NOTICE, YOUR RIGHT TO CONTEST THE SUSPENSION IS WAIVED. T
HIS SUSPEN-
SION FOR FAILURE OF THE EVIDENTIARY TEST(S) IS SEPARATE AN
D APART FROM 
ANY SUSPENSION THAT MAY BE ORDERED BY THE COURT AS A RESUL
T OF ANY 
CRIMINAL CHARGES THAT MAY BE BROUGHT AGAINST YOU. 
PLEASE READ THE ENCLOSED NOTICE OF SUSPENSION INFORMATION,
 IF YOU NEED 
FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING THIS ACTION, PLEASE CONTACT 
DRIVER 
SERVICES AT (208) 334-8736. 
ENCLOSURES: RETURN ENVELOPE, REINSTATEMENT BILLING 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION INFORI'1ATION FORM ITD-3898 
}bu//~ 
Edward R. Pemble 








Rev. 06-12 y 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION INFORMATION 
• You have been served with a notice of suspension for failing evidentiary testing based upon an arrest for driving under 
the influence of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances, pursuant to Idaho Code 18-8002A. Test results 
indicate a violation with the provisions of Idaho Codes 18-8004, 18-8004C, or 18-8006. You are subject to the 
following penalties: 
• If results indicate an alcohol concentration of .08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 21 years of age), or the 
presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances, and this is your first failure of an evidentiary test, your driving 
privileges will be suspended for 90 days, with absolutely no driving privileges during the first 30 days. You may 
request restricted driving privileges for the remaining 60 days of the suspension. Any permit issued will not provide 
commercial driving privileges of any kind. If this is not your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) 
years, the suspension period is one ( 1) year with absolutely no driving privileges of any kind. 
+ If you were operating a commercial vehicle and test results indicate an alcohol concentration of .04 to less than .08, 
your commercial driving privileges will be suspended for an absolute 90 days on a first failure. Your Class D driving 
privileges will remain valid if not otherwise suspended or withdrawn. 
; 
+ If you were operating a commercial vehicle and test results indicate an alcohol concentration of .08 or greater (.02 or 
greater if you are under 21 years of age), or test results indicate the presence of drugs or other intoxicating 
substances, all of your driving privileges will be suspended for 90 days for a first failure of evidentiary testing. You 
may_ be eligjbJe foc...restdcted Class D driving privileges for the final 60 days of the suspension. You-will -have 
absolutely no commercial driving privileges of any kind during the full period of suspension. 
+ A second failure of evidentiary testing while operating a commercial vehicle, within a five (5) year period will result in a 
one (1) year suspension during which time you will have absolutely no driving privileges of any kind. 
+ You have the right to request an administrative hearing through the department within seven (7) calendar 
days from the date of service indicated on your NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE SUSPENSION. Your 
request must be made in writing and received no later than seven m calendar days from the date of service 
indicated on the enclosed letter. The request must state the issues intended to be raised at the hearing, and 
must include your name, date of birth, driver's license number, date of arrest, and daytime telephone number. 
The administrative hearing will be held by telephone. The burden of proof, by preponderance of evidence, 
shall be upon the driver as to the issues raised in the hearing, pursuant to Section 18-8002A (7), Idaho Code. 
+ If you request a hearing, it shall be held within twenty (20) days of the date the hearing request was received by the 
Department. If you do not request a hearing within seven (7) days of the date of service, your right to contest the 
suspension is waived. 
• You may appeal the decision of the hearing officer by seeking judicial review to the District Court. Your appeal must 
be filed as a civil proceeding in District Court, pursuant to Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code. 
+ If your driving privileges are suspended for ninety (90) days, pursuant to Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code, you may 
request restricted driving privileges for the final sixty (60) days of the suspension. You must meet eligibility 
requirements. Restricted permits do not provide commercial driving privileges. Apply to: Driver Services -
Restricted Permits, PO Box 7129, Boise ID 83707-1129, or by fax to (208) 287-3880. 
+ Before being reinstated on this suspension, you will be required to pay a reinstatement fee. Any other 
suspension imposed by the court for this offense wili require an additional reinstatement fee. 
+ To request an administrative hearing or a restricted driving application, you will need to make your request in 
writing to Driver Services at PO Box 7129, Boise Idaho 83707-1129, or fax your request to (208) 332-4124, or 
email your request to DriverRecords@itd.idaho.gov. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the following date: February 1
3, 2014 
I mailed the original of the attached Notice of Suspension
 and a copy of 
the attached Notice of Suspension Information Sheet by d
epositing the 
same, postage prepaid, in the US Mail system, addressed 
to: 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK 
326 5THAVE 
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U.S. National Library of Medicine 
NJH National tnstitutes of Health 
URL of this page: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginfo/m
eds/a693025.html 
Why is this medication prescribed? 
Zolpidem is used to treat insomnia (difficulty falling asleep or stay
ing asleep). Zolpidem belongs to a class of 
medications called sedative-hypnotics. It works by slowing activit
y in the brain to allow sleep. 
How should this medicine be used? 
Zolpidem comes as a tablet (Ambien) and an extended-release (
long-acting) tablet (Ambien CR) to take by 
mouth. Zolpidem also comes as a sublingual tablet (Edluar, Inter
mezzo) to place under the tongue and an oral 
spray (Zolpimist) which is sprayed into the mouth over the tongue
. If you are taking the tablets, extended-release 
tablets, sublingual tablets (Edluar), or oral spray, you will take the
 medication as needed, not more than one time 
a day, immediately before bedtime. If-you are taking the sublingu
al tablets (Intermezzo), you will taJ<eJhe_ 
medication as needed, not more than one time during the night if
 you wake up and have difficulty returning to 
sleep. Zolpidem will work faster if it is not taken with a meal or im
mediately after a meal. Follow the directions on 
your prescription label carefully, and ask your doctor or pharmac
ist to explain any part you do not understand. 
Use zolpidem exactly as directed. 
You will probably become very sleepy soon after you take zolpide
m and will remain sleepy for some time after you 
take the medication. Plan to go to bed right after you take zolpide
m tablets, extended-release tablets, sublingual 
tablets (Edluar), and oral spray and to stay in bed for 7 to 8 hours
. Take zolpidem sublingual tablets (Intermezzo) 
only when you are already in bed and can remain in bed for at le
ast 4 more hours. Do not take zolpidem if you will 
be unable to remain asleep for the required number of hours afte
r taking the medication. If you get up too soon 
after taking zolpidem, you may experience memory problems. 
Swallow the extended release tablets whole; do not split, chew, o
r crush them. Tell your doctor or pharmacist if 
you cannot swallow tablets. 
Do not open the pouch that contains the blister pack of the sublin
gual tablet (Intermezzo) until you are ready to 
take the tablet. To remove the sublingual tablet (Edluar) from the
 blister pack, peel off the top layer of paper and 
push the tablet through the foil. To take either brand of sublingua
l tablet, place the tablet under your tongue, and 
wait for it to dissolve. Do not swallow the tablet or take the tablet 
with water. 
To use the oral spray, follow these directions and those that app
ear in the package label: 
1. Before using zolpidem spray for the first time, or if you have not u
sed the spray bottle for 14 days, you must 
prime the pump. 
2. Line up the arrows on the cap and the base of the container. S
queeze the cap at the arrows and pull the 
cap and base apart to separate. Remove the clear protective cap
 from the pump. 
·o·. ~,~ 
u "' 
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3. To prime the pump, hold the container upright. Point the black spray opening away from 
your face and 
other people. Press down on the pump with your forefinger, release and let it return to the s
tarting position 
and repeat 4 more times. You should see a fine spray come out of the container. 
4. To use zolpidem spray, hold the container upright with the black spray opening pointed dire
ctly into your 
mouth, over the top of your tongue. Press down fully on the pump to make sure that a full do
se of zolpidem 
is sprayed. 
5. Let the pump return to the starting position. If your doctor prescribed only one spray of zolpi
dem, put the 
clear protective cap back over the pump at the top of the base after each use. If your doctor
 has prescribed 
two sprays of zolpidem for your dose, a second spray should be used. 
6. Snap the child-resistant cap back onto the base and rotate the cap and base so that the
 arrows are not 
lined up. This is to help prevent a child from using the spray mist bottle. 
Your sleep problems should improve within 7 to 10 days after you start taking zolpidem. Call you
r doctor if your 
sleep problems do not improve during this time or if they get worse at any time during your 
treatment. 
Zolpidem should normally be taken for short periods of time. If you take zolpidem for 2 weeks o
r longer, zolpidem 
may not help you sleep as well as it did when you first began to take the medication. Talk to
 your doctor about the 
risks of taking zolpidem for 2 weeks or longer. 
Zolpidem may be habit forming. Do not take a larger dose of zolpidem, take it more often, o
r take it for a longer 
time than prescribed by your doctor. 
Db not stoptal<.ing-zolpiderrfwithout talking to your doctor, especially if you have taken it foi lon
gei than 2 weeks. 
If you suddenly stop taking zolpidem, you may develop unpleasant feelings or mood chang
es or you may 
experience other withdrawal symptoms such as shakiness, lightheadedness, stomach and 
muscle cramps, 
nausea, vomiting, sweating, flushing, tiredness, uncontrollable crying, nervousness, panic a
ttack, difficulty falling 
asleep or staying asleep, uncontrollable shaking of a part of your body, and rarely, seizures
. 
You may have more difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep on the first night after you sto
p taking zolpidem than 
you did before you started taking the medication. This is normal and usually gets better with
out treatment after 
one or two nights. 
Your doctor or pharmacist will give you the manufacturer's patient information sheet (Medic
ation Guide) when you 
begin treatment with zolpidem and each time you refill your prescription. Read the informat
ion carefully and ask 
your doctor or pharmacist if you have any questions. You can also visit the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) 
website (http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm089833.pdf) or the manufac
turer's website to 
obtain the Medication Guide. 
Other uses for this medicine 
This medication may be prescribed for other uses; ask your doctor or pharmacist for more 
information. 
What special precautions should I follow? 
Before taking zolpidem, 
• tell your doctor and pharmacist if you are allergic to zolpidem, any other medications, or 
any of the 
ingredients in the zolpidem product you are using. Ask your pharmacist or check the Medic
ation Guide for 
a list of the ingredients. 
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• tell your doctor and pharmacist what other prescriptio
n and nonprescription medications, vitamins, 
nutritional supplements, and herbal products you are ta
king or plan to take. Be sure to mention any of the 
following: antidepressants ('mood elevators') including 
imipramine (Tofranil) and sertraline (Zoloft): 
chlorpromazine (Thorazine); itraconazole (Sporanox); 
ketoconazole (Nizoral); medications for anxiety, 
colds or allergies, mental illness, pain, or seizures; rifa
mpin (Rifadin, Rimactane); sedatives; sleeping pills; 
and tranquilizers. Your doctor may need to change the
 doses of your medications or monitor you carefully 
for side effects. 
• you should not take more than one sleeping pill on th
e same night. If you have taken a zolpidem product or 
a different type of sleeping pill at bedtime and you wak
e up in the middle of the night, you should not take a 
zolpidem sublingual tablet (Intermezzo) or any other sl
eeping pill. 
• tell your doctor if you drink or have ever drunk iarge 
amounts of alcohol, use or have ever used street 
drugs, or have overused prescription medications. Also
 tell your doctor if you have or have ever had 
depression; mental illness; thoughts of harming or killin
g yourself or trying to do so; a problem with heavy 
snoring; sleep apnea (condition in which breathing brie
fly stops many times during the night); other 
breathing problems such as asthma, bronchitis, and em
physema; myasthenia gravis (condition that causes 
weakness of certain muscles); or kidney or liver diseas
e. 
• tell your doctor if you are pregnant, plan to become p
regnant, or are breast-feeding. If you become 
pregnant while taking zolpidem, call your doctor. 
• if you are having surgery, including dental surgery, te
ll the doctor or dentist that you are taking zolpidem. 
• you should know that zolpidem may cause drowsine
ss, decreased mental alertness, and problems with 
coordination the day after you take it. Your ability to dr
ive or operate machinery the day after you take 
zolpidem may be impaired even if you feel fully awake.
 Do not drive a car or operate machinery the day 
afte-ryou take an extendea:.-felease folp1c:lem product 
If you are taking the sub1inguai tablets (intermezzo), 
do not drive unless you feel fully awake and at least 4 
hours have passed since you took the medication. 
Talk to your doctor about the risks of driving or operati
ng machinery the day after you take any other 
zolpidem products. 
• do not drink alcohol during your treatment with zolpid
em. Alcohol can make the side effects of zolpidem 
worse. 
• you should know that some people who took zolpide
m got out of bed and drove their cars, prepared and 
ate food, had sex, made phone calls, were sleep-walki
ng, or were involved in other activities while not fully 
awake. After they woke up, these people were usually
 unable to remember what they had done. Call your 
doctor right away if you find out that you have been dr
iving or doing anything else unusual while you were 
sleeping. 
• you should know that your behavior and mental hea
lth may change in unexpected ways while you are 
taking this medication. It is hard to tell if these change
s are caused by zolpidem or if they are caused by 
physical or mental illnesses that you may already have
 or suddenly develop. Tell your doctor right away if 
you experience any of the following symptoms: aggres
siveness, strange or unusually outgoing behavior, 
hallucinations (seeing things or hearing voices that do 
not exist), feeling as if you are outside of your body, 
memory problems, difficulty concentrating, anxiety, be
coming easily agitated, slowed speech or 
movements, new or worsening depression, thinking ab
out killing yourself or trying to do so, confusion, and 
any other changes in your usual thoughts, mood, or be
havior. Be sure that your family knows which 
symptoms may be serious so that they can call the do
ctor if you are unable to seek treatment on your own. 
What special dietary instructions should I follow? 
Unless your doctor tells you otherwise, continue your 
normal diet. 
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This medication is taken as needed. You may take zolpidem even if it is later than
 the usual time, as long as you 
will be able to remain in bed for the required number of hours after you take it. 
What side effects can this medication cause? 
Zolpidem may cause side effects. Tell your doctor if any of these symptoms are s







• 'drugged feeling' 
• unsteady walking 






• stomach pain or tenderness 
• changes in appetite 
• uncontrollable shaking of a part of the body 
• pain, burning, numbness, or tingling in the hands, arms, feet, or legs 
• unusual dreams 
• redness, burning, or tingling of the tongue (with sublingual tablets) 
• dry mouth or throat 
• ringing, pain, or itching in the ears 
• eye redness 
• muscle aches or cramps 
• joint, back, or neck pain 
• heavy menstrual bleeding 
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Some side effects can be serious. If you experience any of the following sy
mptoms, or those listed in 




• swelling of the eyes, face, lips, tongue, or throat 
• feeling that the throat is closing 
• difficulty breathing or swallowing 
• hoarseness 
• shortness of breath 
• nausea 
• vomiting 
• pounding heartbeat 
• chest pain 
• blurred vision or other vision problems 
Zolpidem may cause other side effects. Call your doctor if you have any unusual p
roblems while you are taking 
this medication. 
If you experience a serious side effect, you or your doctor may send a report to the
 Food and Drug 
Administration's (FDA) MedWatch Adverse Event Reporting program online [at 
http://www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch] or by phone [1-800-332-1088]. 
What should I know about storage and disposal of this medication? 
Keep this medication in the container it came in, tightly closed, and out of reach of
 children. Store it at room 
temperature, away from excess heat, light, and moisture (not in the bathroom). Do
 not freeze zolpidem oral spray. 
Store the zolpidem oral spray bottle upright. Throw away any medication that is ou
tdated or no longer needed. 
Talk to your pharmacist about the proper disposal of your medication. 
In case of emergency/overdose 
In case of overdose, call your local poison control center at 1-800-222-1222. If the
 victim has collapsed or is not 
breathing, call local emergency services at 911. 
Symptoms of overdose may include: 
• drowsiness 
• coma (loss of consciousness for a period of time) 
• slowed breathing or heartbeat 
AGENCY RECORD 
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Keep all appointments with your doctor. 
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Do not let anyone else take your medication. Zolpidem is a controlled substance. 
Prescriptions may be refilled 
only a limited number of times; ask your pharmacist if you have any questions. 
It is important for you to keep a written list of all of the prescription and nonprescri
ption (over-the-counter) 
medicines you are taking, as well as any products such as vitamins, minerals, or o
ther dietary supplements. You 
should bring this list with you each time you visit a doctor or if you are admitted to
 a hospital. It is also important 
information to carry with you in case of emergencies. 
Brand names 
• Ambien® • Edluar® • Zolpimist
® 
• Ambien® CR • Intermezzo® 
Last Revised - 09/15/2013 
American Society of Health-System Pharmacists, Inc. Disclaimer 
AHFS® Consumer Medication Information.© Copyright, 2014. The American Soc
iety of Health-System Pharmacists, Inc., 
7272 Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland. All Rights Reserved. Duplication f
or commercial use must be authorized by 
ASHP. 
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IMPORT ANT WARNING: 
A small number of children, teenagers, and young adults (up to 24 years
 of age) who took antidepressants 
('mood elevators') such as trazodone during clinical studies became suic
idal (thinking about harming or killing 
oneself or planning or trying to do so). Children, teenagers, and young ad
ults who take antidepressants to 
treat depression or other mental illnesses may be more likely to become 
suicidal than children, teenagers, 
and young adults who do not take antidepressants to treat these conditio
ns. However, experts are not sure 
about how great this risk is and how much it should be considered in dec
iding whether a child or teenager 
should take an antidepressant. Children younger than 18 years of age sh
ould not normally take trazodone, 
but in some cases, a doctor may decide that trazodone is the best medic
ation to treat a child's condition. 
You should knowthat your mental health may change in unexpected wa
ys when you take trazodone or other 
antidepressants even if you are an adult over age 24. You may become 
suicidal, especially at the beginning 
of your treatment and any time that your dose is increased or decreased
. You, your family, or your caregiver 
should call your doctor right away if you experience any of the following s
ymptoms: new or worsening 
depression; thinking about harming or killing yourself, or planning or tryin
g to do so; extreme worry; agitation; 
panic attacks; difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep; aggressive behav
ior; irritability; acting without 
thinking; severe restlessness; and frenzied abnormal excitement. Be sur
e that your family or caregiver knows 
which symptoms may be serious so they can call the doctor when you ar
e unable to seek treatment on your 
own. 
Your healthcare provider will want to see you often while you are taking 
trazodone, especially at the 
beginning of your treatment. Be sure to keep all appointments for office v
isits with your doctor. 
The doctor or pharmacist will give you the manufacturer's patient informa
tion sheet (Medication Guide) when 
you begin treatment with trazodone. Read the information carefully and a
sk your doctor or pharmacist if you 




No matter your age, before you take an antidepressant, you, your parent
, or your caregiver should talk to 
your doctor about the risks and benefits of treating your condition with an
 antidepressant or with other 
treatments. You should also talk about the risks and benefits of not treat
ing your condition. You should know 
that having depression or another mental illness greatly increases the ris
k that you will become suicidal. This 
risk is higher if you or anyone in your family has or has ever had bipolar 
disorder (mood that changes from 
depressed to abnormally excited) or mania (frenzied, abnormally excited
 mood) or has thought about or 
attempted suicide. Talk to your doctor about your condition, symptoms, a
nd personal and family medical 
history. You and your doctor will decide what type of treatment is right fo
r you. 
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Why is this medication prescribed? 
Trazodone is used to treat depression. Trazodone is in a cla
ss of medications called serotonin modulators. It 
works by increasing the amount of serotonin, a natural subs
tance in the brain that helps maintain mental balance. 
How should this medicine be used? 
Trazodone comes as a tablet and as an extended-release (
long-lasting) tablet to take by mouth. The tablet is 
usually taken with a meal or light snack two or more times a
 day. The extended-release tablet is usually taken 
once a day at bedtime on an empty stomach, either one ho
ur before or two hours after a meal. To help you 
remember to take trazodone, take it around the same time e
very day. Follow the directions on your prescription 
label carefully, and ask your doctor or pharmacist to explain
 any part you do not understand. Take trazodone 
exactly as directed. Do not take more or less of it, take it mo
re often, or take it for a longer time than prescribed by 
your doctor. 
Swallow the extended-release tablets whole or broken in ha
lf on the score mark; do not chew or crush them. 
Your doctor may start you on a low dose of trazodone and g
radually increase your dose, not more than once 
every 3 to 4 days. Your doctor may decrease your dose onc
e your condition is controlled. 
Trazodone controls depression, but does not cure it. It may 
take 2 weeks or longer before you feel the full benefit 
of trazodone. Continue to take trazodone even if you feel we
ll. 
Do not stop taking trazodone without talking to your doctor. 
If you suddenly stop taking trazodone, you may. 
experience withdrawal symptoms such as anxiety, agitation
, or difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep. Your 
doctor will probably decrease your dose gradually. 
Other uses for this medicine 
Trazodone is also sometimes used to treat insomnia and sc
hizophrenia (a mental illness that causes disturbed or 
unusual thinking, loss of interest in life, and strong or inappr
opriate emotions); anxiety (excessive worry). 
Trazodone is also sometimes used to control abnormal, unc
ontrollable movements that may be experienced as 
side effects of other medications. Talk to your doctor about 
the possible risks of using this medication for your 
condition. 
This medication may be prescribed for other uses. Ask you
r doctor or pharmacist for more information. 
What special precautions should I follow? 
Before taking trazodone, 
• tell your doctor and pharmacist if you are allergic to trazo
done or any other medications. 
• tell your doctor and pharmacist what other prescription an
d nonprescription medications, vitamins, and 
nutritional supplements you are taking or plan to take. Be s
ure to mention any of the following: 
anticoagulants ('blood thinners') such as warfarin (Coumadi
n); antidepressants; antifungals such as 
ketoconazole (Nizoral), itraconazole (Sporanox), or voricon
azole (Vfend); aspirin and other NSAIDs such 
as ibuprofen (Advii, Motrin) and naproxen (Aleve, Naprosyn
); certain medications for human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) or acquired immunodeficienc
y syndrome (AIDS) such as atazanavir 
(Reyataz), indinavir (Crixivan), nelfinavir (Viracept), ritonavi
r (Norvir, in Kaletra), and saquinavir (lnvirase); 
cimetidine (Tagamet); cisapride (Propulsid); clarithromycin 
(Biaxin, in Prevpac); cyclosporine (Neoral, 
Sandimmune); danazol (Danocrine); delavirdine (Rescripto
r); dexamethasone (Decadron); digoxin (Digitek, 
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Lanoxin, Lanoxicaps); diltiazem (Cardizem, Dilacor, Tiazac); diure
tics; disopyramide (Norpace); dofetilide 
(Tikosyn); erythromycin (E.E.S., E-Mycin, Erythrocin); isoniazid (IN
H, Nydrazid); medications for allergies, 
cough or colds; medications for anxiety, high blood pressure, irreg
ular heartbeat, mental illness or pain; 
medication for seizures such as carbamazepine (Tegretol), ethosu
ximide (Zarontin), phenobarbital 
(Luminal, Solfoton), and phenytoin (Dilantin); linezolid (Zyvox); me
thylene blue; metronidazole (Flagyl); 
muscle relaxants; nefazodone; oral contraceptives (birth control p
ills); procainamide (Procanbid, Pronestyl); 
quinidine; rifabutin (Mycobutin); rifampin (Rifadin, Rimactane); sed
atives; selective serotonin reuptake 
inhibitors (SSRls) such as fluoxetine (Prozac, Sarafem) and fluvo
xamine (Luvox); sleeping pills; 
tranquilizers; sotalol (Betapace, Betapace AF); telithromycin (Kete
k); thioridazine; troleandomycin (TAO); 
verapamil (Galan, lsoptin, Verelan); or zafirlukast (Accolate). Also
, tell your doctor or pharmacist if you are 
taking the following medications, called MAO inhibitors, or if you ha
ve stopped taking them within the past 
2 weeks: isocarboxazid (Marplan), phenelzine (Nardi!), selegiline (E
ldepryl, Emsam, Zelapar), or 
tranylcypromine (Parnate). Your doctor may need to change the d
oses of your medications or monitor you 
carefully for side effects. 
• tell your doctor if you have severe diarrhea or vomiting or think 
you may be dehydrated or if you have 
recently had a heart attack.Also tell your doctor if you have or hav
e ever had high blood pressure, sickle 
cell anemia (a disease of the red blood cells), multiple myeloma (
cancer of the plasma cells), leukemia 
(cancer of the white blood cells) cavernosal fibrosis, Peyronie's di
sease (a condition that affects the shape 
of the penis such as angulation), or heart, liver or kidney disease.
 
• Trazodone may cause QT prolongation (an irregular heart rhyth
m that can lead to fainting, loss of 
consciousness, seizures, or sudden death. Tell your doctor if you 
or anyone in your family has or has ever 
had long QT syndrome (an inherited condition in which a person i
s more likely to have QT prolongation) or 
if you have orhave ever had lciw levers oq:,otasslum or magnesium in yol.fr bi6i5d or a.n 
irregular neartoeat. 
• tell your doctor if you are pregnant, plan to become pregnant, o
r are breast-feeding. If you become 
pregnant while taking trazodone, call your doctor. 
• if you are having surgery, including dental surgery, tell the doct
or or dentist that you are taking trazodone. 
• you should know that trazodone may make you drowsy and aff
ect your judgment. Do not drive a car or 
operate machinery until you know how this medication affects you
. 
• ask your doctor about the safe use of alcoholic beverages while
 you are taking trazodone. Alcohol can 
make the side effects from trazodone worse. 
• you should know that trazodone may cause dizziness, lighthea
dedness, and fainting when you get up too 
quickly from a lying position. To avoid this problem, get out of bed
 slowly, resting your feet on the floor for a 
few minutes before standing up. 
What special dietary instructions should I follow? 
Talk to your doctor about eating grapefruit and drinking grapefrui
t juice while taking this medicine. 
What should I do if I forget a dose? 
Take the missed dose as soon as you remember it. However, if it
 is almost time for the next dose, skip the missed 
dose and continue your regular dosing schedule. Do not take a d
ouble dose to make up for a missed one. 
What side effects can this medication cause? 
Trazodone may cause side effects. Tell your doctor if any of thes
e symptoms are severe or do not go 
away: 
• headache 
AGENCY RECORD 039 
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• bad taste in mouth 
• diarrhea 
• constipation 
• changes in appetite or weight 
• weakness or tiredness 
• nervousness 
• dizziness or lightheadedness 
• feeling unsteady when walking 
• decreased ability to concentrate or remember things 
• confusion 
• nightmares 
• muscle pain 
• dry mouth 
• rash 
• sweating 
• changes in sexual desire or ability 
• uncontrollable shaking of a part of the body 
• numbness, burning, or tingling in the arms, legs, hands, or feet 
• decreased coordination 
• blurred vision 
• tired, red, or itchy eyes 
• ringing in ears 
Some side effects can be serious. If you experience any of the following symptoms or those 
listed in the 
IMPORTANT WARNING section, call your doctor immediately or get emergency medical trea
tment: 
• chest pain 
• fast, pounding, or irregular heartbeat 
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• shortness of breath 
• unusual bruising or bleeding 
Trazodone can cause painful, long lasting erections in males. In 
some cases emergency and/or surgical treatment 
has been required and, in some of these cases, permanent dama
ge has occurred. Talk to your doctor about the 
risk of taking trazodone. 
Trazodone may cause other side effects. Call your doctor if you h
ave any unusual problems while taking this 
medication. 
If you experience a serious side effect, you or your doctor may se
nd a report to the Food and Drug 
Administration's (FDA) MedWatch Adverse Event Reporting prog
ram online [at 
http:l/www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch] or by phone [1-800-332-10
88]. 
What should I know about storage and disposal of this medi
cation? 
Keep this medication in the container it came in, tightly closed, an
d out of reach of children. Store it at room 
temperature and away from light, excess heat, and moisture (not
 in the bathroom). Throw away any medication 
that is outdated or no longer needed. Talk to your pharmacist abo
ut the proper disposal of your medication. 
In case of emergency/overdose 
In case of ov~rclose, ca_ll ygur local poison control center at 1-800
-222-1222. If the victim has collapsed or is not 
breathing, call local emergency services at 911. 
Symptoms of overdose may include: 
• vomiting 
• drowsiness 
• changes in heartbeat 
• seizures 
• difficulty breathing 
• painful erection that does not go away 
What other information should I know? 
Keep all appointments with your doctor. 
Do not let anyone else take your medication. Ask your pharmacis
t any questions you have about refilling your 
prescription. 
It is important for you to keep a written list of all of the prescription
 and nonprescription (over-the-counter) 
medicines you are taking, as well as any products such as vitami
ns, minerals, or other dietary supplements. You 
should bring this list with you each time you visit a doctor or if you
 are admitted to a hospital. It is also important 
information to carry with you in case of emergencies. 
Brand names 
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• Desyrel®il • Oleptro® • Trialodine®il 
1l This branded product is no longer on the market. Generic alternatives may be available. 
Last Revised - 01/15/2014 
a 
American Society of Health-System Pharmacists, Inc. Disclaimer 
AHFS® Consumer Medication Information.© Copyright, 2014. The American Society of Health-System Phar
macists, Inc., 





IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
Division of Motor Vehicles 
P.O. Box 7129 • Boise ID 83707-1129 
REQUESTED BY: BOBECK, JONNA LYNN 
326 5TH AVE 




D R I V E R L I C E N S E 
FOR: 
RECORD 02/14/2014 
BOBECK, JONNA LYNN 








ISSUE TYPE: DL 
CLASS: D 
OPR STATUS: VALID 
CDL STATUS: NOTLIC 
DRV TRAIN:- NO 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
TYPE DATE DESC 
CLS DOC # 
-------- ------------ ------------
COMM 06/24/11 RBM 06/24/2011 
000000000 
L02G 12/16/13 ALS PEND ACT 
350000258692 
COMM 02/12/14 STOP 90 DELETED BY: 50056 (DL) 12/16/
2013 
L4Al 02/12/14 ALS SUSPENSION 
648000258692 
PEND 03/18/14 ALS08+0RDRUG TO 06/16/14 
OPR 648000258692 
MFLM A06176309 
12 MONTH POINTS: 0 24 MONTH POINTS: 0 36 MONTH POIN
TS: 0 
POINTS ASSESSED ARE FOR DEPARTMENTAL USE ONLY, IN DET
ERMINING SUSPENSIONS 
FOR POINTS OR HABITUAL VIOLATIONS. 
*** ACTION PENDING*** 
*** ACTION PENDING*** 
END OF EXISTING RECORD 
CONTINUED 
AGENCY RECORD 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
Division of Motor Vehicles 
P.O. Box 7129 • Boise ID 83707-1129 dmv.idaho.gov 
50063-IA 









326 5TH AVE 
LEWISTON 










0 RD 02/14/2014 
ISSUE TYPE: DL 
CLASS: D 
OPR STATUS: VALID 
CDL STATUS: NOTLIC 
DRV TRAIN~ NO --
CLS DOC# 
AS AN EMPLOYEE OF THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, I AM AN 
OFFICIALLY APPOINTED CUSTODIAN OF DRIVING RECORDS. I 
HEREBY CERTIFY THE FOREGOING IS A TRUE AND CORRECT COPY 
OF THE ORIGINAL DRIVING RECORDS OF THIS DEPARTMENT. 
FEBRUARY 14, 2014 
CUSTODIAN OF DRIVER RECORDS 
SECTION 49-203 IDAHO CODE PROHIBITS THE RELEASE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION 
CONTAINED IN DRIVER LICENSE RECORDS TO UNAUTHORIZED PARTIES, WITHOUT THE 
EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL THE INFORMATION PERTAINS TO. 
AS AN AUTHORIZED REQUESTOR YOU MAY RECEIVE THIS INFORMATION BUT YOU MAY 
NOT RE-RELEASE OR RE-SELL IT. 
***END OF DLR PRINT*** 
AGENCY RECORD 
0 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. 
3311 W. STATE ST. 
BOISE, ID 83703 
SUBPOENA - CIVIL 
TELEPHONE# (208)332-2005 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83707 
2-0 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF
 IDAHO IN AND FOR THE IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
lN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF 
.JONNA LYNN BOBECK SUBPOENADUCESTECUM 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: EVIDENCE CUSTODIAN-IDAHO STATE PO
LICE D1ST#2 
You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Administrative Hearing
 before the 
Idaho Transportation Department. 
You are commanded to provide the following items and documents: 
One copy of any Audio and Video regarding the stop/arrest/evidentiary tes
ting of 
JONNA LYNN BOBECKon DECEMBER 5, 2013 DR# L13001056 
THE SUBPOENAED MATERIAL MUST BE RECEIVED BY March
 6, 2014. 
Notice To Party To Whom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is is
sued upon the condition 
that the requesting party, Attorney PAUL THOMAS CLARK Phone# 
208.743.9516 
reasonable cost of producing the books, papers, documents, or tangible thin
gs, to the agency providing the evidence. 
**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, 
PLEASE IMMEDIATELY CONTACT 
ALICIA AT (208) 332-2004.** 
Subpoenaed material must be sent via U.S. Mail, Fax or Email to: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
A.LS. Hearing Unit 
Att: Alicia 
PO Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
FAX: 208.332.2002 
EMAIL: alicia.ortega@itd.idaho.gov 
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with IDAP A rule 39.02.72.30
0.01 
If you have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Alicia at 33
2-2004. 
Witness my hand this 21st day of Februaryc~14 
By 
--::S::-:-K::l-=:P-:C::-:A:--=::T::=-::~~'11?"'-r~~~;., 
* *This subpoena is a single page document. Any additional docum
ents requesting evidence 
attached to this subpoena have NOT been approved by the
 Hearing Examiner and should not be 
considered by the recipient of this subpoena.** 
AGENCY RECORD 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. 
3311 W. STATE ST. 
BOISE, ID 83703 
SUBPOENA - CIVIL 
TELEPHONE# (208)332-2004 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF
 IDAHO IN AND FOR THE IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
IN THE MA TIER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK SUBPOENADUCESTECUM 
THESTATEOFlDAHOTO: EVIDENCE CUSTODIAN-NEZ PERCE COUNTY S
HERIFF 
You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Administrative Hear
ing before the 
Idaho Transportation Department. 
You are commanded to provide the following items and docum
ents: 
One copy of any Report regarding the stop/arresUevidentiarv testing of JONN
A LYNN BOBECK 
· on DECEMBERS, 20.13 DR# L.13001056. 
THE SUBPOENAED MATERIAL MUST BE RECEIVED BY March
 6, 2014. 
Notice To Party To Whom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is is
sued upon the condition 
that the requesting party, Attorney PAUL THOMAS CLARK Phone# 208. 7 43
.9516 shall advance the reasonable 
cost of producing the books, papers, documents, or tangible things, to the a
gency providing the evidence. 
**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, P
LEASE IMMEDIATELY CONTACT ALICIA AT 
(208) 332-2004.** 
Subpoenaed material must be sent via U.S. Mail, Fax, or Email to: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
A.L.S. Hearing Unit 
Att: ALICIA 
PO Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
FAX #208 332-2002 
EMAIL: alicia.ortega@itd.idaho.gov 
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with IDAPA rule 39.02.72.30
0.01 
lfyou have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Alicia at 
332-2004. 
**This subpoena is a single page document. Any additional d
ocuments requesting evidence 
attached to this subpoena have NOT been approved by the H
earing Examiner and should not be 
ccJ,w~~ Bi,~cipient of this subpoena.** 
078 
SUBPOENA - CIVIL 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. 
3311 W. STATE ST. 
BOISE, ID 83703 
TELEPHONE# (208)332-2004 
PO BOX7129 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
 IN 
AND FOR THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK SUBPOENA 
THESTATEOFIDAHOTO: TROOPER HIGHT-IDAHO STATE POLICE D1ST#
2 
You are hereby commanded to appear before Hearing Officer SKIP CARTER of the Id
aho Transportation 
Department, as a witness in the above-entitled action, by means of a telephone conferenc
e call. 
YO[IWILL NEED-TOPROVIDEYOUR TELEPHONENUMBERTQ THE IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AT (208) 332-2004, PRIOR TO THE SCHE
DULED 
HEARING. 
The hearing is scheduled on the 11TH day of March, 2014 at 1 o'clock 
(PM)Mountain Time. 
**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE 
IMMEDIATELY CONTACT ALICIA AT (208) 332-2004.** 
Further, prior to reporting, for your convenience you may confirm the status of your 
subpoena by calling the 




SUBPOENA - CIVIL 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. 
3311 W. STATE ST. 
BOISE, 83703 
TELEPHONE# (208)332-2004 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF T
HE STATE OF IDAHO IN 
AND FOR THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTME
NT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK SUBPOENA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: PHLEBOTOMIST JOEL MA
YBERRY-ST JOSEPH REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
 
You are hereby commanded to appear before Hearing Off
icer SKIP CARTER of the Idaho Transportation 
Department, as a witness in the above-entitled action, by mean
s of a telephone conference call. 
YOU WILL NEED IDPRQVIDEYOURTELEPHONE NUMB
ER TO THE IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AT (208) 332-2004, 
PRIOR TO THE SCHEDULED 
HEARING. 
The hearing is scheduled on the 11 TH day of March, 20
14 at 1 o'clock 
(PM)Mountain Time. 
**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SU
BPOENA, PLEASE 
IMMEDIATELY CONTACT ALICIA AT (208) 332-200
4.** 
Further, prior to reporting, for your convenience you may conf
irm the status of your subpoena by calling the 
Idaho Transportation Department at (208)332-2004 before the 
hearing date listed above. 





In the Matter of the 
Driving Privileges of 
IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 





File No. 648000258692 
D.L. No.KA141603H 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK ) ORD
ER 
_________________ ,) 
Idaho Code § 18-8002A(7) allows for a subpoena to be issued by the
 hearing examiner 
ordering the appearance of the arresting officer, and IDAPA 39.02.72.3
00.01 provides for 
issuance of a subpoena for tangible evidence. The Hearing Exam
iner has issued a 
subpoena for- the evidence he deems relevant. All other subpoena re
quests a[e hereby 
denied based on relevancy, necessity, insufficient information, an
d/or being unduly 
repetitious based on the existing record. 





SUBPOENA - CIVIL 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. 
3311 W. STATE ST. 
BOISE, ID 83703 
TELEPHONE# (208)332-2004 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAH
O IN 
AND FOR THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK SUBPOENA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: TROOPER HIGHT-IDAHO STATE POLICE D1ST#2 
You are hereby commanded to appear before Hearing Officer SKIP CARTER of the Idaho
 Transportation 
Department, as a witness in the above-entitled action, by means of a telephone conferenc
e call. 
--YOU WILLlvEED TO PROVIDEYOUR TELEPHONENUMBERTO THE IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AT (208) 332-2004, PRIOR TO THE SCHE
DULED 
HEARING. 
The hearing is scheduled on the 12TH day of March, 2014 at 1 o'clock 
(PM)Mountain Time. 
**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE 
IMMEDIATELY CONTACT ALICIA AT (208) 332-2004.** 
Further, prior to reporting, for your convenience you may confirm the status of your su
bpoena by calling the 
Idaho Transportation Department at (208)332-2004 before the hearing date listed abov
e. 








SUBPOENA - CIVIL 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. 
11 W. STATE ST. 
BOISE, ID 83 703 
TELEPHONE# (208)332-2004 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN 
AND FOR THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK SUBPOENA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: PHLEBOTOMIST JOEL MAYBERRY-ST JOSEPH REGION
AL MEDICAL CENTER 
You are hereby commanded to appear before Hearing Officer SKIP CARTER of the Idaho Transportatio
n 
Department, as a witness in the above-entitled action, by means of a telephone conference call. 
-YOU-WILLNEED-TO_PROJ/IDE_YQURTELEPHONE NUMBER TO THE IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AT (208) 332-2004, PRIOR TO THE SCHEDULED 
HEARING. 
The hearing is scheduled on the 12TH day of March, 2014 at 1 o'clock 
(PM)Mountain Time. 
**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE 
IMMEDIATELY CONTACT ALICIA AT (208) 332-2004.** 
Further, prior to reporting, for your convenience you may confirm the status of your subpoena by ca
lling the 
Idaho Transportation Department at (208)332-2004 before the hearing date listed above. 
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SUBPOENA - CIVIL 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. 
3311 W. STATE ST. 
BOISE, ID 83703 
TELEPHONE# (208)332-2004 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83707 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN 
AND FOR THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK SUBPOENA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: PHLEBOTOMIST JOEL MAYBERRY-ST. JOSEPH REGIO
NAL MEDICAL CENTER 
You are hereby commanded to appear before Hearing Officer SKIP CARTER of the Idaho Transportatio
n 
Department, as a witness in the above-entitled action, by means of a telephone conference call . 
. you WILLNEEDTOJ'ROJIIDE-YOUR-TELEI!HONE..NUMBER.TQ_THE IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AT (208) 332-2004, PRIOR TO THE SCHEDULED 
HEARING. 
The hearing is scheduled on the 12TH day of March, 2014 at 4 o'clock 
(PM)Mountain Time. 
**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE 
IMMEDIATELY CONTACT ALICIA AT (208) 332-2004.** 
Further, prior to reporting, for your convenience you may confirm the status of your subpoena by 
calling the 
Idaho Transportation Department at (208)332-2004 before the hearing date listed above. 





SUBPOENA - CIVIL 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT. 
3311 W. STATE ST. 
BOISE, ID 83703 
TELEPHONE# (208)332-2004 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE, ID 83 707 
BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE OF IDAHO IN 
AND FOR THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARlNG 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK SUBPOENA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: TRAVIS HIGHT-IDAHO STATE POLICE DIST #1 
You are hereby commanded to appear before Hearing Officer SKIP CARTER of the Idaho Transportation 
Department, as a witness in the above-entitled action, by means of a telephone conference call. 
YOU-T¥ILL.JVEED10-PROVIDE-YOURTETEPHONENUMBER_TOTHEIDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AT (208) 332-2004, PRIOR TO THE SCHEDULED 
HEARING. 
The hearing is scheduled on the 12TH day of March, 2014 at 4 o'clock 
(PM)Mountain Time. 
* *IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE 
IMMEDIATELY CONTACT ALICIA AT (208) 332-2004.** 
Further, prior to reporting, for your convenience you may confirm the status of your subpoena by calling the 
Idaho Transportation Department at (208)332-2004 before the hearing date listed above. 
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THE SUB'POENA~'Q f!IATcRIA~-n11usT.BE l_tEC~IV.ED BY March 6, 2014. 
~- " ~ 
. '.:·:··' '~ ~oti~e T~ ~-~rty ~o)\~~m: I~i~ +~;~-:~~a .is Directed.:· ~is. ~ri~~~~n~ is issued uport the t?noitfo_n~ 
fhiit the requesting party, Attorii~y PAUi.. THO.MAS CLARK Phone# 208. 7 43.9516 shall advance 
e reasonable 
c·ost of produ~ing; the h~oks, papers, doemnents, or tangible thfngsl ro the agency providing the ev
idence. 
•. ·:·.. . . . ,- . . : . 
"'.~IF voJ.ARE -~NAftLE 
0
TO COMPLY WITH THIS. SUBPOENA. PLEASE .IMM~DIA'rEl y CONT ACT ALICIA AT 
{208) 332~2004, ;.. ·. . 
. 
' .... ,
Sobpoenaed material mlISt be sent via U.S. Mail, Fax, or Email to: 
ldnho T~ll~spoft~tion Department 
A.L.& Hearing Unit ., 
(
. A#:.'AJ:iICb\. . 
Pp-Bo;71~_?.. 
Boise ID 83707,-J 129 
FAX #2')8 332-i002 
EMA,'IL: a1i.cin.orteg11@itd.idaho.gov 
Tliis subpoena has been· iss11ed in compliance with IDA.PA role 39.02.72.300.01 
If you have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Alicia at 332-2004 . 
. ii 
Witness my 'hand this 21st day of Febmary, 2014. 
i 
/ 
**This subpoena is a single page document. Any adadional document
s requesting evidence 
a~ched to this subpoena have NOT been appft,,ved by the Hearin
g Examiner and should not be 
AlilfililiflN<~cipient of this $Ubpoena. *"' 
This fax was received FAXmaker tax se!Vef. For C 
086 
rt:'.UI UcU y Lo, 






LU..L'+ ..L..L.UU.J..L Al 
10: i8AM 
Februacy 27, 2014 
PAUL T. CLARK 
CLARK and FEENEY 
'l'HE TRAll-i STATION, Sl,JITE 106 
1229 MAXN STREET 
P.O. DRAWEB.285 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
nr:t,.£f'HONEl (208) 743~9516 
FA]{: (208) 746-9160 
FAX COVER SHEET 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT 
(208) 332-2002 for hearing officer & Affidavit o
f Service 
Jonna Bobeck I Hearing~ scheduled for March-12
,_2014; at 1:00 MST 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVlCE: Nez Perce County
 Sheriff 
TOTAL NO OF PAGES (lNCLUDlNG THIS CO
VER PAGE): -1._ 
For missing or illegible pages please telephone (2
08)743-9516~ and speak to: DARLA 
L 
~
10. 9641 D 1 '2 I, :;/ 
The pages comprising this facsimile transmission 
contain confidential information :from the office o
f Clark 
and Feeney. This infonnation is intended solely
 for use by the indi'vidual entity named as the re
cipient 
hereof. If you are not the intended recipien~ be aw
are that any disclosure, copying, distribution or us
e of the 
contents of this transmission is prohibited. If you
 have received this transmission in error, please no
tify us 
by telephone immediately so we may arrange to r
etrieve this transmission at no cost to you . 
.2L_ Original will NOT follow/FAX ONLY 
Original will follow by: 
AGENCY RECORD 
_ Express Mail 
Certified Mail 
_ U.S. Postal Service 
_ Other HAND DELIVERED 
0 
08:17 02/26/14 
Process Number: l4-C630 
State of Idaho 
Nez Perce County Sheriff 
Civil Division 
Lewiston, !P 83501 
Court Number: 
I, Joe Rodriguez, of Nez Perce County
 Sheriff do hereby certify that! rece
ived 
the within and foregoing Subpoena
 Duces Tecum-Civil on 25th day of Febru
ary 1 
2014, and that I served the same 
on: 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY SHERIFF 
1150 WALL ST 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Served on: 25th day of February, 
2014 at 20:56:00 
Serveri to: JOHNSVANCAR.A: 
1150 WALL ST 
Lewiston 1 ID 83501 
Returned on the 26th day of Februa
ry, 2014 
(Witness 
by Martin Lucas 
Agent 
I also certify that I endorsed on th
e said copy the date of service, 
signed my 
name, and added my official title the
~eto. 


















1v1cu Lf! J 1 LU..L'+ L. J...I ~ JV t-'fWI P'l:!> 1 
R. 3. 2014 1: 28PM CL I 
DATE: 
FROM: 
March 3, 2014 
PAUL T. CLARK 
CLARK and FEENEY 
THE TRAIN SiAUON, $UITE 106 
l:U9 MAIN STREET 
P.O. PAAWER285 
LEWISTON, 1))1,:ao 83501 
TELEPHONt: (208) 743-9516 
FAX; (208) 746-9160 
FAX COVER SHEET 
TO: IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT 
FAXNO. (208) 332-2002 for hearing officer & Affidavit of Service 
/ / 
RE: Jonna Bobeck / Hearing - scheduled for March 12, 2014, at 1 ;00 MST 
AFFJDA VIT OF SERVICE: Officer, Phlebotomist, ISP 
TOTAL NO OF PAGES (INCUJDING THIS COVER PAGE): 3--
For missing or illegible pages please telephone (208)743-95161 and speak to: DARLA 
Kt:'.Lt:'.I 1/t:'.U 
l,IQ Oh. 
1V , .1 V P. 1 
The pages comprising this facsimile transmission contain confidential information from the office of Clark 
and Feeney. This information is intended solely for use by the individual entity named as the recipient 
hereof. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the 
contents of this transmission is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify us 
by telephone :immediately so we may arrange to retrieve this iran.smission at no cost to you. 
_x_ Original will NOT follow IF AX ONLY 
Original will follow by: 
AGENCY RECORD 
_ Ex.press Mail 
_ Certified Mail 
U.S. Postal Service 
Other HAND DELIVERED 
089 
08:10 02/28/14 
Process Number: 14-C629 
State of Idaho 
Nez Perce County Sheriff 
Civil Division 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Court Number: 
I, Joe Rodriguez, of Nez ~erce County Sheriff do hereby certify that I rec
eived 
the within and foregoing Subpoena Duces Tecum-Civil on 25th day of February
, 
--=- - -...2..0 .J.A .. t ,..a,nd ....t,h.a.t,_ l-....s.e.:i:v ed _th.EL. .s.a me an.:. __ .. __ . -~-. ~,..._ .·--.-· •.;; ... ·-;---
TRAVIS HIGHT 
2700 FRONTAGE RD; IDAHO STATE POLICE 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
served on: 27th day of February, 2014 at 16:10:00 
Served to: T'R.ISH -,JQHl-JSON 
2700 FRONTAGE RD; IDAHO STATE POLICE 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Returned on the 28th day of February, 2014 
(Witness 
by Brown Chris 
.r:..gent 
I also certify that I endorsed on the said copy the date of service, signed m
y 
name, and added my official title thereto. 











0oe Rodriguez, Sheriff 
Nez Pe;.~ County Sheriff, Idaho 
BY: &c.. .-=::::::::::··~ , 





Process Number: 14-C627 
State of Idaho 
Nez Ferce County Sheriff 
Civil Division 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Court Number: 
!, Joe Rodriguez, of Nez Perce County Sheriff do hereby certify that I received 
the within and foregoing Civil Subpoena on 25th day of February, 2014, and that 
I served the same on: 
JOEL DOUGLAS MAYBERRY SR 
911 11TH AVE 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(Witness 
Served on: 26th day of February, 2014 at 18:40;00 
Served to: JOEL MAYBERRY 
by Brown Chris 
Witness 
911 11TH AVE 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Returned on the 27th day of February, 2014 
I also certify that I endorsed on the said copy the date of service, signed my 
name, and added my official title thereto. 











Joe Rodriguez, Sheriff 





08: 07 02/28/14 
Process Number: 14-C628 
State of Idaho 
Nez Perce County Sheriff 
Civil Division 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Court Number: 
I, Joe Rodriguez, of Nez Perce County Sheriff do hereby certify that I received 
the within and foregoing Subpoena Duoes Tecum-Civil on 25th day of February, 
2014, and that I served the same on: 
IDAHO STATE POLICE 
2700 North and South Highway 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Served on: 27th day 9f Fe.brµa,ry, 2014 at 16 :20: 00 Served to: TRISH JOHNSON 
2700 North and South Highway 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Returned on the 28th day of February 1 2014 
(Witness 
by Brown Chris 
Agent 
I also certify that I endorsed on the said copy the date of service, signed my 
name 1 and added my official title thereto. 











Joe Rodriguez, Sheriff 




































Maren .u., LUJ_4 J_L:4'.:J:'.:lct f'M M 






March 11, 2014 
PAUL T. CtARK 
CLARK and FEENEY 
THE TRAIN STArlON, SUITE 106 
1229 MAIN STRElrr 
P.O. ):})l.A \I/ER 285 
LJ::WlSTON, IDAHO 83501 
TJ;;LEPHONE; (20S) 743-9516 
FA.>.'.: (208) 746-9160 
FAX COVER SHEET 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT 
(208) 332-2002 for hearing officer & Affidavit of Service 
RE: Jonna Bobeck /Hearing= scheduled for March 12, 2014, ati.!:00
 MST 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE: Officer Mayberry 
TOTAL NO OF PAGES (INCLUDING THIS COVER PAGE): 
For missing or illegible pages please telephone (208)743-9516, and speak to: DA
RLA 
N0.9663 P. 1 
The pages comprising this facsimile transmission contain confidential informatio
n from the office of Clark 
and Feeney. This information is intended solely for use by the individual ent
ity named as the recipient 
hereof. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copyin
g, distribution or use of the 
contents of this transmission is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in e
rror, please notify us 
by telephone immediately so we may arrange to retrieve thls transmission at no 
cost to you . 
.x__ Original will NOT follow/FAX ONLY 
Original will follow by: 
AGENCY RECORD 
_ Express Mail 
Certified Mail 
_ U-S. Postal Service 
Other HAND DELIVERED 
OBO 1 2 
08: 57 03/06/14 
Process Number: 14-C721 
State of Idaho 
Nez ·Perce County· Sheriff 
Civil Division 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Court Number: 
I, Joe Rodriguez, of Nez Perce County Sheriff do h
ereby certify that I received 
the within and foregoing Civil Subpoena on 5t
h day of March, 2014, and that I 
-,:,:-,_ ..,.. _ _,s_e_r-:-c--v:-e-,-_d,,.......E'"""'fi..-e~s"-a-m---e-o--n-:--- ~----~~---...
.__.__ -··--
JOEL DOUGLAS MAYBERRY SR 
911 11TH AVE 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Served on: 5th day of March, 2014 at 18:15:00 
Served to: JOEL MAYBERRY 
Slll 11TH AVE 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Returned on the 6th day of March, 2014 
(Witness 
by Santos Patrick 
Witness 
I also certify that I endorsed on the said cop
y the date of service, signed my 
name, and added my official title thereto. 









BY: ~----· A horized Representa~ive 
ivil Division 
091 
' 1 \ ..l. 
, 11. 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
Driver Services e P.O. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1 i29. 
( ~§ 9 §§4-8 735 
dmv. idaho. gov 
PHONE : ( 2 0 8 ) 3 3 4 - 8 7 3 6 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK 
326 5TH AVE 
LEWISTON ID 83501 




NOTICE OF TELEPHONE HEARING 
A HEARING WILL BE HELD PURSUANT TO YOUR REQUEST REGARDING THE 
ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE SUSPENSION DATED FEBRUARY 16, 2014 THE 
HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED BY TELEPHONE CONFERENCE CALL ON 
MARCH 12, 2014 AT l:OOMT THE TELEPHONE CALL WILL BE PLACED TO: 
( ) YOU, AT TELEPHONE#: 
_ (:X:XX} YOUR ATTORNEY: PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
AT TELEPHONE#: 208.743.9516 
THE HEARING OFFICER PRESIDING AT THE HEARING WILL BE SKIP CARTER 
********************************************************************** 
* YOU HAVE 7 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE TO REQUEST A 
* CONTINUANCE FOR GOOD CAUSE SHOWN. FAILURE TO REQUEST A 





THE HEARING OFFICER MAY TAKE OFFICIAL NOTICE OF THE PETITIONER'S 
DRIVER'S LICENSE RECORD AS MAINTAINED BY THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT, THE IDAHO ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT 04.11.01, ALL 
MANUALS ADOPTED UNDER IDAPA RULES 11.03.01 AND 39.02.72, IDAHO 
STATUTES, CITY AND COUNTY ORDINANCES, AND REPORTED COURT DECISIONS. 
THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 67, 
CHAPTER 52, IDAHO CODE, AND THE RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES OF 
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT. IF YOU NEED FURTHER ASSISTANCE, 
PLEASE CALL (208) 332-2004. 
CC: PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
AGENCY RECORD 
FORM 02H 50050 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK 
326 5TH AVE 
LEWISTON ID 83501 
SHOW CAUSE LETTER 
50050 
PHONE: (208) 334-8736 




THE DEPARTMENT RECEIVED YOUR HEARING REQUEST IN A TIMELY M
ANNER AND 
FORWARDED THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS TO THE HEARING EXAMINER S
ECTION. THE 
HEARING EXAMINER HAS EXTENDED THE HEARING DATE, PURSUANT T
O I.C. 18-
8002A(7), DUE TO: 
DRIVER' S/ATTORNll:Y' S I)ATE:S OF AVAILABILITY 
( A CONFLICT WITH THE HEARING OFFICER'S SCHEDULE 










THE SCHEDULING OF THE HEARING SHALL NOT OPERATE**********
* 
AS A STAY OF THE SUSPENSION AND ANY TEMPORARY **********
* 
PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER **********
* 




THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS 
OF TITLE 67, 
CHAPTER 52, IDAHO CODE, AND RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDU
RES OF THE 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT. THIS HEARING PROVIDES YO
U OR YOUR 
ATTORNEY AN OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAL ON YOUR BEHALF. IF YOU 
NEED FURTHER 




50050 1193. ,J ~ 
12~ 
·.•·•··.· ...... i.·.•··.· ... ·.·. IMPOfffANT! 
... 1Nf0RMATION ABOU1t'l©UB1'ELERHONE HEARING 
THE IDAHO TRAN$P()i:tT.O.l10r-1 PEPTi, Al)Ml~l~~Af1V~
1
~1:~F41r-19 UNIT'S PHONE. NUMF3~FI IS(20f3~'~:ii~2QQfl, (208) 332-2005, p~ 
(208)334-8720. THE•FAX NUMSER IS (2()8)332,20Q2iTHE·MAil.lNG .c\[)l:)flE!,!, IS P:<> BOX 7129;,BOISE ID ~7:0M 129. . . 
The Hearing is YOlJ~~h~r1ce ofprese~ing\'/i~n~aJi.s1;1~k~'lcl~nc~ beforeth.e:Department.· The Heari11galso·~royig~s ye>u. or 
your attorney an opportimlty to appe.il; Tei stop tile suspeJJ$ipn YOU must dOOlciqstrate to the Hearing Officer by a.prepcmclerance of the 
~~ide~: t:Ibe off~~didnot hc1ve legl1\;i~;~t8.$top tid ;x ' \ -, .·.  .. ·.· ·..•... . . . .••......•. ·.· ···.··•· · ... •··•··•·•·. · ... ·. •. . . . ....••.... · .. · /{ . i i • / x ...•
2. The pe~ce officEJr <:licl. nlJt ha~eJega,I ell~~ If>'b~liEJ~~Y91.l ,~f.EJ 'driyirig 9rin· a.ctual physical control of a motor vehicl.e whne underthejnfluence 
of alcoh.oJ, dfU~$ .or (ltllefllltOxiCfltifl~,sf!p~@rlSeS)JJJiOlfltjOflOf th.e Jll'OV.ision of Sec;tiQrJ 18~8Q04,)8-,80049, C>r 18~8006 lci~~O Cocle. . 
3. The evidentiar;, testdid. notshow ~!1<1lc9hqh::pricentratici1J orpr~ence of drugs or other intoxicating sufotances in violatio6otsection 18-
8004, 1 l3:-8Cl04C or 18~8006 ldatlc> Code; : . • > • > . ..· .. · ·. < . . . . . > . ··. · ....• •· .... > · •.•. • · 
4. ·. Thetest for cilcphol, drugs C>r other into.xicating i~tist~.VJciST)Clt c:onducted. in acccirpance with. tile requirements of S~tion 18-8004( 4), 
Idaho C,ode, C>r the testing eqllip!Tlent~~!I!C>tfllr!g\P!)i,O!:iprppeirly when thetest was administered, · · · · · · · · · 
5. You were not1nfonried of the consequenc~ ofslJbrnitting to evidentiaiy testing. · 
> _ If you ,ie~ #tiSls~11c~}o~~rticip#e if;~; hear Ing. because of speech; hearihg, l~ngu@e; of'c,tfi~ s~j~l:JJ~~i;, immediately contact the 
Administrative Hearing Unit at the·phone ni.Jinper provided above. Necessary arrangern ents c;ari ben;i1:19ftoiissisfy9u. . . . 
llteAdrriinistratlveHea~ngrntii.t b46eld·tlthin twenty (20) days of the r;c~i~·.~f.th.e.·~~&~st.i2i~earing. However,· upo~ .. showing .good 
·. cause;.tne Hearing Officer may grant an.e1enl:lion ot up to ten. (1 Pl addition~.days. iO wtiiqhtohoid the·~earing;·f\ny eitension5 shan not stay.the 
suspensi<:>JJ. · · ·· · · · ·. · - · · · · · · · · ··· · ·· · · · 
. D<>(;lllll~Jts to be pres~ntedl9 the HearJ~~\~1c:E!r at the hearing f6r his ~~n~iderati611 #~e ~i1ii.~~ Wittfthi~ 1leclrl11g nc>tlca Any 
add~lq11.:1lfeil~va11t .dciclJ~ent!l.recel~egi~Ytfl~dep~i;t!Jl~ ·after this lni~l.d noticll·VJill lJ~ ill.ill~ t9.you~You .• havea .• right .to object to·. the 
incllision t>f.iny. documents lnto the :hearing repof(lFTiieHear,iog Officer will rilakethedinal. deterrn ihottiqn; You also have the right to submit other 
d9qurr1~n.t1._to tl')e I-le.iring Off!cE!tfor coris!cle.i;~t1ory .. These documents must be provided prior to the hea,ring. · · · · 
An attc)rn~y or other adult iepresentativfrnay repr~ent you at the hearing, but representation is not required. It is your responsibility to 
arrangEJ!orany type of representation, . . . . . . 
:\::.· .. ". ··:\::, . ·;·\.:. ··.· ·:· __ ·;·,< _·. ,_·_ .-.:' . _· .<:·:·\'.._:-;"··::\\<<. ... //i."':. 
If Yl">U intend to caUwitr,~se~;.iUs yourresp()nsibilin'l():r~~e)Hq$e witnesses available on the date and time of the hearing. The law does not 
require:tiiearrEl!iting offic:er.•to be present•~tJhehearing· unless.5u1:>poe11aed'. 
lfyc:,1.1rv.iithi#e~ ate\upwjllingt§partlc:lp~teyc:>l1Jri#tri1v~ or docum.ents are11ot.provided voluntarily, you may.subiriit a r!!questto the 
Hea!"111g 9ff1c:t1q11cit <'I_ ~ul>~l'la.~ej#ue<t.,;Plea,~ 111ai1•.9r. fax any r~IJl!sts for .subpe>enas to theinfol"Tl1c1tl9nj>ro11lde<I at,pv9: .· This 
·snoqlg 'i~c:lug~ tt,ei,narneof the WitD~S a~cJa11y,dqc;un,rnJs·puec;~rds i~J)OSsession. of the ~tness yoµ 'Nish tC> pe ·pn:>dt1cecl.< Up911. issuanc:e of 
.th,!llll:>pC>E,llclby.!11e:, li~jngpmc:~6 Yc<?IJ: will•be 1'8Sp!)~$i'l~tf),Ser1fe:tttl!3!1Ubl)?ena to the \Vitnessat IEll35t120hOLJrspfiOrto the hearing 
ar,(J pr.~vi(J~ ,c::,11ifi,qat~.pf ser1f,i¢~tc, ffi"6J!Elllrlll!J Officefprl()rJ<>the h~rig date. You may be requir~ to J>ay in,· cidvance, if demanded, 
witnessfees,andtravel feesilnai:cordancewith'ldaho Clvll Procedures. · . . .. . . . ... 
He.irlnt#afE! <§J(Juci~ 111 ~~111fort11~1 btJ{6rderly lllllllller Allt~stimony is taken under oath or affirmation. The 1-learing Officer has the sole 
authorityf9rthec911<:li;1pt.ofJheheari~gar1cl'IIIUI: C >·........ > .•. ·. .· -.. · . . . . . . . 
1. · .. Explainithe,is~ues ~r1ci the 111E*lnirigqfte!Tils that are nqt clearly understood. 
2. ·.·. •. ~lc1intfle Qrdei in y;,hich you v;iUte,stify, ask questions or .offer rebuttal, 
· 3. · A~istyqu)ry 11sl<ing q1Jestiq11spfqthe~'111itness€J5 .. ·•·· 
4. . Question you and witrie~es to. obtaJnrele,v;,.rit facts: 
5. Determine if testimony and de>9um~nts peir:igoffered are relevant 
6. Maintain control of the hearing so it \'AU progress in an orderly manner that protects your rights. 
7. lssuern written decisiqn following the hearing. . . 
Your rights in a hearing are: 
1. To have a representative. 
2. To testify, 
3. To present 'lllitnesses and documents. 
4. To question witnesses. . . 
5. To respond to the evidence.presented. 
6. To make a brief statement of your position at the end of the hearing. 
, _ You may petition for the disqualification of the assigned Hearing Officer and have a new one appointed if you have cause to believe that 
the assigned officer Is bias, prejudiced or for some reason unable to give you a fair hearing on the matter. The petition must be sent to the 
Administrative Hearing Unit offiye. Your suspension shall not be stayed if such a petition results in the delay of the hearing. 
, If you wish .to cancel your hearing, your request must be mailed or faxed to the Information provided above. Failure to do so will result in 
the hearing proceeding as scheduled and a default finding being made in your absence. 
> If you need to request a continuance or reschedule tte hearing. The request must be malled or faxed to the information provided above 
within 7,. ~~f-111\1!1 ~io/fffliilphone Hearing. i· ·:,e hearing cannot be held within 30 days from the date of service you will need to 
includi!i'a"stat~rit i'n'-yt,'tlrreqtr'est that says you f nowledge that the hearing will not be held within the 30 day statutory time, and that 









Idaho Transportation Dept. 




Friday, February 21, 2014 2:08 PM 
Paul Clark (dwilkins@clarkandfeeney.com) 





'- - l 
e 
DRIVER SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING SECTION 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE ID 83707 
PHONE: 208 332-2004 
FAX: 208 332-2002 
Fax 
From: Alicia 
To: PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
HEARING SECTION 
Fax: 208.746.9160 Date: February 21, 2014 
Phone: 
Re: SUBPOENA DUCES 
TECUM REQUEST FOR AUDIO 
AND VIDEO FOR: 






Attached, please find the Subpoena Duces Tecum that has been issued, per your request, for the A.LS. hearing on the 
above person. YOUR OFFICE will be responsible for serving the Subpoena. The Subpoena MUST 
BE SERVED WITHIN 72 HOURS OF ISSUANCE. Pleasefaxacopyotthe 
Certificate of Service prior to the scheduled time of the hearing to (208) 332-2002. 
Thank You 
AGENCY RECORD 096 
'" - -1 28 
DRIVER SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING SECTION 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE ID 83707 
PHONE: 208 334-8720 
FAX: 208 332-2002 
Fax 




REQUEST FOR REPORTS FCfR: 










Attached, please find the Subpoena Duces Tecum that has been issued, per your request, for the A.L
.S. hearing on 
the above person. YOUR OFFICE will be responsible for serving the Subpoena. The Subpoena 
MUST BE SERVED WITHIN 72 HOURS OF ISSUANCE. Please fax 
a copy of the Certificate of Service prior to the scheduled time of the hearing to (208) 332-2002. 
Thank You 
AGENCY RECORD 097 
12. •i: . . q . " 
·-
DRIVER SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING SECTION 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE ID 83707 
PHONE: 208 332-2004 
FAX: 208 332-2002 
Fax 
To: PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
Fax: 208.746.9160 
Phone: 
Re: CIVIL SUBPOENA REQUEST 
FOR: 









February 21, 2014 
•Comments: 
**IMPORTANT INFORMATION ** 
Attached, please find the Subpoena that has been issued, per your request, for the A.L.S. hearing on the above 
person . YOUR OFFICE wil l be responsible for serving the Subpoena. The Subpoena must be 
served at /east 120 hours prior to the hearing Please fax a copy 
of the Certificate of Service prior to the scheduled time of the hearing to (208) 332-2002. 
Thank You 
AGENCY RECORD 098 
130 
·.--:- - --- . - ... _____ ... ·- --~------- -·----- .. ---------- - -- --- · .. 
e 
DRIVER SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING SECTION 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE ID 83707 
PHONE: 208 332-2004 
FAX: 208 332-2002 
Fax 
To: PAUL THOMAS CLARK From: 
Fax: 208.746.9160 Date: 
Phone: Pages: 
Re: CIVIL SUBPOENA REQUEST CC: 
....... --
FOR: 






February 21, 2014 
•Comments: 
**IMPORTANT INFORMATION** 
Attached, please find the Subpoena that has been issued, per your request, for the A.LS. hearing on the above 
person. YOUR OFFICE will be responsible for seNing the Subpoena. The Subpoena must be 
seNed at least 120 hOUrS prior to the hearing Please fax a copy 




ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING SECTION 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE ID 83707 
PHONE: 208 332-2004 
FAX: 208 332-2002 
Fax 
To: PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
Fax: 208. 7 46.9160 
Phone: 
Re: CIVIL SUBPOENA REQUEST 
FOR: 









February 21, 2014 
•Comments: 
**IMPORTANT INFORMATION** 
Attached, please find the Subpoena that has been issued, per your request, for the A.L.S. hearing on the above 
person . YOUR OFFICE will be responsible for serving the Subpoena. The Subpoena must be 
served at least 120 hours prior to the hearing Please fax a copy 






ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING SECTION 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE ID 83707 
PHONE: 208 332-2004 
FAX: 208 332-2002 
Fax 
To: PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
Fax: 208.746.9160 
Phone: 
Re: CIVIL SUBPOENA REQUEST 
FOR: 







~ . =· 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
HEARING SECTION 
February 21, 2014 
•Comments: 
**IMPORTANT INFORMATION** 
Attached, please find the Subpoena that has been issued, per your request, for the A.LS. hearing on the above 
person. YOUR OFFICE wil l be responsible for serving the Subpoena. The Subpoena must be 
served at least 120 hOUTS prior to the hearing Please fax a copy 




·t3 ".) c 
- \,,.I 
1-eo Ll LUl4 l: 54:44 PM 
Idaho Transportation Department 




Name: Alicia Ortega 
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Name: Alida Ortega 
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IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
Driver Services • P.O. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707 -1129 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK 
326 5TH AVE 
LEWISTON ID 83501 
NOTICE OF 10 DAY EXTENSION OF HEARING 
(2§§9§34-8735 
dnw.idaho.gov 
PHONE : ( 2 0 8 ) 3 3 4 - 8 7 3 6 




THE DATE FOR THE HEARING REGARDING THE SUSPENSION OR DISQUALIFICATI
ON 
OF YOUR DRIVING PRIVILEGES HAS BEEN EXTENDED, IN ACCORDANCE WITH ID
AHO 
CODE 18-8002A, FOR UP TO AN ADDITIONAL TEN DAYS. 
PURSUANT TO 18-8002A(7) NO FURTHER CONTINUANCE WILL BE GRANTED. 
*******************************************************************
*** 
*THIS EXTENSION SHALL NOT OPERATE AS A STAY OF THE SUSPENSION, UNLE
SS* 
*OTHERWISE ORDERED BY THE HEARING OFFICER. ANY TEMPORARY PERMIT 
* 
*ISSUED SHALL EXPIRE THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER SERVICE OF THE NOTICE 
* 
*OF SUSPENSION. * 
*******************************************************************
*** 
THE HEARING OFFICER HAS SCHEDULED YOUR HEARING TO BE CONDUCTED BY 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE CALL ON MARCH 12, 2014 AT 4:00MT THE
 
TELEPHONE CALL WILL BE PLACED TO: 
( ) YOU, AT TELEPHONE#: 
{XXX) YOUR ATTORNEY: PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
AT TELEPHONE#: 208.743.9516 
(XXX) IF THIS TELEPHONE NUMBER IS INCORRECT, IMMEDIATELY CONTACT TH
E 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING STAFF AT (208) 332-2005. 
THE HEARING OFFICER PRESIDING AT THE HEARING WILL BE SKIP CARTER 
THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE
 
67, CHAPTER 52, IDAHO CODE, AND THE RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDUR
ES 
OF THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT. THIS HEARING PROVIDES YOU
 OR 
YOUR ATTORNEY AN OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAL ON YOUR BEHALF. IF YOU NEED
 
FURTHER ASSISTANCE, PLEASE CALL (208) 332-2005. 
AGENCY RECORD 
FORM 02C 50050 
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DRIVER SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING SECTION 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE ID 83707 
PHONE: 208 332-2004 
FAX: 208 332-2002 
Fax 
To: PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
Fax: 208. 7 43.9160 
Phone: 
Re: CIVIL SUBPOENA REQUEST 
FOR: 









March 3, 2014 
•Comments: 
**IMPORTANT INFORMATION** 
Attached , please find the Subpoena that has been issued, per your request, for the A.L.S. hearing on
 the above 
person. YOUR OFF/CE will be responsible for serving the Subpoena. The Subpoena must be 
served at /east 120 hours prior to the hearing Please fax a copy 






ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING SECTION 
PO BOX 7129 
BOISE ID 83707 
PHONE: 208 332-2004 
FAX: 208 332-2002 
Fax 
To: PAUL THOMAS CLARK From: 
Fax: 208.743.9160 Date: 
Phone: Pages: 
Re: CIVIL SUBPOENA REQUEST CC: 
·- --· - · --
FOR: 






March 3, 2014 
•Comments: 
**IMPORTANT INFORMATION** 
Attached, please find the Subpoena that has been issued, per your request, for the A.LS.
 hearing on the above 
person. YOUR OFFICE will be responsible for serving the Subpoena. The Subpoena must be 
served at /east 120 hours prior to the hearing Please fax a copy 
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF: 








IDAHO D.L. KA141603H 
FILE NO. 648000258692 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND 
ORDER 
This matter came on for administrative license suspension hearing on March 12, 
2014 by telephone conference. Paul Thomas Clark, Attorney at Law, represented Bobeck 
at the hearing. 
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served pursuant to Idaho Code 
§18-8002Ai is SUSTAINED. 
EXHIBIT LISTii 
1. Notice of Suspension 
2. Evidentiary Test Results 
3. Sworn Statement 
4. Influence Report and Interview 
5. Copy of Citation #ISP0258692 
6. Envelope from Law Enforcement Agency 
7. Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement Documents 
8. Petitioner's Request for Hearing 
9. Correspondence from ITD 
10. Certified Copy of Blood Test Results 
11. Toxicology Reimbursement Form 
FINDINGS OFF ACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER---1 
AGENCY RECORD 
14 
12. Toxicology Specification Form 
13. Notice of Administrative License Suspension 
14. Notice of Suspension Information Sheet 
15. Certificate of Mailing 
16. Evidence Submittal Form 
1 7. Drug Information - Zolpidem 
18. Drug Information-Trazadone 
19. Petitioner's Driver License Record 
20. Subpoena - Duces Tecum (AN) 
21. Subpoena- Duces Tecum (Report) 
22. Subpoena (Officer) 
23. Subpoena (Phlebotomist) 
24. Deny Order 
25. Corrected Subpoena (Officer) 
26. Corrected Subpoena (Phlebotomist) 
27. Reissue Subpoena (Officer) 
28. Reissue Subpoena (Phlebotomist) 
29. Statement from Law Enforcement 
Petitioner supplemented the record with the following exhibits: 
A. Affidavit of Service 
B.DVD 
C. DVD 
D. Photos CD 
E. Affidavit of Service 
F-HH. Photos 
FINDINGS OFF ACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER---2 
AGENCY RECORD 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS iii 
Senior Trooper Travis Hight testified and his testimony can be heard on the audio 
record of the proceeding. 
Bobeck testified and her testimony can be heard on the audio record of the 
proceeding. 
Mr. Clark argued the following on behalf of Bobeck: 
1. Objection to Exhibits 12 and 13, which were not submitted with the original 
documents nor were they incorporated by reference to the sworn statement. 
2. Bobeck was not informed of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary 
testing. Bobeck testified that she did not recall any of the advisory form being 
read to her. Trooper Hight testified that Bobeck did not respond to the reading 
of the advisory. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
I, having heard all issues raised, having considered the exhibits admitted as 
evidence; having considered the matter herein; and being advised in the premises and the 
law, make the following Findings of Fact: 
BURDEN OF PROOF 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § l 8-8002A(7) the Petitioner has the Burden of Proof by a 
preponderance of the evidence regarding all Idaho Code § 18-8002A standards and all 
issues raised by the Petitioner. 






WAS THERE LEGAL CAUSE TO INVESTIGATE THE PETITIONER? 
1. Trooper Hight investigated Bobeck on December 4, 2013 at approximately 2203 
hours in Nez Perce County, Idaho after she crashed her vehicle and did not stop at 
the scene of the crash, in violation ofldaho Code, §49-1301. Bobeck then 
proceeded at a slow rate of speed until she crashed into a stationary, marked patrol 
vehicle. Upon contacting Bobeck at the scene and noting her demeanor and her 
slow and sluggish responsiveness, officers, including Trooper Hight, suspected 
that she had been driving under the influence of Ambien. Additionally, Bobeck 
made statements admitting that she had taken Ambien prior to driving. 
2. Trooper Hight had legal cause to investigate Bobeck. 
2. 
WAS THERE LEGAL CAUSE TO BELIEVE THE PETITIONER WAS IN 
VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE §18-8004? 
1. Due to injuries suffered in the multiple crashes, Bobeck was unable to attempt the 
following Standardized Field Sobriety tests: 
a. Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus 
b. Walk and Turn 
c. One Leg Stand 
2. Lewiston Police Officer Nicholas Eylar observed Bobeck in actual physical 
control of the vehicle. 
3. Trooper Hight had sufficient legal cause to arrest Bobeck and request an 
evidentiary test. 




DID THE EVIDENTIARY TEST RESULTS INDICATE A VIOLATION OF §18-
8004? 
1. Idaho Code, § 18-8004 provides that it is unlawful for anyone who is under the 
influence of alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicating substances to drive or be in 
physical control of a motor vehicle within this state, whether upon a highway, 
street, or bridge, or upon public or private property open to the public. 
2. In the case of Feasel v. Idaho Transportation Department, 148 Idaho 312 (App. 
2009), the Idaho Court of Appeals stated "[b]y the statute's plain language, only 
the presence of drugs, not the quantity, must be established along with competent 
evidence of impairment caused by the drugs." 
3. Idaho Code, § 18-8004(7) provides that it is not a defense that a person charged 
with a violation 6fthis stafufo have a history of past use oflhe drug or carries a 
valid prescription for the drug. 
4. In Feasel, the Court found that the presence of prescription Prozac, the competent 
evidence of Feasel's driving pattern, slurred speech, impaired memory, and the 
documentary evidence of the applicable drug label warnings, all led to the 
conclusion that Feasel's driver's license was properly suspended under Idaho law 
for operating a motor vehicle under the impairment of intoxicating drugs. 
5. In the case of Idaho Transportation Department v. Johnathan Paul Van Camp, 
2012 Opinion No. 128, Filed November 14, 2012, the Idaho Supreme Court ruled 
as follows: "Essentially, he [Van Camp] contends that the absence of evidence 
demonstrating that cyclobenzaprine is intoxicating is sufficient to prove that the 
drug is not intoxicating. This is inconsistent with the plain language of subsection 
7(c), which requires the licensee to affirmatively prove that the drug was not 
intoxicating." 
6. According to Trooper Hight's affidavit, Bobeck was transported to Saint Joseph 
Regional Medical Center for treatment of possible injuries suffered in the crashes. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER---5 
AGENCY RECORD 
Trooper Hight opted to have a blood draw conducted to better determine if Bobeck 
was under the influence of intoxicating drugs at the time of driving. 
7. PRESENCE OF DRUGS: The analyses ofBobeck's blood detected the following 
drugs: Zolpidem and trazadone. 
8. COMPETENT EVIDENCE OF IMPAIRMENT: Bobeck's dangerous driving 
pattern, her demeanor and iack of responsiveness are all competent cumulative 
evidence of impairment caused by the drugs found in her system. 
9. Exhibit 18 details numerous warnings regarding potential side effects of taking 
Trazadone, including dizziness, lightheadedness, feeling unsteady when walking, 
uncontrollable shaking of a part of the body, confusion, and blurred vision. These 
side effects could deleteriously impact a person's ability to operate a motor 
vehicle. 
10. Exhibit 17 details numerous warnings regarding potential side effects of taking 
Zoipidem, includmg warnings a.bout individuals who have taken Zolpidem, gotout 
of bed and driven their cars while not fully awake. There is also a warning 
concerning taking Zolpidern in conjunction with antidepressants such as 
Trazadone. 
11. Based on the record, Bobeck is in violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004. 
4. 
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TEST PERFORMED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL 
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN IDAHO LAW AND ISP STANDARD 
OPERATING PROCEDURE? 
1. Trooper Hight' s affidavit states the evidentiary test was performed in compliance 
with Idaho Law and ISP Standard Operating Procedures. 
2. On December 9, 2013, Evidence Technician S. Herridge with the Idaho State 
Police Forensic Services office in Pocatello, Idaho received via Fed Ex Bobeck's 
blood collection kit. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER---6 
AGENCY RECORD 
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3. Forensic Scientist Delisa Downey analyzed Bobeck's blood toxicology collection 
kit posting the laboratory results of the following drugs: Zolpidem and 
Trazodone. 
4. Trooper Hight's sworn statement sets forth that the blood test was performed in 
compliance with statute and the standards and methods adopted by the Department 
of Law Enforcement (DLE)/ISP. This includes Section 18-8003 which states that 
" ... [O]nly a licensed physician, qualified medical technologist, registered nurse, 
phlebotomist trained in a licensed hospital or educational institution to withdraw 
blood can, at the order or request of a peace officer, withdraw blood for the 
purpose of determining the content of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating 
substances therein." 
5. Pursuant to Exhibit 10, the sworn Forensic Toxicology Report, submitted by 
Forensic Scientist Delisa Downey, the driver's blood is identified to that obtained 
and drawn from Jonna L Bobeck. Exh.iblt f2, tne Toxicology Su5mittalForm, 
shows the chain of custody of Bo beck's blood sample. 
4. Exhibits 10 and 12 are absent any evidence to show the following: 1) that an 
improper chain of custody occurred; 2) that the handling, transporting and storing 
of the blood kit was improper; 3) that the kit and vials were expired; 4) that the 
test results are unreliable; or 5) that the blood toxicology collection kit was 
obtained and drawn from someone other than Bobeck. 
7. Bobeck bears the burden of proof to show that the blood draw was not conducted 
in accordance with Idaho Code, §§18-8003, 18-8004(4) and the IDAPA Rules. 
8. Bobeck presented no affirmative evidence to invalidate the blood draw, to prove 
that the blood results were drawn from someone else, or to prove that the blood 
draw was not conducted in accordance with Idaho Code, § § 18-8003, 18-8004( 4) 
or IDAPA Rule 11.03.01. 
9. The evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho Law and ISP 
Standard Operating Procedures and the evidence was properly submitted within 
the administrative rules and Idaho Code,§ 18-8002A. 
FINDINGS OF FACT Al\TD CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER---7 
AGENCY RECORD 1 




WAS THE PETITIONER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBLE SUSPENSION OF HER
 
IDAHO DRIVING PRIVILEGES? 
1. Bobeck was substantially informed of the Idaho Code § l 8-8002A advisory form 
when Trooper Hight read the Notice of Suspension advisory form to her at the 
Saint Joseph's Regional Medical Center where she had been transported following 
the crashes. 
2. Idaho Code, §18-8002(1) provides that any person who drives or is in actual 
physical control of a motor vehicle in this state shall be deemed to have given his 
consent to evidentiary testing for concentration of alcohol, provided that such 
testing is administered at the request of a peace officer having reasonable grounds 
to believe that the person has been driving or is in actual physical control of a 
motor vehlcfe 1n violation ofidaho Code, §18-8004. 
3. State v. De Witt, 145 Idaho 709 (App. 2008), set forth the proper analysis for the 
factual scenario presented in this matter. In De Witt, the driver/defendant argued 
that his implied consent was nullified because he was unconscious when he was 
"informed" of the consequences of refusal. The Idaho Court of Appeals upheld 
the ruling in State v. Woolery, 116 Idaho 368 (1989), with the following analysis: 
"The [Woolery] Courts stated that a drunken driver has no legal right to resist or 
refuse evidentiary testing. The Court noted that in recognition of the driver's 
physical ability to refuse to submit, the legislature enacted the license suspension 
statute to discourage and civilly penalize such a refusal." 
4. Trooper Hight substantially informed Bobeck of the Notice of Suspension 
advisory that asserts in part that the driver is requested by law to take one or more 
evidentiary tests to determine the concentration of alcohol in the body. 
5. The advisement is accurate and consistent with policy and law. 
6. Based on the "Implied Consent" law referred to hereinabove, Trooper Hight's 
decision to request a blood test was lawful and permissible. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER---8 
AGENCY RECORD 
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7. The advisory form includes the following information: "After submitting to the 
tests(s) you may, when practicable, at your own expense, have additional tests 
made by a person of your own choosing." 
8. Bobeck was advised of the consequences of refusing or failing evidentiary testing 
as required by Idaho Code § 18-8002 and Idaho Code § l 8-8002A. 
CONCLUSION OF LAW 
CONFLICTING FACTS, IF ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND REJECTED IN 
FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITED FACTS. BASED UPON THE FOREGOING 
FINDINGS OF FACT I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR 
SUSPENSION OF THE PETITIO:t\TER'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES SET FORTH IN 
IDAJIO CODE §§ 18-8002 AND 18-8002A WERE COMPLIED WITH IN TIIlS CASE. 
THE FOLLO\VlNG ORDER IS RENDERED: 
ORDER 
The suspension set forth in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to LC. § l 8-
8002A, is SUSTAINED and as provided in Exhibit 19, SHALL RUN FOR A PERIOD 
OF 90 DAYS COMMENCING ON MARCH 18, 2014, AND SHALL REMAIN IN 
EFFECT THROUGH JUNE 16, 2014. 
DATED this 25th day of March, 2014. 
SKlPCARTER 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING EXAMINER 
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Tuesday, March 25, 2014 9:08 AM 
dwilkins@clarkandfeeney.com 
Bobeck, Jonna - ALS decision 
Bobeck, Jonna.pdf 
***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain legally privileged and confidential information exempt or 
prohibited from disclosure under applicable law. lfyou are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify this sender 
immediately and do not deliver, distribute or copy this e-mail, or disclose its contents or take any action in reliance on the 
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PATTY 0. WEEr~S 
CLERK OF THE DiST. COURT 
PAMELA SCHMEIDER 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
) Case No. CV 1 4 • 0 0 6 3 5 
) 
) ITD File No. 648000258692 
) 
) ORDER FOR STAY PENDING 






The motion of the Petitioner for stay pending judicial review having come on duly and 
regularly before this Court, and good cause appearing therefore, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution and/or enforcement 
of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the Idaho Transportation 
Department on March 25, 2014, suspending Petitioner's driver's license or privileges, be and the 
same is hereby stayed during the pendency of judicial review of said Order. Petitioner's driving 
privileges are therefore ordered reinstated during the pendency of judicial review. 
DATED this~ day of March, 2014. 
JEFF M .. BAUDJE 
Judge 
ORDER FOR STAY PEI'l'"DING JUDICIAL REVIEW - 1 
AGENCY RECORD LAW OFFICES OF 
A.LS. HEARING UNIT REC'D .. ,,,
R 
1 
CLARK AND FEENEY. LLP 
1v1A 3 2014 
LEWISTON, IDAHO S3SOI 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ;f:J- day of March, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
1 correct copy of t



























Idaho Transportation Department 
ALS Hearing Unit 
PO Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Paul Thomas Clark 
Clark and Feeney, LLP 
PO Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
0 Hand Delivered 
0 Overnight Delivery 
0 Facsimile at: (208) 332-2002 
0 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid . 
(!(' Hand Delivered - ;v\,~)~ ~ 
0 Overnight Delivery 
~ Facsimile at: (208) 746-9160 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
By: PAMILA SCHNEIDER 
Clerk/Deputy 
ORDER FOR STAY PENDL'N"G JUDICIAL REVIEW - 2 
AGENCY RECORD LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK A ND FEENEY, LLP 





























PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
Idaho State Bar No. 1329 
1229 Main Street 
PO Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9516 
Facsimile: (208) 746-9160 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE /~ 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 






Case No. (! V-;,? O I I/ - Vo oo C,, 3 5 
) ITD File No. 648000258692 








PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Fee Category: L(3) 
Fee: $96.00 
COMES NOW, JONNA LYNN BOBECK, the Petitioner in the above-entitled matter, by and 
through her attorney ofrecord, Paul Thomas Clark of the law firm Clark and Feeney, LLP, and
 
pursuant to Idaho Code § § l 8-8002A(8) and 67-5 270 et seq., hereby respectfully petitions this Court 
for judicial review of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the Idah
o 
Transportation Department on March 25, 2014 in File No. 648000258692. A copy of said documen
t 
is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" which is incorporated herein by reference. Said proceeding an
d 
final Order was entered following a hearing held pursuant to Idaho Code § l 8-8002A. 
A.LS. HEARING UNIT REC'D W\R 2 7 wt4 
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In accordance with Rule 84( d) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Petitioner states the 
following: 
(1) A telephonic hearing was held before the agency with Skip Carter, presiding as the 
hearing official, which said hearing was recorded. 
(2) A statement of the issues the petitioner intends to assert on judicial review includes, 
but is not limited to: (a) whether the Respondent was informed of the consequences of submitting 
to evidentiary testing as required in Idaho Code § l 8-8002A; (b) whether the hearing officer 
considered the evidence presented at the time of the hearing; ( c) whether the hearing officer 
exceeded the statutory authority of the agency; and (d) whether the hearing officer's decision was 
made upon unlawful procedure. 
(3) 
(4) 




That the clerk of the agency has been contacted for purpose of obtaining a 
transcript and the record. Petitioner will pay a reasonable cost for preparation 
of the transcript and the record. 
That service of this petition has been made upon the state agency. 
DATED this d~ay of March, 2014. 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
By: -~"4'-''4-------------
Paul mas Clark, a member of the firm 
Atto eys for Petitioner 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW -2 
AGENCY RECORD LJ,W OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 
LEWISTON, 83501 
160 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of March, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 



























Idaho Transportation Department R 
Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit D 
P.O. Box 7129 D 
Boise, Idaho 83 707 D 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 3 
AGENCY RECORD 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Delivery 
Facsimile at: (208) 332-2002 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 
LEWISTON, 83501 
IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF: 








IDAHO D.L. KA141603H 
FILE NO. 648000258692 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND 
ORDER 
This matter came on for administrative license suspension hearing on March 12, 
2014 by telephone conference. Paul Thomas Clark, Attorney at Law, represented Bobeck 
at the hearing. 
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served pursuant to Idaho Code 
§18-8002Ai is SUSTAINED. 
EXHIBIT LISTii 
1. Notice of Suspension 
2. Evidentiary Test Results 
3. Sworn Statement 
4. Influence Report and Interview 
5. Copy of Citation #ISP0258692 
6. Envelope from Law Enforcement Agency 
7. Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement Documents 
8. Petitioner's Request for Hearing 
9. Correspondence from ITD 
10. Certified Copy of Blood Test Results 
11. Toxicology Reimbursement Form 




12. Toxicology Specification Form 
13. Notice of Administrative License Suspension 
14. Notice of Suspension Information Sheet 
15. Certificate of Mailing 
16. Evidence Submittal Form 
17. Drug Information - Zolpidem 
18. Drug Information - Trazadone 
19. Petitioner's Driver License Record 
20. Subpoena - Duces Tecum (A/V) 
21. Subpoena-Duces Tecum (Report) 
22. Subpoena (Officer) 
23. Subpoena (Phlebotomist) 
24. Deny Order 
25. CorrectedSuopoena(Officer) 
26. Corrected Subpoena (Phlebotomist) 
27. Reissue Subpoena (Officer) 
28. Reissue Subpoena (Phlebotomist) 
29. Statement from Law Enforcement 
Petitioner supplemented the record with the following exhibits: 
A. Affidavit of Service 
B. DVD 
C. DVD 
D. Photos CD 
E. Affidavit of Service 
F-HH. Photos 





Senior Trooper Travis Hight testified and his testimony can be heard on the audio 
record of the proceeding. 
Bobeck testified and her testimony can be heard on the audio record,of the 
proceeding. 
Mr. Clark argued the following on behalf of Bobeck: 
1. Objection to Exhibits 12 and 13, which were not submitted with the original 
documents nor were they incorporated by reference to the sworn statement. 
2. Bobeck was not informed of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary 
testing. Bobeck testified that she did not recall any of the advisory form being 
read to her. Trooper Hight testified that Bobeck did not respond to the reading 
of the advisory. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
I, having heard all issues raised, having considered the exhibits admitted as 
evidence; having considered the matter herein; and being advised in the premises and the 
law, make the following Findings of Fact: 
BURDEN OF PROOF 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § l 8-8002A(7) the Petitioner has the Burden of Proof by a 
preponderance of the evidence regarding all Idaho Code § 18-8002A standards and all 
issues raised by the Petitioner. 






WAS THERE LEGAL CAUSE TO INVESTIGATE THE PETITIONER? 
1. Trooper Hight investigated Bobeck on December 4, 2013 at approximately 2203 
hours in Nez Perce County, Idaho after she crashed her vehicle and did not stop at 
the scene of the crash, in violation of Idaho Code, §49-1301. Bobeck then 
proceeded at a slow rate of speed until she crashed into a stationary, marked patrol 
vehicle. Upon contacting Bobeck at the scene and noting her demeanor and her 
slow and sluggish responsiveness, officers, including Trooper Hight, suspected 
that she had been driving under the influence of Ambien. Additionally, Bobeck 
made statements admitting that she had taken Ambien prior to driving. 
2. Trooper Hight had legal cause to investigate Bobeck. 
2. 
WAS THERE LEGAL CAUSE TO BELIEVE THE PETITIONER WAS lN 
VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE §18-8004? 
1. Due to injuries suffered in the multiple crashes, Bobeck was unable to attempt the 
following Standardized Field Sobriety tests: 
a. Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus 
b. WalkandTum 
c. One Leg Stand 
2. Lewiston Police Officer Nicholas Eylar observed Bobeck in actual physical 
control of the vehicle. 
3. Trooper Hight had sufficient legal cause to arrest Bobeck and request an 
evidentiary test. 
FIND1NGS OFF ACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER---4 
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3. 
DID THE EVIDENTIARY TEST RESULTS INDICATE A VIOLATION OF §18-
8004? 
1. Idaho Code, § 18-8004 provides that it is unlawful for anyone who is under the 
influence of alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicating substances to drive or be in 
physical control of a motor vehicle within this state, whether upon a highway, 
street, or bridge, or upon public or private property open to the public. 
2. In the case of Feasel v. Idaho Transportation Department, 148 Idaho 312 (App. 
2009), the Idaho Court of Appeals stated "[b]y the statute's plain language, only 
the 'presence of drugs, not the quantity, must be established along with competent 
evidence of impairment caused by the drugs." 
3. Idaho Code, § 18-8004(7) provides that it is not a defense that a person charged 
witn a.violation of this sfafute nave a. history of pa.sf use of The drug or carries a 
valid prescription for the drug. 
4. In Feasel, the Court found that the presence of prescription Prozac, the competent 
evidence ofFeasel's driving pattern, slurred speech, impaired memory, and the 
documentary evidence of the applicable drug label warnings, all led to the 
conclusion that Feasel's driver's license was properly suspended under Idaho law 
for operating a motor vehicle under the impairment of intoxicating drugs. 
5. In the case of Idaho Transportation Department v. Johnathan Paul Van Camp, 
2012 Opinion No. 128, Filed November 14, 2012, the Idaho Supreme Court ruled 
as follows: "Essentially, he [Van Camp] contends that the absence of evidence 
demonstrating that cyclobenzaprine is intoxicating is sufficient to prove that the 
drug is not intoxicating. This is inconsistent with the plain language of subsection 
7(c), which requires the licensee to affirmatively prove that the drug was not 
intoxicating." 
6. According to Trooper Hight's affidavit, Bobeck was transported to Saint Joseph 
Regional Medical Center for treatment of possible injuries suffered in the crashes. 




Trooper Hight opted to have a blood draw conducted to better determine if Bobeck 
was under the influence of intoxicating drugs at the time of driving. 
7. PRESENCE OF DRUGS: The analyses ofBobeck's blood detected the following 
drugs: Zolpidem and trazadone. 
8. COMPETENT EVIDENCE OF IMPAIRMENT: Bobeck's dangerous driving 
pattern, her demeanor and lack of respunsivc:ness are all competent cumulative 
evidence of impairment caused by the drugs found in her system. 
9. Exhibit 18 details numerous warnings regarding potential side effects of taking 
Trazadone, including dizziness, lightheadedness, feeling unsteady when walking, 
uncontrollable shaking of a part of the body, confusion, and blurred vision. These 
side effects could deleteriously impact a person's ability to operate a motor 
vehicle. 
10. Exhibit 1 7 details numerous warnings regarding potential side effects of taking 
Zolpidem, including warnings about individuals who have taken Zolpidem, got out 
of bed and driven their cars while not fully awake. There is also a warning 
concerning taking Zolpidem in conjunction with antidepressants such as 
Trazadone. 
11. Based on the record, Bobeck is in violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004. 
4. 
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TEST PERFORMED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL 
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN IDAHO LAW AND ISP STANDARD 
OPERATING PROCEDURE? 
1. Trooper Hight's affidavit states the evidentiary test was performed in compliance 
with Idaho Law and ISP Standard Operating Procedures. 
2. On December 9, 2013, Evidence Technician S. Herridge with the Idaho State 
Police Forensic Services office in Pocatello, Idaho received via Fed Ex Bobeck's 
blood collection kit. 




3. Forensic Scientist Delisa Downey analyzed Bobeck's blood toxicology collection 
kit posting the laboratory results of the following drugs: Zolpidem and 
Trazodone. 
4. Trooper Hight's sworn statement sets forth that the blood test was performed in 
compliance with statute and the standards and methods adopted by the Department 
of Law Enforcement (DLE)/ISP. This includes Section 18-8003 which states that 
" ... [ 0 ]nly a licensed physician, qualified medical technologist, registered nurse, 
phlebotomist trained in a licensed hospital or educational institution to withdraw 
blood can, at the order or request of a peace officer, withdraw blood for the 
purpose of determining the content of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating 
substances therein." 
5. Pursuant to Exhibit 10, the sworn Forensic Toxicology Report, submitted by 
Forensic Scientist Delisa Downey, the driver's blood is identified to that obtained 
and drawn frorriJonna L. Bobeck. Exhibit 12, the Toxicology Suffriiitfal Form, 
shows the chain of custody ofBobeck's blood sample. 
4. Exhibits 10 and 12 are absent any evidence to show the following: 1) that an 
improper chain of custody occurred; 2) that the handling, transporting and storing 
of the blood kit was improper; 3) that the kit and vials were expired; 4) that the 
test results are unreliable; or 5) that the blood toxicology collection kit was 
obtained and drawn from someone other than Bobeck. 
7. Bobeck bears the burden of proof to show that the blood draw was not conducted 
in accordance with Idaho Code, §§18-8003, 18-8004(4) and the IDAP A Rules. 
8. Bobeck presented no affirmative evidence to invalidate the blood draw, to prove 
that the blood results were drawn from someone else, or to prove that the blood 
draw was not conducted in accordance with Idaho Code, §§18-8003, 18-8004(4) 
or IDAPA Rule 11.03.01. 
9. The evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho Law and ISP 
Standard Operating Procedures and the evidence was properly submitted within 
the administrative rules and Idaho Code, § l 8-8002A. 





WAS THE PETITIONER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBLE SUSPENSION OF HER 
IDAHO DRIVING PRIVILEGES? 
1. Bobeck was substantially informed of the Idaho Code § l 8-8002A advisory form 
when Trooper Hight read the Notice of Suspension advisory form to her at the 
Saint Joseph's Regional Medical Center where she had been transported following 
the crashes. 
2. Idaho Code, §18-8002(1) provides that any person who drives or is in actual 
physical control of a motor vehicle in this state shall be deemed to have given his 
consent to evidentiary testing for concentration of alcohol, provided that such 
testing is administered at the request of a peace officer having reasonable grounds 
to believe that the person has been driving or is in actual physical control of a 
motor velilcle mvfolation ofidalio Code, §l8-8004. 
3. State v. DeWitt, 145 Idaho 709 (App. 2008), set forth the proper analysis for the 
factual scenario presented in this matter. In De Witt, the driver/defendant argued 
that his implied consent was nullified because he was unconscious when he was 
"informed" of the consequences of refusal. The Idaho Court of Appeals upheld 
the ruling in State v. Woolery, 116 Idaho 368 (1989), with the following analysis: 
"The [Woolery] Courts stated that a drunken driver has no legal right to resist or 
refuse evidentiary testing. The Court noted that in recognition of the driver's 
physical ability to refuse to submit, the legislature enacted the license suspension 
statute to discourage and civilly penalize such a refusal." 
4. Trooper Hight substantially informed Bobeck of the Notice of Suspension 
advisory that asserts in part that the driver is requested by law to take one or more 
evidentiary tests to determine the concentration of alcohol in the body. 
5. The advisement is accurate and consistent with policy and law. 
6. Based on the "Implied Consent" law referred to hereinabove, Trooper Hight' s 
decision to request a blood test was lawiul and permissible. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER---8 
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7. The advisory form includes the following information: "After submitting to the 
tests(s) you may, when practicable, at your own expense, have additional tests 
made by a person of your own choosing." 
8. Bobeck was advised of the consequences of refusing or failing evidentiary testing 
as required by Idaho Code §18-8002 and Idaho Code §18-8002A. 
CONCLUSION OF LAW 
CONFLICTING FACTS, IF ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND REJECTED IN 
FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITED FACTS. BASED UPON THE FOREGOING 
FINDINGS OF FACT I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR 
SUSPENSION OF THE PETITIONER'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES SET FORTH IN 
IDAHO COpE §§18-8002 AND 18-8002A WERE COMPLIED WITH IN THIS CASE. 
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED: 
ORDER 
The suspension set forth in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to I.C. §18-
8002A, is SUSTAINED and as provided in Exhibit 19, SHALL RUN FOR A PERIOD 
OF 90 DAYS COMJ\'.IENCING ON MARCH 18, 2014, AND SHALL REMAIN IN 
EFFECT THROUGH JUNE 16, 2014. 
DATED this 25th day of March, 2014. 
SKIP CARTER 
ADMINISTRATNE HEARlNG EXAMINER 





(Hearings pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A) 
This is a final order of the Department. 
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation Department's 
Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, P.O. Box 7129, Boise, Idaho 83707-
1129 within fourteen (14) days of the service date of this order. If the hearing Officer 
fails to act upon this motion within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, the motion will be 
deemed denied, according to the Idaho Code §67-5243(3). 
Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by this 
final order or orders previously issued in this case may appeal this final order and all 
previously issued orders in this case to District Court by filing a petitioner for judicial 
review in the District Court of the county which: 
1. A hearing was held; 
2. The final agency action was taken; or 
3. The party seeking review of the order resides. 
An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the service date of this final 
order. The filing of an appeal to District Court does not itself stay the effectiveness or 
enforcement of the order under appeal. 
ENDNOTES 
1 Idaho's Implied Consent Statute 
ii ITD Exhibits are numeric, Petitioner's exhibits are by Letter 
m Argument and testimony is summarized from record of the hearing 




























PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
Idaho State Bar# 1329 
1229 Main Street 
P .0. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9516 
Facsimile: (208) 746-9160 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 





) ITD File No. 648000258692 
) 
) EX PARTE MOTION FOR STAY ON 






COMES NOW, JONNA L YNNBOBECK, the Petitioner in the above-entitled matter, by and 
through his undersigned attorney ofrecord, pursuant to Idaho Code §67-5274, and hereby 
respectfully moves this Court for entry of an Order staying the execution and/or enforcement ofthe 
Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law and Order entered in this matter on March 25, 2014, 
which sustains the suspension of the Petitioner's driver's license or privileges allegedly for failure 
of evidentiary testing for alcohol concentration pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-8002A. Relief is 
requested upon grounds which include, but are not limited to, the following: 
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1. Petitioner has filed a timely Petition for Judicial Review from the Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law and Order; 
2. A stay of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order and suspension 
of Ms. Bobeck' s driver's license or privileges is necessary to preserve her driving privileges during 
the pendency of a judicial review. Without such relief, Ms. Bobeck will be necessarily denied, as a 
practical matter, the relief which she is seeking by way of her petition for judicial review; 
3. The Petitioner has several viable defenses to the license suspension, as were presented 
to the hearing officer in this matter. Those defenses are set forth within the Petition for Judicial 
Review filed in this matter; 
4. 
5. 
A stay is necessary in the interests of justice; 
The Petitioner asks for an expedited review and decision on this request to protect 
her due process rights regarding her ability to drive and suspension that took effect on March 18, 
2014. 
DATED this ~ay of March, 2014. 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
Paul 
Atto / 
mas Clark, a member of the firm 
ys for Petitioner 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 I HEREBY CERTIFY tha
t on thisZ: day of March, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
2 following: 
3 Idaho Transportation Department ~ U.S. Mail, p
ostage prepaid 
Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit 0 Hand Delivered 
4 P.O. Box 7129 0 Overnight Delivery 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
) Case No. 
) 
) ITD File No. 648000258692 
) 
) ORDER FOR STAY PENDING 






The motion of the Petitioner for stay pending judicial review having come on duly and 
regularly before this Court, and good cause appearing therefore, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution and/or enforcement 
of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the Idaho Transportation 
Department on March 25, 2014, suspending Petitioner's driver's license or privileges, be and the 
same is hereby stayed during the pendency of judicial review of said Order. Petitioner's driving 
privileges are therefore ordered reinstated during the pendency of judicial review. 
DATED this __ day of March, 2014. 
Judge 
ORDER FOR STAY PENDING JUDICIAL REVIEW -1 
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Idaho Transportation Department 
ALS Hearing Unit 
PO Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Paul Thomas Clark 
Clark and Feeney, LLP 
PO Drawer 285 









U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Delivery 
Facsimile at: (208) 332-2002 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Delivery 
Facsimile at: (208) 746-9160 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
By: -------------
Clerk/Deputy 
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Clerk of the District Court 
Nez Perce County 
PO Box 896 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Attn: Criminal Dept. 
March 25, 2014 
Re: In the Matter of the Driving Privileges of Jonna Bobeck 
Dear Cl~i:k: 
Please file the enclosed Petition for Judicial Review and Ex Parte Motion for Stay on Pending 
Judicial Review regarding the above referenced matter. 
Please present the enclosed Order to the Judge for his review. If the Order for Stay meets with his 
approval and he signs the same, please remit conformed copies to the parties in the enclosed 
envelopes. 
Also enclosed is an $96 check for the filing fee. Thank you for your time and attention to this 
matter. 
Sincerely, 





'-. Jonna Bobeck w/encs. 






IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
Division of Motor Vehicles 
P.O. Box 7129 (i Boise ID 83707-1129 
Date: March 31, 2014 
Wally Hedrick 
Hedrick Court Reporting 
PO Box 578 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Re: Jonna Lynn Bobeck, A.LS. File #648000258692 
Administrative License Suspension, Date of Hearing: March 12, 2014 
Dear Mr. Hedrick 
dmv.idaho.gov 
Please find enclosed the recording of the administrative hearing as referenced above. The hearing is approximately 58 minutes long. Please prepare an estimate of the transcription cost, and 'submit the ~§timate to.the.State:s assigned attomey:--Please send a ··  copy-of the estimate to my-~tt~ntion as well. The attorney representing the State in this case 1s: 
Edwin Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston ID 83501 
208 7 46-0344 
If the transcript cannot be completed within 14 days of the receipt of the estimated cost, please notify the State's attorney. Upon completion of the transcript send the original and two copies to the State's attorney for filing with the court along with the administrative record. The final billing, of course, should go to the State's attorney. If you have any questions, please contact me at (20_8) 334-4465. 
Sincerely, 
&lffirc! f?. fJemb!Lfj<'LJ 
Edward R. Pemble, . 
Driver Services Manager 
Driver Services 






EDWIN LITTENEKER, ,ESQ. 
Attor ney at Law 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Apr i l 7, 2014 
RE: Jonna Lynn Bobeck, A.L.S. File #648000258692 
A.L.S., Date of Hearing: March 12, 2014 
Dear Mr. Litteneker: 
Per the request of the Supervisor of Driver Records, 
Hal Putnam, we are hereby providing you with an 
estimate of the transcription costs in the a bove 
entitled matter. 
tost of preparing an original plus two copies from the 
cassette tape provided by the state, with an estimated 
length of 58 minutes is: 
$450.00 
Deliv ery time is 10 working days from the date that we 
receive written authority to proceed from Petitioner's 
legal counsel. Petitioner's payment must be received 
prior to delivery of the transcript. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
HEDRICK COURT REPORTING 
Jerrie S. Hedrick 
ICSR #61 
cc: Amy Kearns 
s'et't't-rf tk ~ ! t:,{JlffM~ Criru 19113 
POST OFFICE BOX 578 
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Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
322 Main Street 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 74~-0344 
Facsimile: (208) 798-8387 
ISB No. 2297 
FILED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 




vs. ) NOTICE OF FILING TRANSCRIPT 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
COMES NOW Edwin L. Litteneker, Special Deputy Attorney General, and files with 
the Court the original of the Transcript in the Matter of the Driving Privileges of Jonna Lynn 
Bobeck from the Idaho Transportation Department Administrative License Suspension 
Hearing held on March 12, 2014. 
DATED this (l day of May, 2014. 
Edwin L. Litt~eker " 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
NOTICE OF FILL~G TRANSCRIPT 1 
l 0 
I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
Document was: 
l Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
__ Sent by facsimile and mailed by 
Regular first class mail, and 
Deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
__ Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
Hand delivered --
To: Paul Thomas Clark 
Clark and Feeney 
P.O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
On this ll_ day of May, 2014. 
~'(ltt1 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
NOTICE OF FILING TRANSCRIPT 2 181 
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ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE 
BEFORE THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
IN THE MATTER OF JONNA LYNN BOBECK 
FILE NO. 648000258692 
MARCH 12, 2014 
BEFORE HEARING OFFICER SKIP CARTER 
HEDRICK 
COURT REPORTING 
ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE SUSPENSION HEARING 
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A P P E A R A N C E S 
CLARK & FEENEY, LLP 
by PAUL THOMAS CLARK, Esq. 
Post Office Box 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
I N D E X 
EXAMINATION BY 
Mr. Clark (Direct) 
Hearing Officer 
Mr. Clark (Direct) 
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12, 2014 
(Telephone sounds.) 
HEARING OFFICER: Hello. 
MR. MAYBERRY: Hi. My name is Joel Mayberry. 
HEARING OFFICER: Yes, Mr. Mayberry, my name is 
Skip Carter. I'm the Hearing Officer on the case. 
MR. MAYBERRY: Uh-huh. 
HEARING OFFICER: Appreciate you calling in. We 
already have Trooper Hight on the line, and should be joined by 
the petitioner's attorney and possibly the petitioner 1 and then 
we'll get started. 
today? 
Skip Carter 
MR. MAYBERRY: Okay. 
(Telephone sounds.) 
HEARING OFFICER: Hello. 
MR. CLARK: Hi, this is Tom Clark. How are you 
HEARING OFFICER: Good, Mr. Clark. This is 
MR. CLARK: Yes. 
HEARING OFFICER: -- the Hearing Officer on the 
case. We have Trooper Hight and Joel Mayberry already on the 
line. You have the petitioner with you? 
MR. CLARK: I do, and I have her husband, David, 
1 
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HEARING OFFICER: Okay. With your permission, 
Mr. Clark, we'll go ahead and get started with the hearing. 
MR. CLARK: Yes. And you can let Mr. Mayberry 
know that I'm -- he can be excused. We're not going to use him 
today. 
HEARING OFFICER: Okay. Joel Mayberry --
MR. MAYBERRY: Uh-huh. 
HEARING OFFICER: -- per the petitioner's 
attorney, I'm going to go ahead and let you be released from 
the subpoena. Appreciate you calling in. 
MR .. tv1 ...... :n.YBERF-.Y: You bet-.- Tha-nks·. 
HEARING OFFICER: Thanks again. 
MR. MAYBERRY: Uh-huh. Thank you. 
(Whereupon, Mr. Mayberry was excused.) 
HEARING OFFICER: All right, Mr. Clark, I'm going 
to go ahead and go forward with my --
(Telephone sounds.) 
HEARING OFFICER: -- introduction, and then I'll 
check with you on some other procedural matters and we'll get 
started. 
MR. CLARK: Thank you. 
HEARING OFFICER: All right. The time is 4:02 
p.m. Mountain time. The date is March 12, 2014. This is the 
time and date set for the administrative hearing regarding the 
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driving privileges of Jonna Lynn Bobeck, Driver's License 
File No. 648258692. 
My name is Skip Carter and I've been appointed by 
the Department to preside over this matter. 
This hearing is being conducted by telephone 
conference and is being recorded as permitted by the rules and 
regulations of the Idaho Transportation Department and the laws 
of Idaho. 
This hearing is at the driver's request and is 
being held in accordance with the Idaho administrative 
procedures act and the Idaho Attorney General's rules of 
procedure. 
Official notice may be taken over the following: 
The applicable records of the'Idaho Transportation Department; 
the Idaho administrative procedures act; Idaho State Police 
manual and standard operating procedures; as well as all city 
and county ordinances, Idaho statutes, and reported court 
decisions. 
I received a packet of documents from the state 
that were labeled as Exhibits 1 through 29, and Petitioner has 
supplemented the record with exhibits that have been marked A 
through double I. Exhibits F through double I are all 
photograph -- photos. Did you also have copies of these 
exhibits, Mr. Clark? 
MR. CLARK: I do, yes. 
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HEARING OFFICER: Very well. State's Exhibits 1 
through 29 and Petitioner's Exhibits A through double I are 
hereby a part of the record of this proceeding. 
The rest of the record will consist of any 
evidence, testimony, or argument presented, and all testimony 
will be taken under oath. 
Do you want to have Trooper Hight placed under 
oath at this time, Mr. Clark? 
MR. CLARK: Well, before we get there, I want to 
address a couple of exhibits. 
HEARING OFFICER: Okay. 
MR. CLARK: First, I'm curious to know with 
regard to Exhibit 17, for example, which is a document that's 
produced by Medline (inaudible) particular know how that 
becomes part of the record. 
HEARING OFFICER: That would have been submitted 
by the Department. 
MR. CLARK: And the reason I say that, under 
Idaho Code Section 18-8002A, it addresses what items can be 
admitted and without certain foundation. I'm not going to 
object to that, but -- that particular exhibit, but I'm just 
curious how that becomes part of the record. In this case, 
I want it in. 
HEARING OFFICER: Okay. 
MR. CLARK: But I do object to Exhibit 13, which 
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is some kind of report and isn't part of an affidavit. 
Exhibit 14, Exhibit -- I'm sorry, Exhibit 13 -- Exhibits 12 and 
13, pardon me, which is some type of report, it's not part of 
an affidavit. 18-8002A allows an officer's affidavit. You can 
incorporate reports by reference. Those are not incorporated 
by reference and aren't close to this officer's report, and I 
don't think there's any statutory (inaudible) that allows 
admission of those two exhibits, and I do object to those. 
HEARING OFFICER: Okay, your objection to those 
two exhibits is noted and will be addressed in my opinion. 
the officer? 
Any other matters? 
MR. CLARK: I think that's all. 
HEARING OFFICER: Okay. Go ahead and swear in 
MR. CLARK: Yes, thank you. 
HEARING OFFICER: All right. Travis Hight? 
MR. HIGHT: Yes. 
TRAVIS HIGHT, 
produced as a witness at the instance of the Petitioner, being 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
HEARING OFFICER: Very well. Mr. Clark, you may 
inquire. 
MR. CLARK: Thank you. 
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BY MR. CLARK: 
Q. Officer Hight, would you state your full name for 














Travis John Hight, H-I-G-H-T. 
And by whom are you employed? 
Idaho State Police, District 2, out of 
How long have you been so employed? 
Since 2007. 
And have you had prior law enforcement training 
Not prior to Idaho State Police, no. 
Had training in DUI detection? 
I do. 
What's the nature of that training? 
My POST intermediate certificate involves various 





And do you keep current on your training? 
I do. 
You train in accordance with National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration standards? 
A. I do. 
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Q. Did you have occasion to investigate incident on 





And where did that investigation start? 
I showed up, my part of the investigation 
started, at the corner of Idaho Street and Ninth in Lewiston. 
Q. And what time did you arrive at that location, 
approximately? 
A. Let's see. I got there, oh, it was a few minutes 
after the crash had occurred. I'd have to look at my 
(inaudible) the exact same time. 
Q. 
A. 
Do you have that with you? 
I do, just got to look through this stack of 
paper for the right one. 
Okay. So, I was requested to respond at 2156. I 








Incidentally, what have you done to prepare to 
I reviewed my report. 
And what's your report consist of? 
Events that transpired that evening and the 
Yeah, what I'm trying to figure out, what 
document it is. I have a document that's entitled Affidavit of 
Trooper Travis Hight. Is that your report? 
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A. That's part of the -- it's one of the items in my 
case file. 
Q. And I have an alcohol influence report form 




Yes, I have that too. 
Are there other documents in your report? 
I have results of the drug test. I have the IVCR 





I'm sorry, I didn't hear the latter. 
IVCR, the crash report. 
Sure. 
So I have several parts of it that are involving 











-- what else have you reviewed then? 
That's the only thing I've reviewed for today. 
Do you have a audio- or videotape? 
I do. 
What audio -- did you prepare it? Did you do an 
audio- and videotape? 
A. I didn't prepare it and I didn't review it. 
Q. So some other officer presumably prepared an 
audio- and/or videotape? 
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A. Our - I'm sure our secretary made the copy, put 






Have you ever viewed the audiotape? 
Or, I'm sorry, let me ask so I can clarify. 
Okay. 
Is there a videotape? 
Yes, of portions of the investigation. 
And was that made by the -- someone from the 
Idaho State Police? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who -- what's the name of the officer that 
prepared that? 
A. She's the front office secretary, Patricia --
gee, what's Tricia's last name? I forget Tricia's last name. 
Q. 
A. 
That's fine. Where was that prepared? 
I'm sure she just made a copy of it in her office 
here in Lewiston. 
Q. What does the videotape show? I guess what's the 
scene depicted in the videotape? 
A. I would think the only thing that's on it -- I 
mean, I viewed it, couldn't really find anything on it would 
have pertained to today, but the only thing that would have 
been on it was me showing up on the crash scene afterwards and 
probably me talking to the LPD sergeant, and then the 
investigation of the crash scene there at --
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Q. So that was something that was recorded from your 
patrol vehicle then? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. So it was recorded because you activated 
something to have it recorded? 
A. Yeah, it automatically activates when I turn on 
my overhead lights. 
Q. And you have the ability to activate that and to 
stop it, I presume? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then, incidentally, you didn't see Ms. Bobeck 
at the scene, did you? 
A. No. 
Q. And what time was it when you first came in 
contact with her? 
A. At the hospital, shortly after I arrived there, 
which would have been -- see I got up to the hospital at 2252 
or 2253. 
Q. Be shortly after lay time 10:30 at night -- or, 




Yes, little over an hour after the actual crash. 
And where was it that you met with her? 
In trauma room -- I think it was trauma -- I 
don't remember what number it was. 
Q. That's part of the emergency room, I take it? 
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Now, did you arrest her the next day? 
No, I cited and released her the next day. 
The reason I'm asking: We have notice of license 
suspension, the 18-8002A form, that's purportedly filled out by 
you. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Do you remember filling that out? 
A. I'm sure I did with the packet I sent down there. 






Do you have a copy, your copy? 
Yeah, give me a second, I'll find my 
And it's Exhibit 2 in our exhibits. 
Okay, I found my copy. Yep, I filled that out. 
And you see there's, up at the top of the form, 
there's a blank to be filled in. It says "Date of arrest, 
12/5/13," and then "Time of arrest, 1645." Did you fill those 
in? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So the where it would indicate that she was 
arrested, that's really (inaudible) 
A. Well, I used the time that I issued her the cite 
and release. 
Q. But you had the opportunity to cross out "arres~" 
and cite and release if you chose to do that, didn't you? 
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A. Say again. 
Q. You could have crossed out "arrest" and just put 
"cite and release" if you chose to do that, couldn't you? 
A. I didn't -- I didn't think of it. 
Q. You had that option though, didn't you? 
A. I don't know: I've never done that before. 
Q. Okay. Now, I want to go back to your recording. 
Your recording, apparently this video recording we're talking 
about that runs when you turn your lights on, can also operate 
with your lights off, I presume? 
A. 
Q. 
It can, yes. 
And you have a -- you have a activation switch to 
do that if you choose to do that. Correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And, by the way, part of your training at POST 







It's not a necessity. There is --
The training is to do it though, isn't it? 
That's normal, yeah. 
And it's suggested that you do that. Correct? 
Well not every case is the same, but, yeah, when 
you're pulled over on the side of the road, you do the evals, 
you try and record it all, yeah. 
Q. Sure. It's suggested that you record your 
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We do try, yes. 
And you didn't do that in this case, did you? 
I didn't have the opportunity, no. 
Well, you could have recorded at the hospital if 
you wanted to, couldn't you? 
A. 
Q. 
The -- it doesn't go through the hospital walls. 
Do you have a portable recorder? Did you have a 







The batteries were dead on it, so that was my 
Did you ask anybody to bring a backup battery? 
I did not. 
How long had they been dead? 
I'm not sure. I didn't test them earlier that 






When did you discover that they were dead? 
When I went to grab it. 
So that was the first time you knew they were 
That I recall. I -- it's been a while, so I 
didn't write down any notes on that or anything like that, so I 
don't remember. 
Q. Now, the report I have that you wrote down as far 
13 
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as your contact with Ms. Bobeck at the hospital, you don't 






She didn't state anything to me. 
So there wasn't anything to document? 
Correct. 
And --
I spoke to her husband, and I read her the ALS 
form, but she was -- she didn't respond. 
Q. Now, you didn't docu- about -- you didn't 











Didn't document anything about her eyes? 
Nope. 
Obviously didn't document anything about her 
Obviously not. 
Didn't document anything about her breath? 
No. 
Now, in your training with the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration standards, there are certain 
things that you're to look for, DUI investigations, aren't 
there, as far as a certain clues of intoxication? Correct? 
A. Like driving pattern? 
Q. No. When you contact somebody that's a subject 
of investigation, you're trained to look for specif clues of 
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intoxication, aren't you? 
A. Right. 
Q. And you didn't document any of those clues, did 
you? 
A. I was unable to. 
Q. So you didn't have any clues in your observations 
as far as and 
Well, first, you're to use your senses of sight, 
hearing, and smell to look for specific clues of intoxication. 
Correct? 
A. Well, a lot of the things you're talking about 
there are easier to and more specific to alcohol-related DUI. 
Q. Well, they're also related to all DUI 
investigations, aren't they? 
A. Well, you won 1 t have the same smell. Other 






Are you a DRE? 
I am not. 
And you had the opportunity to call in a DRE, 
There wasn't -- we -- the LPD sergeant contacted 
one and spoke to him. 
Q. And for the record, a "DRE" is a "drug 
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Q. And their DRE was called in that night 
(inaudible)? 
A. Say again. 
Q. There wasn't a DRE called in to contact 
Ms. Bobeck that night, was there? 
A. It wouldn't have helped. For a DRE to do his 
investigation, you need a very willing subject to do all the 
tests, and she had already refused to speak to me or do 
anything. 
Q. She didn't refuse to speak to you. When -- you 
didn't ever doc- --
A. She didn't speak to me. 
Q. Well, she never refused to speak to you. Where 
did you document that, officer? 
A. In her actions of not speaking to me. 
Q. Wait a second. Let's back up a little bit. You 
are trained in your classes to document everything that's 
consistent with someone being under the influence and is 
consistent with your conclusions, aren't you? 
A. I would say that's fair. 
Q. And one of the things that would be consistent 
with your conclusions is somebody that's uncooperative. 
Correct? 
A. I don't understand your question. 
Q. Well, somebody that's uncooperative would be 
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consistent with somebody that is under the influence. Correct? 
That's what you're trained. 
A. I mean, every case is different. I don't know. 






I'm not trying to say anything. 
Okay. 
I'm asking you a question about your training. 
Okay. 
You are trained that one of the indicators of 
somebody being under the influence can be somebody that is 
uncooperative. Right? 
A. Most of the time, actually, they're cooperative, 
in my experience, but it also has something to do with, you 
know, that different people are able to get different amounts 
of control -- or, not control, but compliance and get people to 
cooperate with the evaluations. If you use, like, verbal judo 
is one of the techniques, it's to convince somebody to comply 
with the evaluations. 
Q. Well, Ms. Bobeck never indicated that she would 
not cooperate with you, did she? 
A. Right, she never told me anything. 
Q. And 
A. Her husband told me that she wouldn't. 
Q. I'm going to move to strike as unresponsive. I 
asked you a question about what she said or did. 
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In fact, most of the time she was with you, she 
was sleeping, wasn't she? Do you remember that? 
A. I'm unable to determine her level of sleeping. I 
don't want to give any kind of medical determination on the way 
she was. Or do you want me to say what I think? 
Q. She had her eyes closed, didn't she, when she was 
with you? 
A. Not all the time, no. 
Q. Most of the time, she had her eyes closed, didn't 
she? 
A. I wouldn't even say "most of the time," no. 
Q. Some of the time, she had her eyes closed as if 
she were sleeping? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You never -- strike that. 
And you never documented that she was 
uncooperative with you, did you? 
A. I guess I don't know what you wanted me to 
document. 
Q. Well, just -- I don't care whether you document 
or not. I'm just asking you a simple question: 
Did you document that she was uncooperative with 
you? 
A. Let me look at my report. I might have made a 
statement about she didn't respond or I might have said 
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something along the lines of what her -- I mean, you're asking 






I documented that her husband instructed her not 
Again, I will move to strike. 
You asked me what I documented. 
I asked you if she was 
Okay, I apologize. So do you want to ask it in 









I'm asking if you documented that she was 
No. 
By the way, you're in control of the situation. 
You could ask her husband to leave, couldn't you? 
A. 
Q. 
Yeah, I -- you're right, I could have. 
Chose not to do that. Correct? 
A. Yeah, I didn't want to be combative about the 
situation. I didn't want to put him in any kind of worse 
pos ion. And I wasn't going to do anything -- I wasn't trying 
to upset him. I was but, yeah, I have been told since that 
that would have been my -- one of my options. 
MR. CLARK: Those are my only questions of 
Officer Hight. 
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HEARING OFFICER: Just have a couple of follow-up 
questions. 
EXAMINATION 
BY THE HEARING OFFICER: 
Q. The -- were you in contact with other 
investigating officers during the course of your investigation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And some of the time, these other officers 
were -- were in contact with the defendant not the 
defendant, with the petitioner a little -- at a different time 








And these -- these matters were communicated to 
Yes. 
-- at various stages? 
Yes, sir. The officer that took the first crash 
and the officer who arrived at the hospital prior to me was 
Nick Krakal from LPD. And I also interviewed the officer 
that was involved in the second crash with Ms. Bo-beck 
(phonetic), Bob-eek (phonetic). So as part of the 
investigation I interviewed him, and what I was initially told 
to and briefed when I got on the scene by the LPD sergeant. 
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Q. And was there also a witness, an eyewitness, that 






I -- to the first crash, not to mine. 
All right. 
So I didn't talk to him. Nick Krakalia talked to 
Okay. 
HEARING OFFICER: Those are the only questions I 
have. Any follow-up, Mr. Clark? 
MR. CLARK: -- questions. 
HEARING OFFICER: All right. Is there any 
objection if Trooper Hight is released from his subpoena? 
MR. CLARK: No objection. 
HEARING OFFICER: All right. Trooper, you're 
released from your subpoena. If you choose to remain on the 
line, I need to have you refrain from making any comments until 
the hearing is concluded. 
testimony? 
THE WITNESS: Thank you, sir. 
(The witness was excused.) 
HEARING OFFICER: All right, Mr. Clark, any more 
MR. CLARK: Yes. I'm going to call David Bobeck. 
HEARING OFFICER: All right. David Bobeck? 
MR. BOBECK: Yes. 
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produced as a witness at the instance of the Petitioner, being 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
inquire. 












HEARING OFFICER: Very well. Mr. Clark, you may 
MR. CLARK: Thank you. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
Would you state your full name for the record, 
David Talbot Bobeck. 
MR. CLARK: Can you hear him okay? 
HEARING OFFICER: I can. 
BY MR. CLARK: And your address, please? 
326 Fifth Avenue, Lewiston. 
And do you know the -- Bobeck? 
Jonna, yes. 
Jonna. Pardon me. 
And how is it that you know her? 
She is my wife. 
Okay. How long have you and Jonna been married? 
Since 2005, September. 
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And by whom are you employed? 
City Lewiston Fire Department. 
How long have you been so employed? 
Since June of 19-
Do you have training in first aid and in 
emergency situations regarding health issues of people for the 
City of Lewiston and elsewhere? 
A. Yes, and it's the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, NHTSA. 
Q. And why don't you summarize for the record the 
nature of your training in that regard. 
A. It's a progressive training that- starts with--your 
initial training, typically which is part of the training of 
recognizing people's behaviors (inaudible) which is my current 
certification. 
HEARING OFFICER: All right, now I'm losing some 
of the testimony. 
THE WITNESS: Oh, sorry. Going too fast? 
HEARING OFFICER: Yeah, maybe speak up. I'm not 
sure what's happening, but 
THE WITNESS: Okay. My -- what was the last 
thing you recall? 
HEARING OFFICER: There was some question about 
your training. 
Q. BY MR. CLARK: Okay, why don't you start at the 
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beginning of your training then --
A. Okay. 
Q. your EMT? 
A. Training starts out with EMT basic, 110-hour 
course. Part of that training involves recognizing people's 
behaviors as related to either medical afflictions and/or 
traumatic. Medical, obviously you can have drug- and 
alcohol-induced situations or psychological. 
Anyway, then it goes to the next level if you 
choose, which is advanced level of EMT, ultimately paramedic. 
That is my current level of certification, which is paramedic. 
That program, oh, it's probably, between clinical and field 
internship, as well as didactic coursework, I would say you're 
at about 1,500 hours of training just for paramedicine, so it 
gets more involved dealing with different presentations of 
people. You know, that -- what goes along with paramedic is 
how to treat now because we have a larger toolbox in which to 
treat people. You know, what do we do for somebody who's 
combative or who has an altered level of consciousness? How do 
we, first of all, recognize that and then how do we 
subsequently treat. 
So if the question ever came up to me how do I 
recognize it, I would look at their verbal behavior, I would 
look at their nonverbal behavior, are they being combative, are 
they being compliant. 
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I would then check pupillary response: Are they 
pinpoint pupils, are they equal, are they dilated. 
Of course, I would check their baseline vitals: 
check their blood pressure; check and see if their heart rate 
is slow, bradycardiac, or if it's fast, tachycardiac. What's 
the breathing pattern like. That would maybe suggest a head 
injury potentially. You just do not know. 
I would check their blood glucose level. You 
know, if they have a low blood sugar, they can behave 
erratically and be combative. 
I would smell. I would use my sense of smell 
like I do any other combative individual to check for 
(inaudible) might be going on. 
Again, I cannot diagnose. That's not part of my 
training. I can only treat what I see with my bag of tricks, 
my tools in my toolbox. And then, you know, you take all those 
signs, all those symptoms, you treat accordingly. 
So going back to the initial question what 
training do I have, all told, I would say my hours of training 
just in this coursework training, upwards of 2,000 hours; and 
then every two years' certification cycle, have to have 72 
hours (inaudible) but you have plenty more than that. 
Q. And do you use your training on the job? 
A. Absolutely. 
24 I 
25 I Q. Okay. Tell us about that, please. 
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A. That training, it just depends on how we're 
dispatched to any particular type of call. (Inaudible) make 
contact with the patient. The thing we do is look at them and 
see if they're awake and breathing, how they respond in kind 
to, "Good morning, Mrs. Jones. How are you?" Or Mr. Smith or 
whomever. 
Based on that response, we go down our next path, 
chief complaint. "Why did you call us?" 
Q. At times, do you deal with people that are not 
responsive? 
A. A lot, yes. 
Q. And do you deal with people at times that are not 
responsive because they're under the influence of drugs? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And I want to call your attention to December 4, 
2013, the evening hours. Were you working that day? 
A. I was on shift and I work 24-hour shifts, 8 a.m. 
to (inaudible). 
Q. So your regular shift would have been December 4, 
8 a.m., to December 5, 8 a.m. 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And at some point in time, did you 
(inaudible) that there was an automobile accident in which your 
wife was involved? 
A. I was notified we were going -- we were 
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responding to a reported automobile accident. At that point, I 
did not know (inaudible). 
Q. And "we" being the Lewiston Fire Department? 
A. Yes, correct. 
Q. And does the Lewiston Fire Department have an 
emergency vehicle to transport people as well as fire trucks, 
or how does that work? 
A. Correct, we have -- we do fire and EMS, and we 
have ambulances (inaudible) as well as the fire engine, fire 
trucks. 
Q. You work for the Lewiston Fire Department. What 
type of work do you generaJ.ly d() as it relates to those 
vehicles? 
A. My bid assignment for the current cycle is on the 
fire engine, so I go on the fire engine (inaudible). The 
battalion chief made it there by -- if I remember correctly, he 
made it there first. He arrived about the same time the 
officer, and then the ambulance basically the same time 
(inaudible). 
Q. And was your wife present at the scene when you 
arrived? 
A. Yes, she was. She was in the front seat still. 
Q. And did you make contact with her? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. What did you observe regarding her condition at 
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A. I observed her still being in the vehicle, and 
she was wearing her evening robe and bra and panties, and 10 or 
15 degrees out, and I thought that a bit odd. 
Her condition as far as consciousness, she was 
not mean to anybody but looked as if the light was on but 
nobody was home, a very odd behavior. 
It did not appear -- it almost seemed a head 
injury type. She did have blood, did observe windshield star, 
meaning windshield, star of windshield in my experience 
(inaudible). 
Q. And I want to --.I want to move ahead, hospital. 
Did you - were you at the hospital when Officer Hight arrived? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what was going on at that time? 
A. I met, to the best of my knowledge and memory is 















the LPD. We were standing outside the EMS report room area and 
24 
25 
prior to making entrance into the treatment room. Met him 
outside the treatment room and then proceeded (inaudible) 
trauma room. Jonna was asleep, still on a backboard. 
Q. And did she ever, while Officer Hight was 




Did she ever communicate with him nonverbally? 
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A. You know, when she was asked to hold a piece of 
paper or somebody would try and talk to her, she would kind of, 







Was she alert during the time that Officer Hight 
No, absolutely not. 
Why do you say she wasn't alert? 
Because she would immediately close her eyes and 
go back to sleep. 
Q. How do you know she -- well, obviously, you 
presumably slept with her for a number of years now? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. How do you know -- what were the telltale signs, 
in your observation, that she would immediately go back to 
sleep? 
A. I watched her close her eyes and she was 
attempting to hold this -- that evidentiary testing form and 
just she would relax her hand and the paper would lay down next 
to her side, her eyes were closed, her head turned to her side, 
and if she could have sucked her thumb, she probably would 
have. She was asleep. 
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Q. And would she stay asleep or would somebody 
arouse her, or how did that work? 
A. Yeah, if anybody went up to her and would have 
touched her and grabbed her name (sic), she would wake up but 
then (inaudible). 
Q. And during -- is it your opinion then that during 
the time the form was read and she was awake or asleep or a 
combination? How would you describe that? 
A. I'd say mostly asleep. 
HEARING OFFICER: I'm sorry, what was that? 
THE WITNESS: I would say mostly asleep. 
HEARING OFFICER: Okay. 
Q. BY MR. CLARK: Now, had you been with her for a 
while before Officer Hight arrived? 
A. Not a great while, no. 
Q. Okay. In the little bit of time you were there, 
including the time Officer Hight was there, based on your 
observations of her, even if she had been awake when the form 
was read, would she have been able to understand what was being 
read to her? 
A. Absolutely not. 
Q. And why do you say that? 
A. Quite honestly, just she was out of it due to 
the -- that -- that situation. 
Q. Did she ever acknowledge your presence when 
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you were there? 
A. Not directly. She -- of course she'd recognize 
me. I'd arouse her, I'd wake her up (inaudible) hurting and 
(inaudible) why am I here, going on. Typical head-injury type 
questions. 
Q. Did she ever acknowledge Officer Bight's 
presence? 
A. Not that I can recall. 
Q. And one of the things that the statute requires 
under 18-8002A is that prior to submitting to an evidentiary 
test, that the in this case that your wife be informed of 
the information that's on the form that Officer Hight read to 
her. And in your opinion, was she informed of that 
information? 
A. No. 
Q. And why do you say she was not informed of that 
information? 
A. Because she was asleep, other than being aroused 
by somebody's voice directly. If you touched her or asked her 
specifically her name, that she would wake up. So my memory, 
once he started reading the form from start to finish, you 
know, it's like reading a child a story time (inaudible). 
MR. CLARK: Those are my only questions. 
HEARING OFFICER: All right, I have no questions. 
(The witness was excused.) 
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HEARING OFFICER: Any other testimony? 
MR. CLARK: Going to call Ms. Bobeck. 
HEARING OFFICER: All right. I've heard it 
pronounced a few different ways. Is it Jonna Bo-beck 
(phonetic)? 
MR. CLARK: I probably mispronounced it too. 
Let's let her do it, so --
MS. BOBECK: It is Bo-beck (phonetic). 
HEARING OFFICER: Bo-beck (phonetic). 
MS. BOBECK: Correct. 
HEARING OFFICER: And then first name is "Jonna." 
MS. BOBECK: Jonna, correct. 
HEARING OFFICER: Jonna Bobeck. 
JONNA BOBECK, 
produced as a witness at the instance of the Petitioner, being 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
HEARING OFFICER: Very well. 
Mr. Clark, you may inquire. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. CLARK: 
Q. Ms. Bobeck, would you state your full name for 
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Jonna Lynn Bobeck. 
And where do you reside? 
326 Fifth Avenue, Lewiston. 
And you're the petitioner in this matter? 
Yes. 
And you are married to David Bobeck, who just 
Correct. 
Q. I want to just -- well, first I want to ask you 
your educational background. 
A. I am a trauma nurse. L've been a nurse for 2A 
years, critical care nurse. 
Q. And what are your qualifications to be a trauma 
nurse? 
A. I am certified in many areas. I (inaudible) as 
well as my trauma nurse floor curriculum, advanced cardio 
(inaudible) advanced support for pediatrics. 
Q. Where are you presently employed? 
A. (Inaudible.) 
Q. And how long have you been employed there? 
A. Eight years. 
Q. And just for the record, you live in Lewiston 
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How -- how many days and months (inaudible)? 
(Inaudible. ) 
And has that been your shift then for these eight 
Correct. 
I want to call your attention to December 4th --
make sure I have the right date -- 2013. And what is the last 
thing that you remember that day? 
A. Taking my four-year-old to bed with me and --
HEARING OFFICER: I'm going to have to interrupt. 
I'm not hearing very much of the responsBs. 
THE WITNESS: The last thing that I remember is 
putting my four-year-old son in bed with me and falling asleep 









BY MR. CLARK: And about what time was that? 
I would say between 8:45 p.m. and nine 
And that's at the address that you gave us? 
Correct. 
And what do you remember just after going to 
I remember waking up at 4:30 in the morning and 
finding my husband in bed with me, waking up terrified, not 
knowing where my son is. 
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Q. And were you surprised that your husband was in 
bed with you? 
A. Yes, I was terrified. I wanted to know where 
(inaudible). 
Q. Okay. And in addition to your son not being 
there, why were you surprised your husband was there? 
A. Because he was on duty. 
Q. Okay. And so between 8:45 to nine o'clock at 
night on December 4 until 4:30ish, early-morning hours of 
December 5, you have no recollection of anything. Do you 
remember having any contact whatsoever with Officer Hight? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you remember him ever reading you an advisory 
form? 
A. No. 
Q. He wouldn't have informed you of anything on that 
advisory form? 
A. Correct. 
MR. CLARK: Those are my only questions of 
Ms. Bobeck. 
HEARING OFFICER: I didn't even hear any response 
to those last questions. Could you repeat? 
MR. CLARK: Okay. Sure. 
Q. BY MR. CLARK: Do you remerr~er on the - between 
8:45 on December 4 and the early-morning hours of December 5 
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having any contact with Officer Hight? 
A. No. 
HEARING OFFICER: Okay. 
Q. BY MR. CLARK: Do you remember him ever reading 
you a advisory form that we've been talking about here? 
A. No. 
Q. So you wouldn't have ever been informed by 
Officer Hight of anything that's on that form? 
A. Correct. 
MR. CLARK: Those are my only questions. 
HEARING OFFICER: All right. Thank you. I have 
no other queBtions. 
(The witness was excused.) 
MR. CLARK: We have no additional evidence to 
present. 
HEARING OFFICER: Okay. Do you have argument on 
the case? 
MR. CLARK: Well, just briefly. 
Idaho Code Section 18-8002, among other things, 
provides as a defense that the person was not informed of the 
consequences of submitting to the evidentiary testing as 
required by Subsection 2 of this section. And Subsection 2 of 
the section says "the person," and it says and I underline 
"shall be informed," and goes on to say what they shall be 
informed of. And the legislature could have chosen to use the 
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words that the officer can read a form or the officer can play 
a tape that says certain things or can give a driver certain 
information, all of which was done in this case. 
But it's uncontradicted in this record that 
Ms. Bobeck was not informed as required by the statute. Her 
husband made it very clear that given her condition and the 
fact that she was asleep when the form was read, that she 
couldn't understand it. He testified that she was not 
informed. She has absolutely no memory of this. And there 
she was not informed as required by the statute. That's one of 
the defenses under the statute, and we respectfully request 
that this matter be dismissed based Qn that and the other 
reasons we raised (inaudible). 
HEARING OFFICER: Okay. Anything else? 
MR. CLARK: No, that's all I have. 
HEARING OFFICER: Okay. I'll be reviewing all of 
the exhibits in the record and I'll be reviewing the testimony 
that's been given today, and I will be getting a written 
decision out as early as possible and that should be before the 
scheduled suspension date of March 18th. You should have 
something in advance of that. 
MR. CLARK: Thank you, Mr. Carter. I appreciate 
your time. 
HEARING OFFICER: Okay. Nothing further, then 
the hearing will be adjourned. 
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MR. CLARK: Bye now. 
HEARING OFFICER: Bye. 
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STATE OF IDAHO) 
) ss. 
County of Ada) 
I, WENDY J. MURRAY, a Notary Public in and for 
the State of Idaho, do hereby certify: 
That the foregoing hearing was manually 
transcribed by me from compact disc recording, and that the 
transcript contains a full, true, and verbatim record of the 
said hearing, to the best of my ability. 
I further certify that I have no interest in the 
event of the action. 
2014. 
WITNESS my hand and seal this 3rd day of May, 
WENDY 
in and for the 
residing at Meridian, 
My Commission expires 
Idaho CSR No. 475. 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
CASE NO. CV2014-00635 
ORDER SCHEDULING BRIEFS 
AND ARGUMENT 
1) Petitioner shall file their brief on or before July 11, 2014. 
2) Respondent shall file their brief on or before August 15, 2014. 
3) Petitioner's reply brief shall be filed on or before August 29. 2014. 
3) Appellate argument shall take place on September 3, 2014, commencing at the 
hour of 1:30pm. 
DATED this -5 day of June, 2014. 
ORDER SCHEDlJLING BRIEFS 
AND ARGlJMENT 1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER SCHEDULING BRIEFS AND 
ARGUMENT was 
v" hand delivered via court basket, or ~ t-' ~·c.i,... 
~ 
__ mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this 5 day of June 2014, 
to: 
Paul Thomas Clark 
Clark & Feeney 
PO Drawer 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
EdwinL. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
PO Box321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
ORDER SCHEDULING BRIEFS 



























PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
CLARK and FEEt,fEY, LLP 
Idaho State Bar No. 1329 
1229 Main Street 
PO Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9516 
Facsimile: (208) 7 46-9160 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
zmq JUL 11 
/ 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECO IAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO; IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JONNA LYNN BOBECK, ) Case No. CV14-00635 
) 
Petitioner, ) ITD File No. 648000258692 
) Idaho D.L. KA141603H 
vs. ) 
) MEMORANDUM tN SUPPORT OF PETITION 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - ALS 




COMES NOW, JONNA LYNN BOBECK, the Petitioner in the above-entitled matter, by and 
through her attorney of record, Paul Thomas Clark of the law firm Clark and Feeney, LLP, and submits the 
following memorandum in support of her Petition for Judicial Review of the Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the Idaho Department of Transportation on March 25, 2014 in File 
No. 648000258692. 
Standard for Review 
In general, judicial review of agency proceedings is limited. The Idaho Administrative Procedures 
Act (hereinafter "IDAP A") governs the review of department decisions to deny, cancel, suspend, disqualify, 
revoke, or restrict a person's driver's license. See I.C. §§ 49-201, 49-330, 67-5201(2), 67-5270. The 
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administrative license suspension statute, Idaho Code § l 8-8002A, requires the Idaho Transportation 
Department (hereinafter "ITD") to suspend the driver's license of a driver who fails an alcohol concentration 
test administered by a law enforcement officer. A hearing under I.C. § l 8-8002A results in an "agency 
action" and is therefore governed by the IDAP A. I.C. § 67-5240. See also Druffel v. State, Dep't ofTransp., 
136 Idaho 853, 855, 41 P.3d 739, 741 (2002). 
Idaho Code §67-5279(1) sets out the scope ofreview. Bennettv. State, Dep'tofTransp., 147 Id. 141, 
206 P.3d 505 (Ct. App. 2009). As a practical matter, the reviewing court does not substitute its judgment 
for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence presented. LC. § 67-5279(1 ). Instead, the reviewing 
court must defer to the agency's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous. Castaneda v. Brighton 
Corp., 130 Idaho 923, 926, 950 P.2d 1262, 1265 (1998). In other words, the agency's factual determinations 
are binding on the reviewing court, even where there is conflicting evidence before the agency, so long as 
the detern1inations are supported by substantial competent evidence in the record. Urrutia v. Blaine Cnty., 
ex rel. Bd. ofComm'rs, 134 Idaho 353, 357, 2 P.3d 738, 742 (2000). Put another way, the reviewing court 
may not set aside a Hearing Officer's findings unless those findings are "not supported by substantial 
evidence on the Record as a whole." Idaho Code §67-5279(3)(d); Mahurin v. State, Dep't of Transp., 140 
Id. 65, 99 P.3d 125, (2004); See also Gibbar v. State, Dep't ofTransp., 143 Id. 937, 155 P.3d 1176, (Ct. App. 
2006). 
Under the IDAPA, an agency's decision may be overturned only where its findings: a) violate 
statutory or constitutional provisions; b) exceed the agency's statutory authority; c) or made upon unlawful 
procedures; d) are not supported by substantial evidence in the record; or e) are arbitrary, capricious, or an 
abuse of discretion. LC.§ 67-5279(3); Druffel v. State, Dep't of Transp., 136 Id. 853, 41 P.3d 739 (2002). 
The party attacking the agency's decision must first illustrate the agency erred in a manner specified in LC. 
§ 67-5279(3), and then establish that a substantial right has been prejudiced. Druffel at 855. At that point, 
the reviewing court is "obliged to reverse a decision if substantial rights of an individual have been 
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prejudiced because the administrative findings and conclusions are in violation of statutory provisions." 
Morgan v. IdahoDep'tofHealthandWelfare, 120 Idaho 6, 9,813 P.2d 345,348 (1991). Ultimately, because 
a hearing under I.C. § l 8-8002A results in an "agency action" the hearing officer's decision is subject to 
challenge through a petition for judicial review. I.C.§ 18-8002A(8). Kane, 139 Idaho at 589, 83 P.3dat 133. 
The interpretation of a statute is an issue oflaw over which the reviewing court exercises free review. Corder 
v. Idaho Farmway, Inc., 133 Idaho 353,358,986 P.2d 1019, 1024 (Ct.App.1999). 
FACTS 
In the early evening of December 4, 2013, Petitioner, Mrs. Jonna Bobeck, got herself and her four 
( 4) year old son ready for bed. It was just Mrs. Bobeck and her son at home at the time, as her husband, 
David Bobeck, was working a 24-hour shift with the Lewiston Fire Department. Mrs. Bobeck took her 
prescribed nightly medications and climbed into bed with her 4 year old son. At approximately 9:40pm, Mrs. 
Bobeck was involved in an automobile accident at the intersection of 13th Street and Idaho street. Prior to 
the accident, Mrs. Bobeck's vehicle struck a power pole. After the accident at the intersection, Mrs. 
Bobeck's vehicle continued at a creeping speed and came to rest after striking Officer Eylar's patrol car on 
or about 9th street. At the time of the accidents, Mrs. Bobeck was wearingjust her bathrobe, underwear and 
slippers. Her 4 year old son was also in his pajamas and strapped into his car seat in the back of Mrs. 
Bobeck's car. Mrs. Bobeck was taken by ambulance to St. Joseph's Medical Center for treatment from her 
injuries. While in a semi-unconscious and sleepy state, Idaho State Police Trooper Travis Hight read the ALS 
advisory form to Mrs. Bobeck prior to Mrs. Bobeck' s blood draw to check for intoxicating substances. Mrs. 
Bobeck did not respond or interact at all with Trooper Hight; rather she drifted in and out of sleep with her 
eyes closed. Mrs. Bobeck has no memory of the events that occurred after climbing into bed with her son, 
the evening of December 4, 2013 until waking up in bed with her husband early in the morning of December 
5, 2013. 
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The results of the evidentiary blood test obtained from Mrs. Bobeck were positive for Zolpidem and 
Trazodone, both of which Mrs. Bobeck has a lawful prescription for. Mrs. Bobeck's driver's license was 
suspended pursuant to Idaho Code § l 8-8002A( 4 ). She requested a hearing before an ITD hearing officer 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 18-8002A(7), contending Trooper Travis Hight had not properly advised her of 
the effect of a refusal. Taking into account the evidence presented at the hearing, including the DVD 
recording of the incident, the hearing officer issued an order, including findings of fact and conclusions of 
law, concluding there was substantial evidence that the proper procedures had been followed and upholding 
the administrative suspension of Mrs. Bobeck's driver's license. 
ARGUMENT 
As previously stated, the administrative license suspension statute in Idaho requires ITD to suspend 
the driver's license of a driver who fails an alcohol concentration test administered by a law enforcement 
officer. See I.C. § 18-8002A Section 18-8002A(7) further provides that a driver who has been served with 
a notice of suspension after submitting to an evidentiary test may request an administrative hearing on the 
suspension before a hearing officer designated by the ITD. The statute places the burden of proof on the 
driver to demonstrate to the hearing officer that driving privileges should be reinstated if the facts fall within 
any of the five enumerated circumstances. The hearing officer shall vacate the suspension ifhe or she finds, 
by a preponderance of the evidence, that, among other circumstances: 
(e) The person was not informed of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary testing as 
required in subsection (2) of this section. 
Again, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that the decision of an agency action must be affirmed, 
unless the agency's finding, inferences, conclusions, or decisions violate statutory or constitutional 
provisions, exceeds the agency's authority, is made upon unlawful procedure, is not supported by substantial 
evidence, or is arbitrary, capricious or an abuse of discretion. Marshall v. State, Dep't of Transp., 137 Id. 
337, 48 P.3d 666 (2002). In this case, the hearing officer's order to suspend t.he driver's license of Mrs. 
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Bobeck is not supported by substantial evidence in the record as required by LC. § 67-5279(3)(d) and the 
hearing officer did not consider the uncontroverted evidence. 
Here, Officer Travis Hight failed to comply with Idaho Code l 8-8002A, which requires that Mrs. 
Bobeck be advised of the consequences of taking and failing the evidentiary test. In Idaho "any person who 
drives or is in actual physical control" of a vehicle impliedly consents to evidentiary testing for alcohol at 
the request of a peace officer with reasonable grounds for suspicion of DUI. LC.§ 18-8002(1). Idaho Code 
§ 18-8002(3) further requires that, at the time of evidentiary testing, the subject must be informed of the 
consequences if he refuses to submit or complete evidence testing. Our Supreme Court held that a driver 
may prevail in a license suspension proceeding if he can prove that he was not advised of the information 
regarding refusal mandated by LC. § 18-8002(3 ). According to LC. § l 8-8002A(2), the motorist "need not 
be informed verbatim;" rather, he or she need only be "substantially" informed of the information contained 
in that section. In Re Griffiths, 113 Id 364, 744 P.2d 92, (1987). At issue here is whether Mrs. Bobeck was 
"substantially informed" as required by LC. § 18-8002A(2) and whether there was sufficient evidence in the 
record to support that finding. The simple answer to that question is "no." As such, this reviewing court is 
obligated to reverse the hearing officer's decision. 
1. The Hearing Officer's Decision Must Be Reversed Because The Decision Is Not Supported 
By Substantial Evidence When The Hearing Officer Failed To Address The Testimony Of 
Mrs. Bobeck And David Bobeck, And The Testimony Of All Witnesses Portray Mrs. Bobeck 
As Asleep When The ALS Advisory Was Read. 
The hearing officer's findings and conclusions were not accompanied by a concise and explicit 
statement of the underlying facts to support the findings. There are two fatal errors in the hearing officer's 
finding that Mrs. Bobeck was adequately informed under Idaho Code l 8-8002A(7)( e ). These errors include 
( 1) the fact the hearing officer totally ignored the uncontroverted testimony of Mrs. Bobeck and her husband 
by failing to address the testimony in his decision and (2) the hearing officer relied upon a criminal case as 
authority for the outcome of an administrative hearing . First, the hearing officer failed to make the required 
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cogent explanation of his reasons for not considering the testimony of both Mrs. Bobeck and her husband. 
Testimonial evidence is part of the record, and the record must be considered as a whole in order to see 
whether the result is supported by substantial evidence. N Frontiers, Inc. v. State ex rel. Cade, 129 Idaho 
437,440, 926 P.2d 213,216 (Ct. App. 1996). An agency's departures are vulnerable only if they fail to reflect 
attentive consideration to testimony evidence. Id. In this case, the hearing officer did not outwardly reject 
the testimony of Mrs. Bobeck and her husband, rather the hearing officer failed to address the testimony all 
together. Second, the hearing officer relied upon the criminal case State v. DeWitt, 145 Idaho 709, 713, 184 
P .3d 215,219 (Ct. App. 2008), as authority for his determination that Mrs. Bobeck was adequately informed. 
This is inherently problematic as the opinion in De Witt determines the issue regarding exigent circumstances 
and warrantless searches of a suspect who is unconscious. It does not, however, involve the affects the 
holding should have on administrative hearings such as at issue in this case. The hearing officer's reliance 
on DeWitt is misplaced. 
The evidence presented at Mrs. Bobeck's administrative hearing was testimony from Idaho State 
Trooper Travis Hight, testimony of Mr. David Bobeck and Mrs. Bobeck's and Bennett's own testimony. In 
pertinent part, the hearing officer found Officer Hight administered the evidentiary testing advisory to Mrs. 
Bobeck in compliance with the standards and methods adopted by the Department of Law Enforcement. 
While Officer Hight testified that as he read Mrs. Bobeck the ALS form, Mrs. Bobeck did not respond, eyes 
were closed some of the time "as if she were sleeping," and that he was unable to determine her level of 
consciousness, there was specific testimony produced to show that the ALS form was read to Mrs. Bobeck 
while she was asleep and unable to understand anything that was said to her. In Idaho, the driver has the 
burden to present evidence that they were not informed of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary 
testing as required by the Idaho Code. Through the testimony of Mrs. Bobeck and her husband, Mrs. Bobeck 
successfully challenged the Officer Hight' s testimony that he had properly advised her. Therefore, this court 
must reverse the hearing officer's decision, and conclude that the hearing officer's determination that Officer 
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Hight properly informed Mrs. Bobeck of the consequences of submitting to evid
entiary testing is not 
supported by substantial evidence in the record, as a whole. 
Under Idaho law, Mrs. Bobeck bears the burden to prove grounds to vacate the susp
ension of her 
license. At her ALS hearing, Mrs. Bobeck presented testimony evidence of herself an
d her husband, David 
Bobeck. First, Mrs. Bobeck testified that she had absolutely no recollection of the eve
nts after her retreating 
to bed on December 4, 2013. She testified hernext memory occurred at 4:30a.m. on D
ecember 5, 2013. The 
hearing officer did not find Mrs. Bobeck's testimony to lack credibility. Next, David 
Bobeck testified to his 
extensive training as an EMS and through it his ability to assess the consciousness of
 a person. He testified 
further that he was with Mrs. Bobeck at the Emergency Room when Officer Hight wa
s present and that Mrs. 
Bobeck was not alert during the time Officer Hight read the ALS form to her. He furt
her clarified that Mrs. 
Bobeck was mostly asleep and was in no way able to understand what was being rea
d to her. The hearing 
officer did not find Mr. Bobeck's testimony to lack credibility. This testimony, then, w
ould demonstrate that 
proper advisement of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary testing was not
 followed, and that the 
test for alcohol concentration was, therefore, not conducted in accordance with the 
requirements of I. C. § 
18-8004( 4). Moreover, the testimony of Mrs. Bobeck and her husband regarding the 
level of Mrs. Bobeck's 
consciousness was not specifically controverted. In fact, Officer Hight's testimony su
pported the testimony 
of Mr. Bobeck regarding the level of sleepiness and consciousness of Mrs. Bobeck.
 
The testimony by Mrs. Bobeck and her husband was specific, credible evidence that
 demonstrated 
a violation of proper procedures and Officer Hight's testimony, which provided only 
generalized statements 
regarding his reading the ALS form to Mrs. Bobeck and his admission that he did
n't assess her level of 
consciousness or sleepiness, was insufficient to support a finding that proper proc
edures were followed. 
Thus, the hearing officer's finding that Officer Hight's reading to Mrs. Bobeck the A
LS form regarding the 
consequences of submitting to evidentiary testing was conducted in compliance wit
h procedural standards 
is not supported by substantial evidence in the record as a whole. Therefore, becau
se the hearing officer's 
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order to suspend the driver's license of Mrs. Bobeck is no
t supported by substantial evidence in the record 
as by § 67-5279(3)(d) this reviewing court
 is obligated to reverse and vacate the hearing 
officer's decision. 
The court in State v. DeWitt held that exigent circumstan
ces justified the drawing of defendant's 
blood for alcohol testing while defendant was unconsciou
s in hospital following automobile accident, and 
thus evidence was admissible in prosecution for driving un
der the influence. State v. DeWitt, 145 Idaho 709, 
184 P.3d 215 (Ct. App. 2008). At issue in that case was wh
ether or not the officer's reading of the advisory 
form to DeWitt while he was unconscious nullified his in
formed consent, rendering the evidence obtained 
inadmissible. Under Idaho's implied consent statute, I.C. 
§ 18-8002(1 ), anyone driving on Idaho roads is 
deemed to have impliedly consented to evidentiarytesting 
for the presence of alcohol or drugs when a police 
officer has reasonable cause to believe the person was d
riving under the influence. De Witt nevertheless 
argued that his implied consent was nullified because he 
was unconscious when he was "informed" of the 
consequences of refusal. De Witt at 219. Idaho Code § 18-80
02(3) requires that, at the time of evidentiary 
testing, the suspect must be informed of the consequenc
es if he refuses to submit or complete evidence 
testing. The Court, using its holding in State v. Woolery, 
116 Idaho 368,370, 775 P.2d 1210, 1212 (1989) 
, determined that the evidence obtained from De Witt's bloo
d draw was admissible because "a drunken driver 
has no legal right to resist or refuse evidentiary testing." D
e Witt at 219. In criminal matters such as De Witt, 
informing a suspect about the consequences of refusin
g an evidentiary test is not intended to be an 
opportunity for a defendant to withdraw his consent; rathe
r, it is an administrative tool designed to increase 
the likelihood that the suspect will peaceably submit to te
sting that he has no legal right to refuse. DeWitt 
at 220. Even if the officer did not notify the defendant of t
he consequences of the refusal as required by I.C. 
§ 18-8002(3 ), the results of the evidentiary test are admis
sible in a criminal prosecution. But that's just it. 
Admissible in a criminal prosecution. The failure to advi
se a suspect of the consequences ofrefusal would 
be significant only with regard to the administrative suspe
nsion of the suspect' s license following a refusal. 
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See In re Beem, 119 Idaho 289, 805 P.2d 495 (Ct. App
. 1991) (license could not be suspended for refusal to 
submit the evidentiary testing when the defendant was
 incorrectly advised of the consequences of refusal). 
De Witt does not address the relevance or irrelevance
 of an officer's failure to provide sufficient advisory 
warnings to an administrative hearing. That relevanc
e comes from the license suspension statue itself. 
Under LC.§ 18-8002A(7), the hearing officer must u
phold the suspension unless he or she finds, 
by a preponderance of the evidence, that the driver
 has shown one of several enumerated grounds for 
vacating the suspension. One such ground includes: g
rounds include: The person was not informed of the 
consequences of submitting to evidentiary testing as 
required in subsection (2) of this section. If the require
d 
advisory is as irrelevant as the hearing officer, thro
ugh De Witt, suggests, then why is it a specifically 
referenced and enumerated ground for vacating the su
spension of a driver's license? In an appeal from the 
decision in an administrative license suspension case 
Cunningham v. State, the Court found that there was 
improper advisement ofrights. 150 Idaho 687, 689-90
, 249 P.3d 880, 882-83 (Ct. App. 2011). As a result 
of the improper advisement, the refusal was dismissed.
 The Court of Appeals set out several cases to support 
its position, Klingv. State, 150 Id 188, 245 P.3d 499, (C
t. App.)(2010),ln Re Griffiths, 113 Id 364, 744 P.2d 
92, (1987), In Re Beem, 119 Id 289,805 P.2d 495, (Ct.
 App.)(1991),ln Re Virgil, 126 Id 946, 849 P.2d 182, 
(Ct. App.) (1995). The controlling rule, as applicable to
 the case at bar, comes from Halen v. State, 13 6 Idaho 
829, 834, 41 P.3d 257,262 (2002). There, our Supre
me Court held that "[m)otorists who refuse to submit 
to requested tests are entitled to have their licenses rei
nstated if they can establish at the refusal hearing that 
they were not completely advised according to these
 code sections." Id. Moreover, even if "substantial 
compliance" with the statutorily prescribed advisory 
is all that is required of an officer, that standard was 
not satisfied here. Nevertheless, Idaho case law supp
orts a finding that Mrs. Bobeck was not sufficiently 
informed. 
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The Court upon review should reverse the findings of the Hearing Officer an
d remand the matter 
back to the Department with instructions to vacate the suspension of Mrs. Bo
beck's driving privileges. 
; f~ 
DATED this_/_ day ofJuly, 2014. 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
By: ---/-,/£-1----------
Paul as Clark, a member of the firm 
Attome s for Petitioner 
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This is the responsive brief of the Idaho Transportation Department. Jonna Lynn 
Bo beck has asked the District Court to review the decision of the Department's Hearing 
Examiner, Skip Carter. The Department's Hearing Examiner determined that the 
requirements for suspension of Ms. Bobeck' s driving privileges set forth in Idaho Code § 
18-8002A were complied with and Ms. Bobeck should have her driving privileges 
suspended for 90 days as a result of failing an evidentiary test for the presence of drugs or 
other intoxicating substances. 
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
On December 4, 2013 at approximately 2157 hours, Idaho State Trooper Travis 
Hight responded to a two vehicle non-injury automobile accident that was preceded by a 
one vehicle injury crash and a short, low speed pursuit by Lewiston Police Department. 
The pursuit had ended with a crash at 9th Street in Lewiston when the pursued vehicle 
struck a stationary Lewiston Police unit with activated overhead lights at the intersection 
of Idaho and 9th Streets. The original one vehicle accident occurred on Idaho Street near 
13th Street. 
The driver was identified as Jonna Lynn Bobeck. Ms. Bobeck was transported to 
St. Joseph Regional Medical Center. 
Trooper Hight met Ms. Bobeck at the hospital and played the ALS LC. § 18-8002 
recorded Advisory Form. A blood sample was from Ms. Bobeck obtained and Trooper 
Hight transported the blood to ISP District Headquarters, placing the blood sample into 
evidence for testing purposes. 
The blood tests results showed the presence of Zolpidem and Trazodone (R. pp. 
023-027). 
Ms. Bobeck timely requested a hearing with the Idaho Department of 
Transportation's Hearing Examiner (R. pp. 016-020) to consider the proposed 
Administrative License Suspension. 
A hearing was held telephonically on March 12, 2014 (R. p. 092). The Hearing 
Examiner entered Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order sustaining the 
Administrative Suspension of Ms. Bo beck's driving privileges on March 25, 2014 (R. pp. 
114-123). 
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Ms. Bobeck timely filed a Petition for Judicial Review and the suspension has 
been stayed pending the Court's review (R. pp. 127-129). 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Idaho Code § 18-8002A(7) sets out the burden of the driver to demonstrate to the 
Hearing Examiner that driving privileges should be reinstated because: 
(a) The peace officer did not have legal cause to stop the person; or 
(b) The officer did not have legal cause to believe the person had been driving or 
was in actual physical control of a vehicle while under the influence of 
alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of 
section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code; or; 
( c) The test results did not show an alcohol concentration or the presence of drugs 
or other intoxicating substances in violation of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 
18-8006, Idaho Code; or 
( d) The tests for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances 
administered at the direction of the peace officer were not conducted in 
accordance with the requirements of section 18-8004(4), Idaho Code, or the 
testing equipment was not functioning properly when the test was 
administered; or 
( e) The person was not informed of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary 
testing as required in subsection (2) of this section. 
The review of disputed issues of fact must be confined to the agency record for 
judicial review. Idaho Code§ 67-5277. 
Idaho Code § 67-5279(1) sets out the scope of review. "The Court shall not 
substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on 
questions of fact." Howard v. Canyon County Board of Commissioners, 128 Idaho 479, 
915 P.2d 709 (1996). 
Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3) provides: 
When the agency was required by the provisions of this chapter or by other 
provision of law to issue an order, the court shall affirm the agency action unless 
the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
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( c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
( d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
The appropriate remedy pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act is: 
" ... if the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary." Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3). 
The decision of the Transportation Department must be affirmed unless the order 
violates statutory or constitutional provisions, exceeds the agency's authority, is made 
upon unlawful procedure, is not supported by substantial evidence or is arbitrary, 
capricious or an abuse of discretion. Marshall v. Idaho Transportation Department, 137 
Idaho 337, 48 P.3d 666 (2002). 
The party challenging the agency decision must demonstrate that the agency erred 
in a manner specified in Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3) and that a substantial right of that party 
has been prejudiced. Druffel v. State, Dept. of Trans., 136 Idaho 853, 41 P.3d 739 
(2002). 
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ISSUES 
Ms. Bobeck indicates that the issue for the Court on Review of the Hearing 
Examiner's decision is whether the Hearing Examiner's decision is supported by 
substantial evidence that Ms. Bobeck was not informed of the consequences of 
submitting to evidentiary testing. Ms. Bobeck argues that she was semi-conscious or 
asleep when the Administrative License Advisory was provided to her. Ms. Bobeck 
indicates that the Hearing Examiner erred by failing to indicate the significance of the 
testimony before the Hearing Examiner and inappropriately relied on an opinion in a 
criminal case as the basis for the outcome of the Administrative Hearing. 
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This issue is characterized for purposes of the Court's review as whether there 
was sufficient evidence in the Record to support the Hearing Examiner's decision that 
Ms. Bobeck was informed of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary testing 
pursuant to LC. §18-8002A(7)(e). No other issue was raised by Ms. Bobeck, LC. §18-
8002A7. 
ARGUMENT 
The Record is clear that the Department's Hearing Examiner considered the 
testimony presented on Ms. Bobeck' s behalf. 
The Hearing Examiner indicates that Ms. Bobeck testified that she did not recall 
any of the Advisory Form being read to her. Further the Hearing Examiner finds that 
Trooper Hight testified that Ms. Bobeck did not respond to the reading of the evidentiary 
test advisory (R. p. 132). 
It isn't necessary for the Hearing Examiner to indicate that he weighed the 
evidence before him when it is clear that he accepts the testimony of Ms. Bobeck's 
witnesses consistent with Trooper Hight's observation. No other factual findings were 
necessary. 
Ms. Bobeck offers no authority for the argument that it is necessary for the 
Hearing Examiner to make specific findings of fact demonstrating that the Hearing 
Examiner weighed the testimony. Here, it is clear that the Hearing Examiner considered 
the testimony before him and the resulting analysis of that testimony is consistent with 
the unconverted fact that Ms. Bobeck was semi-conscious or asleep at the time that the 
I.C. §18-8002 Advisory form was read to her. There does not appear to be a factual 
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question about Ms. Bobeck's physical condition. If no factual question exists, the 
Hearing Examiner's findings are based on sufficient evidence in the Record. 
Ms. Bobeck does not contend that the Advisory was not read for her, she contends 
that she was so impaired that she apparently did not comprehend what the advisory 
meant. 
The Hearing Examiner concludes that Ms. Bobeck was substantially informed of 
the LC. §18-8002 Advisory form when read to her by Trooper Hight (R. pp. 121-122). 
What Ms. Bobeck really argues is that I.C. §18-8002A should require the State to 
demonstrate that Ms. Bobeck was able to comprehend the meaning of the evidentiary test 
advisory at the time presented to her. Any analysis of Ms. Bobeck's argument must 
begin with the statutory provisions of implied consent, LC. § 18-8002(1).
1 
Ms. Bobeck doesn't argue that she wasn't driving or was not in actual physical 
control of a motor vehicle. If there is a reasonable basis to believe that Ms. Bobeck was 
driving or in actual physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of drugs 
or other intoxicating substances in violation of LC. § 18-8004, Ms. Bobeck is statutorily 
deemed to have given her consent to evidentiary testing for the presence of drugs or other 
substances. Ms. Bobeck does not argue that based upon her driving there was not a 
reasonable basis to believe she was under the influence of drugs. 
1 I. C. § 18-8002 provides: 
Any person who drives or is in actual physical control of a motor vehicle in this state shall be deem
ed to 
have given his consent to evidentiary testing for concentration of alcohol as defined in section 18
-8004, 
Idaho Code, and to have given his consent to evidentiary testii,g for the presence of drugs or
 other 
intoxicating substances, provided that such testing is administered at the request of a peace officer h
aving 
reasonable grounds to believe that person has been driving or in actual physical control of a motor v
ehicle 
in violation of the provisions of section 18-8004, Idaho Code, or section 18-8006, Idaho Code. 
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Ms. Bobeck's condition was not treated as a refusal pursuant to LC. §18-8002, 
instead evidentiary tests were administered which showed the existence of drugs or other 
intoxicating substances contrary to LC. § 18-8004. 
Ms. Bobeck does not argue that the test results were incorrect. Instead Ms. 
Bobeck argues that because she was semi-conscious or asleep, that she has met her 
burden to show that she was not informed of the consequences of submitting to 
evidentiary testing as required by LC. §18-8002A7(e). 
It is clear that Ms. Bobeck was advised pursuant to LC. § 18-8002A(2) of the 
evidentiary test advisory information to be given. There is no challenge that Ms. Bobeck 
was not presented the LC. § 18-8002 Advisory Form by Trooper Hight or that the 
Advisory Form was not properly read to her, instead she simply argues that there is a 
previously unknown implicit requirement in the provisions of LC. § 18-8002A(7)( e ), that 
the State must be demonstrate that Ms. Bobeck was conscious and could comprehend the 
consequences of evidentiary testing. 
Ms. Bobeck cites no authority for this proposition. Clearly the Record reflects 
that requirements of LC. §18-8002A(7)(e) were met. Ms. Bobeck was read the Advisory 
form and based upon the evidentiary test results, failed an evidentiary test for drugs or 
other intoxicating substances. 
The Idaho Court, early in the review of Administrative License Suspensions by 
the Department's Hearing Examiners concluded that the Department of Transportation 
and correspondingly, the arresting officer has no burden to show or disprove any of the 
possible grounds for challenging a suspension under I. C. § 18-8002A(7), In Re Kane, 13 9 
Idaho 586, 83 P.3d 130 (Ct. App. 2003). However, that is exactly what Ms. Bobeck 
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argues here, that because she was semiconscious that she has met her burden to show that 
she was not informed of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary testing. 
Consistent with the Court's decision in Kane v. State, Dept. ofTransp., 139 Idaho 
586, 83 P.3d 130 (Ct. App. 2003), it is Ms. Bobeck's burden to present evidence 
affirmatively showing one or more of the grounds for relief enumerated in LC. §18-
8002A 7. Here, that means that Ms. Bobeck is required to show in fact that Trooper Hight 
did not read her the advisory as required by LC. § l 8-8002A.
2 
Clearly Ms. Bobeck's argument suggests because she apparently could not 
comprehend the Advisory being read to her because of her physical condition, regardless 
of the results of the evidentiary test, she should not suffer an Administrative License 
Suspension. It is clear that the Administrative License Suspension pursuant to LC. § 18-
8002A is intended for a driver to suffer a consequence for operating a motor vehicle with 
an unla\\rful blood chemistry. 
Thus, it was Kane's burden to present evidence affirmatively showing one or more of the groun
ds 
for relief enumerated in § 18-8002A(7). That is, it was his burden to prove that, in fact, the officer 
lacked legal cause to stop Kane's vehicle or that the blood test was, in fact, not conducted 
in 
accordance with legal requirements. 
Kane v. State, Dep't of Transp., 139 Jdaho 586, 590, 83 P.3d 130, 134 (Ct. App. 2003). 
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In every Administrative License Suspension case, the driver could argue that 
because of their impaired condition, their intoxicated or drug induced condition, that they 
could not comprehend the consequences of submitting to an evidentiary test. Such a 
result tears at the fabric of an administrative process consistently upheld by Idaho Court's 
and leads to an absurd statutory interpretation. 3
 
Ms. Bobeck cites no authority for her analysis, only a criticism of the Hearing 
Examiner's reliance upon the Idaho Court's analysis in criminal cases or refusal cases as 
to the purpose of notifying drivers as required of the consequences of a refusal or the 
consequences of the failure of an evidentiary test. 
The Idaho Court has rejected Ms. Bobeck' s analysis in State v. Woolery, 116 
Idaho 368, 775 P.2d 1210, 1989. There Woolery argued that because he was incapable of 
comprehending the consequence of a refusal based upon his physical condition after a 
motor vehicle accident resulting in the death of others he could not have comprehended 
the consequences of a refusal. The Court in Woolery concluded the Idaho Legislature has 
not created a statutory right to refuse to submit to an evidentiary test to determine a 
driver's blood alcohol level. 
It is difficult to believe that the Idaho Legislature would provide an 
individual with the statutory right to prevent the state from obtaining 
If the statute as written is socially or otherwise unsound, the power to correct it is legislative, not 
judicial. In re Estate of Miller, 143 Idaho 565, 567, 149 P.3d 840, 842 (2006). The interpretation 
of a statute "must begin with the literal words of the statute; those words must be given their plain, 
usual, and ordinary meaning; and the statute must be construed as a whole. If the statute is not 
ambiguous, this Court does not construe it, but simply follows the law as written. State v. 
Schwartz, 139 ldaho 360, 362, 79 P.3d 719, 721 (2003) (citations omitted). We have consistently 
held that where statutory language is unambiguous, legislative history and other extrinsic evidence 
should not be consulted for the purpose of altering the clearly expressed intent of the legislature. 
City of Sun Valley v. Sun Valley Co., 123 Idaho 665, 667, 851 P.2d 961,963 (1993) at 893. 
Verska v. Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 151 Idaho 889, 265 P.3d 502 (2011). 
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highly relevant evidence when a law enforcement officer has reasonable 
cause to believe that individual has committed a crime, Woolery at 373. 
The purpose of the Administrative License Suspension is to control or restrict the 
use of highways by those persons who cannot or will not conform their actions to the 
accepted standards of civilized behavior, Woolery, id.. The Woolery Court indicates that 
the Legislative acknowledgement was not meant to ham string the ability of law 
enforcement to properly investigate impaired drivers but was intended to obtain evidence 
of serious crimes committed by those individuals who have chosen to drive under the 
influence of drugs. 
There is no basis to require the demonstration that a particular mental or physical 
condition is present to sufficiently notify a driver of the consequences of participating in 
evideritiary testing: 
The circumstances of Ms. Bobeck's driving are unfortunate. However, Ms. 
Bobeck does not contend that the results of the test were not accurate, she simply argues 
that her inability to comprehend the advisory being read to her is the basis to avoid the 
administrative consequence resulting from the failed evidentiary test. 
Ms. Bobeck does not argue that there was any consequence to or prejudice to Ms. 
Bobeck based upon her apparent inability to comprehend the effect of a failure of an 
evidentiary test. 4 
The Hearing Examiner acknowledged the circumstances of Ms. Bobeck's 
physical condition, correctly analyzed the present state of the Idaho Law acknowledging 
there are no other reported cases other than criminal or refusal cases. 
4 Trooper Hight does not treat Ms. Bobeck's condition as a refusal. Instead and respectfully Trooper Hight 
only conducts an evidentiary test to determine whether Ms. Bobeck's condition was as a result of the 
ingestion of drugs or other intoxicating substances. 
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It is clear that Trooper Hight issued a Notice of Suspension containing the 
evidentiary test advisory (R. pp. 1-2). It is clear that Ms. Bobeck timely requested a 
Hearing, R. pp. 16-20. 
There is no constitutional issue here based upon Ms. Bobeck's argument. Not 
only does Ms. Bobeck not cite any authority for the Court's consideration, it is clear that 
Ms. Bobeck suffered no consequence as a result of her apparent inability to comprehend 
the advisory appropriately provided to her by Trooper Hight. Her timely request for an 
administrative hearing would suggest that Ms. Bobeck comprehended the Evidentiary 
Test Advisory provided her. 
CONCLUSION 
The Hearing Examiner's Findings and Conclusions are based on sufficient 
evidence in the record and should be confirmed by the Court. Legal cause exists for the 
stop of Ms. Bo beck's vehicle. The blood test administered to Ms. Bobeck complied with 
LC. § 18-8002A(7)(c) and I.C. § 18-8004 indicting that Ms. Bobeck was under the 
influence of an intoxicating drug. Ms. Bobeck was appropriately notified of the 
consequences of failing an evidentiary test. 
Ms. Bobeck has not met her burden. No constitutional issues based on this 
Record are before the Court. 
The suspension of Ms. Bobeck's driving privileges should be sustained and Ms. 
Bobeck's driving privileges should be suspended for a period of ninety days. 
DATED the _\_day of August, 2014. 
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Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General for 
Idaho Transportation Department 
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CASE NO. CV14-00635 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND 
ORDER ON PETITION FOR 
JUDICIAL REVIEW 
This matter came before the Court on Petition for Judicial Review of the Idaho 
Transportation Department Hearing Officer's Order sustaining Petitioner Jonna Bobeck's 
Administrative License Suspension pursuant to LC. § 18-8002A. A hearing on the matter was 
held on September 3, 2014. Petitioner Bobeck was represented by attorney Paul Thomas Clark. 
The Idaho Transportation Department was represented by Edwin L. Litteneker, Special Deputy 
Attorney General. The Court, having reviewed the administrative record, the briefs filed by the 
parties, having heard oral arguments of counsel, and being fully advised in the matter, hereby 
renders its decision. 
Bobeck v. !DOT 
Opinion & Order on Petition for Judicial Review 
FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
 
On December 4, 2013, Petitioner Jonna Bobeck and h
er four-year-old son were in a 
motor vehicle accident around 9:30 p.m. Ms. Bobeck
's vehicle, which was being pursued at low 
speed by a Lewiston Police patrol vehicle, came to a s
top after striking a utility pole and a 
stationary patrol vehicle with its overhead lights flash
ing. At the time of the accident, Bobeck 
was dressed only in a bathrobe and underwear and he
r four-year-old son, who was strapped in 
:bis car seat, was dressed in his pajamas. Bobeck was
 taken to the hospital in Lewiston to be 
treated for her injuries. Idaho State Trooper Travis H
ight contacted Bobeck at the hospital and 
read her the administrative license suspension ("ALS"
) advisory form prior to a blood draw to 
test Ms. Bobeck for alcohol or other intoxicating subs
tances. During the reading of the ALS 
form, Ms. Bobeck did not respond, was in a semi-con
scious state, and has no memory of the 
events. The blood test revealed Ms. Bobeck had Zolp
idem and Trazodone in her system, 
medications for which she has lawful prescriptions. 
Ms. Bobeck's driver's license was subsequently susp
ended pursuant to LC. § 18-
8002A( 4). She timely requested an ALS hearing, dur
ing which she asserted she was not 
properly advised regarding refusal or failure of the tes
t. On March 25, 2014, the hearing officer 
entered Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law, and O
rder sustaining the suspension after 
finding Ms. Bobeck was substantially informed of the
 consequences of failure or refusal of 
evidentiary testing. Ms. Bobeck timely filed a Petitio
n for Judicial Review. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Idaho Code§§ 18-8002 and 18-8002A require the Ida
ho Transportation Department 
("ITD") to suspend the license of a driver who fails e
videntiary testing for alcohol or other 
intoxicating substances, or who refuses to perform ev
identiary testing, when lawfully requested 
2 
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to do so by a law enforcement officer. A person who receives notice of an ad
ministrative license 
suspension ("ALS") may request a hearing to contest the suspension before a
 hearing officer 
designated by ITD. LC.§ 18-8002A(7); Kane v. State, Dep't ofTransp., 139 Idaho 
586,588, 
83 P.3d 130, 132 (Ct.App.2003). A hearing officer must uphold the suspensio
n unless he or she 
finds, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the driver has shown one of se
veral grounds 
enumerated in LC.§ 18-8002A(7) for vacating the suspension. Those ground
s are: 
(a) The peace officer did not have legal cause to stop the person; or 
(b) The officer did not have legal cause to believe the person had been driving
 or 
was in actual physical control of a vehicle while under the influence of alcoho
l, 
drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of section
 
18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code; or 
( c) The test results did not show an alcohol concentration or the presence of 
drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of section 18-8004, 18-80
04C 
or 18-8006, Idaho Code; or 
( d) The tests for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances
 
administered at the direction-of the-peac£offiterwere not conducted in 
accordance with the requirements of section 18-8004( 4 ), Idaho Code, or the 
testing equipment was not functioning properly when the test was administere
d; 
or 
( e) The person was not informed of the consequences of submitting to 
evidentiary testing as required in subsection (2) of this section. 
LC. § 18-8002A(7). 
A hearing officer's decision is subject to challenge through a petition for judic
ial review. 
LC. § 18-8002A(8); Kane, 139 Idaho at 589, 83 P.3d at 133. The burden of p
roof at an ALS 
hearing is on the individual requesting the hearing. Kane, 139 Idaho at 590, 8
3 P.3d at 134. On 
petition for judicial review, the reviewing court's analysis is limited to wheth
er the findings are 
supported by substantial and competent evidence. 
The reviewing court, including the district court on intermediate appeal, does
 not 
substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence
 
presented. The court instead defers to the agency's findings of fact unless the
y 
are clearly erroneous. The agency's factual determinations are binding on the
 
reviewing court, even where there is conflicting evidence before the agency, 
so 
long as the determinations are supported by substantial and competent eviden
ce 
3 
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in the record. Marshall, 137 Idaho at 340, 48 P.3d at 669. We do not s
ubstitute 
our view of the evidence for that of the hearing officer. However, we s
till review 
the evidence in the record to determine whether the hearing officer's fa
ctual 
findings are supported by substantial and competent evidence. Clearly
 erroneous 
factual findings are not entitled to our deference. 
Platz v. State, 154 Idaho 960,967,303 P.3d 647 (Ct.App.2013). 
ANALYSIS 
Petitioner Bobeck contends on Petition for Judicial Review that the he
aring officer's 
findings must be reversed for the following reasons: (1) the hearing o
fficer failed to address the 
testimony of Ms. Bobeck and her husband that she was asleep or sem
i-conscious during the time 
the officer read her the ALS form; (2) Ms. Bobeck could not have bee
n substantially informed 
regarding the consequences of failure or refusal of evidentiary testing
 because she was asleep or 
semi-conscious and has no memory of the event. 
In his written findings, the hearing officer does not address any specif
ic testimony 
received at the hearing, nor does he articulate the weight he attributed
 to any testimony. The 
hearing officer merely notes at the beginning of his written findings t
hat the testimony can be 
heard on the audio record of the proceedings. While the parties dispu
te whether the hearing 
officer is required to be more specific in his written findings, neither p
arty directs the Court to 
legal authority that supports their respective positions. The Court, wh
ile finding the hearing 
officer's abbreviated format lacking, is aware of no legal authority th
at requires a hearing officer 
to articulate with specificity what evidence was presented by way of t
estimony or to discuss the 
weight given to the testimony. In the instant matter, the lack of factua
l specificity appears to be 
harmless, as the officer's testimony was quite guarded, such that it di
d not challenge the 
testimony of Petitioner or her husband that she was in a state of semi-
consciousness when the 
4 
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form was read to her.
1 Therefore, the legal analysis must be based on facts that include 
Petitioner Bobeck's semi-conscious state during the reading of the A
LS form. 
The issue before the Court is whether a driver can be substantially i
nformed if, at the time 
the ALS form is read to them, they lack sufficient awareness or cap
acity to comprehend or even 
hear the information being presented. The analysis must begin with
 the long-established legal 
premise of implied consent under LC. § 18-8002(1 ), wherein anyon
e driving on Idaho roads is 
deemed to have impliedly consented to evidentiary testing for the p
resence of alcohol or drugs 
when a police officer has reasonable cause to believe the person wa
s driving under the 
influence.
2 Petitioner Bobeck does not challenge the well-established law of im
plied consent or 
that the officer had reasonable cause to believe she was driving und
er the influence. Instead, she 
contends the officer could not have substantially informed her of th
e consequences of failing or 
refusing evidentiary testing, as require by LC. § 18-8002(3)
3
, because she was unable to 
1 ALS Hearing Tr. at pp 14, 18, 28-30, and 35. 
2 "Any person who drives or is in actual physical control of a motor ve
hicle in this state shall be deemed to have 
given his consent to evidentiary testing for concentration of alcohol a
s defined in section 18-8004, Idaho Code, and 
to have given his consent to evidentiary testing for the presence of dr
ugs or other intoxicating substances, provided 
that such testing is administered at the request of a peace officer havi
ng reasonable grounds to believe that person 
has been driving or in actual physical control of a motor vehicle in vi
olation of the provisions of section 18-8004, 
Idaho Code, or section 18-8006, Idaho Code." LC. § 18-8002(1). 
3 At the time evidentiary testing for concentration of alcohol, or for the
 presence of drugs or other intoxicating 
substances is requested, the person shall be informed that ifhe refuse
s to submit to or ifhe fails to complete, 
evidentiary testing: 
(a) He is subject to a civil penalty of two hundred fifty dollars ($250)
 for refusing to take the test; 
(b) He has the right to request a hearing within seven (7) days to show
 cause why he refused to submit to, or 
complete evidentiary testing; 
( c) If he does not request a hearing or does not prevail at the hearing,
 the court shall sustain the civil penalty and his 
driver's license will be suspended absolutely for one (1) year if this is
 his first refusal and two (2) years if this is his 
second refusal within ten (10) years; 
(d) Provided however, ifhe is admitted to a problem solving court pr
ogram and has served at least forty-five (45) 
days of an absolute suspension of driving privileges, then he may be 
eligible for a restricted permit for the purpose 
of getting to and from work, school or an alcohol treatment program;
 and 
( e) After submitting to evidentiary testing he may, when practicable, 
at his own expense, have additional tests made 
by a person of his own choosing. 
5 
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comprehend the information when it was read to her. Similar argume
nts have been rejected by 
Idaho's Appellate Courts. 
In State v. DeWitt, 145 Idaho 709, 184 P.3d 215 (2008), DeWitt argued h
is implied 
consent was nullified because he was unconscious when he was inform
ed of the consequences of 
refusal or failure of evidentiary testing for DUI. The De Witt Court no
ted the Idaho Supreme 
Court directly rejected the same argument in State v. Woolery, 116 Ida
ho 368, 775 P.2d 1210 
(1989). The De Witt Court summarized the Woolery holding as stating
, "Informing a suspect 
about the consequences of refusing an evidentiary test is not intended
 to be an opportunity for a 
defendant to withdraw his consent; rather, it is an administrative tool 
designed to increase the 
likelihood that the suspect will peaceably submit to testing that he has
 no legal right to refuse." 
DeWitt, 145 Idaho at 713. 
In the instant matter, Petitioner Bobeck impliedly consented to evidentia
ry testing by 
driving on Idaho's roadways. The officer was obligated by statute to 
inform her of the 
consequences of failing or refusing evidentiary testing. However, wh
ether Petitioner Bobeck 
comprehended the information is irrelevant to the issue of implied co
nsent. Petitioner Bobeck 
expressed no refusal nor could she lawfully refuse. Law enforcemen
t officers are required under 
LC.§ 18-8002(3) to inform drivers of the consequences of failing or 
refusing evidentiary testing. 
They are not required to first insure a driver comprehends the informa
tion.4 The purpose of 
providing the ALS warning is to coerce compliance with a driver's al
ready existing implied 
consent. The purpose, as established by the Idaho Appellate Courts, 
is not to allow a driver to 
make an informed decision about consent. Therefore, so long as the 
information is substantially 
4 Iflaw enforcement officers were required to insure drivers comprehe
nd the ALS warnings in order to comply with 
LC. § 18-8002(3), drivers could avoid suspension by simply asserting th
ey were too intoxicated to understand or 
remember the information. 
6 
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provided, an officer meets his burden under LC. § 18-8002(3), regardless o
f whether the driver 
comprehends the information. 
ORDER 
The Order of the Hearing Officer sustaining Petitioner Bobeck's driver's li
cense 
suspension is hereby AFFIRMED. 
The Order of the Court staying imposition of the suspension is hereby LIFT
ED. The 
period of suspension Ordered by the Department of Transportation shall be
gin October 30, 2014, 
and run for the length of time ordered pursuant to statute. 
Dated this 4 _day of October 2014. 
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whether the Respondent was informed of t.li.e consequences of submitting to 
evidentiary testing as required in Idaho Code § l 8-8002A; 
whether the hearing officer considered the evidence presented at the time of the 
hearing; 
whether the hearing officer exceeded the statutory authority of the agency; and 
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(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
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ORDER FOR STAY PENDING 
APPEAL 
The motion of the Petitioner for stay pending appeal and completion of the appeal 
having been presented before this court, and good cause appearing therefore, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution and/or 
enforcement of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order previously entered 
in this matter on 25TH day of March, 2014, the District Court's Order entered the 24th day of 
October, 2014, and the order of the Idaho Transportation Department suspending Petitioner's 
driver's license or privileges, be and the same is hereby stayed during the pendency of appeal 
of said orders. 
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Petitioner's driving privileges are therefore ordered reinstated during the pendency 
of the appeal. 
DATED this-fay ofNovember, 2014. 
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